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Abstract

Cloud computing is a successful paradigm offering companies and individuals unlimited data storage and computational power at attractive costs. Despite its benefits, cloud computing raises security concerns for sensitive data. Once the data is outsourced, it is directly exposed to careless or potentially malicious Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). Moreover, the data can be learned by intruders due to the possible compromise of the cloud platform. To protect the outsourced data, it is necessary to encrypt the data before uploading them to the CSP. However, standard cryptographic primitives do not allow the CSP to do any operation over the encrypted data, including search.

The concept of Searchable Encryption (SE) provides a more promising solution to support searching over encrypted data while protecting outsourced data from unauthorised accesses by CSPs. In the literature, a plethora of SE schemes have been proposed. Unfortunately, a majority of them expose information about data and queries, called leakage, to the CSP. In recent years, a series of works illustrate that the CSP is potentially able to recover the content of data by analysing the leakage.

This thesis presents three different SE schemes with minimised leakage, which not only ensure the confidentially of the data, but also resist existing leakage-based attacks. Moreover, in multi-user settings, the proposed schemes do not need to update the key or re-encrypt the data when revoking compromised users. Meanwhile, the proposed SE schemes guarantee a practical user experience, where users only need to encrypt queries and decrypt results. The first proposed SE scheme is built on top of the hybrid cloud infrastructure, where a trusted private cloud platform is deployed between users and the public CSP. The second solution is designed for the organisations without private cloud platforms, which can be deployed across two public CSPs. The last solution combines SE with Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX), a trusted hardware that can be embedded in the CSP. We present a theoretical security analysis for the three schemes. We also implemented prototypes and evaluated their performance. The results demonstrate that the proposed schemes can efficiently address the challenging problems in practice.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Cloud computing is a successful paradigm offering companies and individuals virtually unlimited data storage and computational power at very attractive costs. Despite its benefits, cloud computing raises serious security concerns for preserving the confidentiality of sensitive data, such as medical, social, and financial information. Once the data is outsourced, it is exposed to careless or even potentially malicious Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). Moreover, the data could also be learned by third party intruders because the cloud platform could be compromised. In this context, the data owner lacks a valid mechanism for protecting the data from unauthorised access.

A straightforward method to solve the issue is to encrypt the data with standard cryptographic primitives, such as AES and 3DES, before uploading it to the CSP. However, this method is not practical for the applications requiring to perform search over the data, such as relational databases, web applications, and machine learning tools. The reason is that standard cryptographic primitives do not support search operations over encrypted data. If a piece of data is required, a trivial solution is that the user downloads all the content to its local (trusted) environment, decrypts the data, and performs the search operation. Unfortunately, this trivial solution does not scale well when the database is very large. Alternatively, we can provide the CSP with the key to decrypt all data. Then, the CSP can search the decrypted data to retrieve the required part. This method is used in most of the commercial public cloud services, such as Amazon S3 [1]. However, this approach still allows the CSP to learn the content of data and queries.

In privacy-sensitive applications, both the data and the query imply privacy information of data owners and users. For instance, in electronic healthcare systems, medical records contain physical conditions of patients, and the queries issued by doctors indicate their specialities and
medical preferences. In practice, the CSP might be trusted. However, they can be compromised and controlled by external adversaries. Moreover, an employee in the CSP company could also be malicious. The attacker who compromises the cloud server or the malicious employee in the CSP might sell such information to insurance and medical companies for personal benefits. For simplicity, in the rest of this work, we treat the CSP as the attacker who makes effort to learn the content of data and queries and infer user privacy. Therefore, it is important to ensure the confidentiality of both of the data and queries when outsourcing sensitive data to the cloud.

The concept of Searchable Encryption (SE) provides a promising solution to support searching over encrypted data while protecting outsourced data from unauthorised accesses by CSPs. In SE schemes, encrypted data is tagged with encrypted keywords in such a way that a CSP, which is given an encrypted search term, can check whether a record has the keywords that satisfy the search term without decrypting the record or the search term. In other words, SE not only supports search operations but also ensures confidentiality of both the record and the query. Based on the underlying encryption primitives, SE schemes could be Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE) or Public key Encryption with Keyword Search (PEKS) [2]. In general, SSE is much more efficient than PEKS, yet PEKS is more flexible to support multi-user access.

Since the seminal paper by Song et al. [3], a plethora of SE schemes have been proposed. A long line of works, such as [3–24], focus on investigating SE with complex functionality (e.g., multi-keyword search, range queries, rank search, boolean search, and fuzzy search) and improved performance. Unfortunately, a majority of them expose sensitive information about data and queries, called leakage, to the CSP. For instance, from the encrypted database, the CSP might learn the number of times each keyword appears in the database (we call this frequency information). From the search operations, the CSP is able to see the access pattern, i.e., the physical location and ciphertext of encrypted data accessed by a given query. Moreover, the CSP can also infer if two or more queries have the same underlying keywords or not (if the queries are equivalent or not, or if the queries search for the same data or not), referred to as the search pattern, by comparing the encrypted queries or their matched data. Last but not least, the CSP can simply log the number of matched records or files returned by each query, referred to as the size pattern.

A series of more recent works [25–30] illustrate that the CSP is potentially able to recover the content of queries and data by analysing the leakage. For instance, Islam, Kuzu and Kantarcioglu [25] showed how the access and search patterns can be exploited to recover queries. This attack is referred to as IKK attack in the literature. Naveed et al. [26] recover more than 60% of the data stored in CryptDB [17] using frequency analysis. Cash et al. [27] give a comprehensive analysis of the leakage in SE solutions for file collections and introduced the count attack, where the CSP could recover queries by counting the number of matched records even if the encrypted records are semantically secure. Unfortunately, the majority of the existing SE
solutions, such as [3–24], are vulnerable to these attacks due to the leakage of search, access, and size patterns.

In addition to the search, access, and size patterns, the SE scheme might leak more information when executing insert and delete queries. Based on whether the scheme still supports data updating after the database bootstrapping, the SE schemes are generally categorised into static and dynamic. In static SE schemes, such as [8, 21, 31], users cannot update the data once the database is encrypted and uploaded to the CSP. In contrast, dynamic SE schemes, e.g., [6, 14, 19], still support insert, update, and delete operations after bootstrapping the database. Dynamic SE schemes leak extra information if they do not support forward privacy and backward privacy properties. Lacking forward privacy means that the CSP can learn if newly inserted data or updated data matches previously executed queries. Lacking backward privacy means that the CSP learns if deleted data matches new queries. In [28], Zhang et al. investigate the consequences when dynamic SE schemes fail to ensure the forward privacy, and introduce the file-injection attack. Specifically, the CSP could recover a very high fraction of searched keywords by injecting a small number of known files and observing the access pattern. Supporting forward and backward privacy is fundamental to limit the power of the CSP to collect information on how the data evolves over time. Several of the existing schemes, such as [7, 19, 32, 33], support forward privacy, but only [34, 35] are able to support both properties simultaneously.

Privacy-sensitive applications, such as electronic healthcare systems, impose stringent security requirements when it comes to data outsourcing. The first step to meet those requirements is to minimise information leakage that could lead to inference attacks, i.e., the attacks where the CSP can infer the content of the data or the queries based on the obtained leakage. Oblivious Random Access Memory (ORAM) [36–38] is a cryptographic primitive that allows a client to access memory locations from a server without revealing the access pattern. Homomorphic Encryption (HE) [39, 40] is a form of encryption supporting computation on encrypted data. Moreover, after decryption, the computation result is the same as the result of performing identical operations on the plaintext. As shown in [41–43], both the ORAM and HE techniques can be leveraged in SE schemes to protect the patterns from the CSP. However, existing ORAM and HE techniques are prohibitively costly and impractical. In this thesis, we are concerned with practical solutions where users can get the required data efficiently without incurring impractical storage, communication and computation overheads. Moreover, in multi-user settings, where the systems allow multiple users to read and/or write the data, users could join or leave the system at any time, ideally without affecting the rest of the users. Unfortunately, ORAM-based and HE-based solutions fail to cover these important aspects. Therefore, a fundamental problem is to develop secure and practical SE schemes for privacy-sensitive applications in multi-user settings.
1.2 Design Goals

Based on the above discussion, the goals of our SE schemes can be summarised below:

- First, we ensure confidentiality of the records and queries while the CSP is still able to return the encrypted result to users correctly.

- Second, we aim at protecting the search, access, and size patterns from the CSP, and ensuring the forward and backward privacy of the database, such that the CSP cannot mount any leakage-based inference attack.

- Third, we also consider the key management for multi-user databases. Specifically, our system allows revoking compromised users efficiently without regenerating the secret key and re-encrypting the records.

- Fourth, we aim at achieving a practical experience on the user side. Specifically, the user should be able to get the query result in an acceptable time. Moreover, the storage, communication and computation overhead on the user side should be reasonable.

1.3 System Settings

Before discussing the contributions, we describe the system settings in our work.

In this thesis, we propose several incremental approaches to protect the confidentiality of the data stored in outsourced databases. In particular, we focus on protecting the records stored in relational databases. Roughly speaking, a relational database is a set of tables organised into rows and columns. Each row in a table, also called a record or a tuple, consists of a sequence of elements and represents an entity or item. Each column, or field, represents an attribute of the entity. All the data referenced by a field is in the same domain and conform to the same constraints. One single data value or element represents a cell in the table. Herein, we refer to the database as a single table.

As mentioned above, based on whether the encrypted database supports insert, update and delete queries, we categorise the encrypted databases into static and dynamic. A static database, such as country names all over the world, only supports select queries. On the contrary, in dynamic encrypted databases, e.g., electronic healthcare systems, the user can still insert, delete, or update records. In this thesis, we will discuss how to minimise information leakage for both static and dynamic databases.

Moreover, we further categorise the dynamic databases according to their access settings into Single-User (SU), Single-writer Multi-reader (SwMr) and Multi-writer Multi-reader (MwMr) scenarios. Basically, in single-user databases, only the data owner can issue queries to read and
write the records. SwMr databases allow the data owner to insert, update, and delete records, whereas, the other users are only authorised to issue select queries for data reading. In MwMr schemes, multiple users can read and write the records. In all scenarios, the data owner aims at protecting its data from the CSP and unauthorised users. Moreover, the data user aims at concealing its queries and search results from others, including the CSP, the data owner, and other users. The work in this thesis presents approaches to manage secret keys, and methods to minimise information leakage for both the SwMr and MwMr applications.

Note that the static database is uploaded during the bootstrapping by the data owner or the system administrator, and none can update it after the bootstrapping. Therefore, the static database only supports single-user and SwMr scenarios.

1.4 Our Contributions

To achieve the above goals, we first summarise the leakage in existing SE schemes and analyse how the leakage is leveraged in inference attacks to recover the records and queries. We also discussed the possible countermeasures to withstand these attacks. The details are given in Chapter 2. In particular, in Chapter 3, we present three different methods to hide the size pattern and break the link between the size and search patterns.

Second, we have designed and implemented three different specific SE schemes that achieve the above goals:

- **ObliviousDB.** We design a secure PEKS scheme built on top of the hybrid cloud infrastructure, called ObliviousDB. ObliviousDB is applicable for organisations with a hybrid cloud infrastructure, where a trusted private cloud server is deployed between users and the public CSP. According to the latest report given by RightScale [44], 51% of the enterprises are using the hybrid strategy. Basically, to protect the search pattern and data distribution in databases, ObliviousDB randomises both the encrypted queries and records. The bilinear pairing technique enables the CSP to perform the search operation between randomised queries and records. By using the proxy re-encryption primitives [4, 45], ObliviousDB supports MwMr access. Furthermore, compromised users can be revoked efficiently without updating keys and re-encrypting records. In addition, by delegating part of the storage and computation overhead to the private cloud, both the forward and backward privacy is guaranteed. Meanwhile, the leakage of access and size patterns can be controlled with a tradeoff on performance. We implemented a prototype of the scheme and tested its performance. The experiment result shows its practical efficiency. This part of the thesis has been published in [46]. We present this scheme in Chapter 4.

- **Multi-cloud encrypted database (P-McDb).** P-McDb is our second solution achieving
the above goals. Unlike ObliviousDB, P-McDb utilises a multi-cloud strategy that involves multiple untrusted public CSPs and does not rely on any trusted entity. Rightscale’s latest report shows that 81% of the investigated enterprises use multi-cloud strategy, and 20% of them use multiple untrusted public CSPs [44]. Thus, P-McDb is feasible to most of the enterprises. Roughly speaking, P-McDb employs two non-colluding CSPs. One is responsible for storing the encrypted database and performing encrypted search operations, and the other one is in charge of managing the auxiliary information used for searching and ensuring higher security guarantees. As long as the two CSPs do not collude together, the confidentiality of the records and queries are ensured even if the CSPs mount inference attacks. Moreover, P-McDb also supports multi-user access, and it can revoke any user efficiently without updating the keys and re-encrypting the records.

Another important aspect is, P-McDb is SSE scheme, and it is built based on only symmetric encryption and XOR operations, making it much more efficient than HE-based and ORAM-based SE solutions, such as [41, 42, 47, 48]. This part of the thesis has been published in [49] and described in Chapter 5.

- SGX-assisted encrypted database. The last solution presented in this thesis combines SSE with Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX) [50], a trusted hardware that can be embedded in the CSP. Ideally, if SGX can store the whole encrypted database and process all the queries, the CSP will learn nothing. Unfortunately, SGX suffers from very limited memory space and side channel attacks. Our solution addresses the two limitations. Basically, B+ tree structure is leveraged in this solution to support sub-linear search. Moreover, SGX loads and processes the tree indices in batches. On the one hand, this method ensures that the access pattern is protected. On the other hand, SGX can also process a large database without exhausting its memory. To mitigate side channel attacks, the B+ tree is searched in a balanced way, independent of the query and the access pattern. Furthermore, apart from the simple equality and range queries, this solution also allows the CSP to perform aggregates, such as SUM, GROUP BY and ORDER BY, join and other complex queries. To analyse the performance, we evaluate our proposed scheme on Big Data benchmark [51] and compare it with ObliDB [52], an SGX-assisted scheme guaranteeing the privacy of access pattern. Our scheme outperforms ObliDB by at least 5.78×. We also compare our scheme with a baseline implementation without access pattern protection but with sub-linear search support. Our results show that our techniques to resist side channel attacks add less than 27× overhead when the B+ tree contains 1 million keys. This scheme has been published in [53] and presented in Chapter 6.
1.5 Organisation

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we formally define the leakage in existing SE schemes for databases and summarise the leakage-based attacks discovered in recent years. Moreover, we discuss the possible ways to minimise the leakage and defend against the attacks. In Chapter 3, we present several different approaches to avoid the size pattern leakage. In Chapter 4, 5, and 6, we present the design and implementation details for the proposed SE schemes: ObliviousDB, P-McDb and the SGX-assisted encrypted database, respectively. Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude the thesis and discuss the future research directions.
Chapter 2

Leakage and Attacks

In this thesis, we mainly aim at minimising information leakage in SE schemes and resisting leakage-based inference attacks. Before giving any solution, in this chapter, we first summarise and define the leakage in existing SE schemes for databases. Second, we revisit the techniques used in existing inference attacks. Finally, based on the leakage and techniques used in inference attacks, we give possible countermeasures to defend against such attacks.

2.1 Notations

In this section, we define the notations used throughout this thesis.

A database \( DB = \{rcd_1, \ldots, rcd_N\} = \{(e_{1,1}, \ldots, e_{1,F}), \ldots, (e_{N,1}, \ldots, e_{N,F})\} \) is a \( N \times F \) two-dimension array with \( N \) rows corresponding to records and \( F \) columns corresponding to fields or attributes. Each record \( rcd_{id} = (e_{id,1}, \ldots, e_{id,F}) \) consists of \( F \) elements and is identified with an unique identifier \( id \).

We define \( D_f = \bigcup_{id=1}^{N} e_{id,f} \) as the keywords universe of field \( f \), and define \( d_f = |D_f| \) as its cardinality, where \( 1 \leq f \leq F \). Let \( D = \bigcup_{f=1}^{F} D_f \) be the set of all different elements in \( DB \). Assume \( d = |D| \) and \( D = \{e_1, \ldots, e_d\} \). For each element \( e \in D \), \( DB(e) = \{id|e \in rcd_{id}\} \) is the set of identifiers of the records that contain \( e \). \( O(e) = |DB(e)| \) is the occurrence of \( e \) in \( DB \), i.e., the number of records containing \( e \). The data distribution \( DB \) can be presented as \( \Gamma = \{DB(e_1), \ldots, DB(e_d)\} \).

Let \( EDB \) be the encrypted version of \( DB \), and \( |EDB| \) be the number of encrypted records in \( EDB \). Each encrypted record is represented as \( Ercd \). The \( id \) of an encrypted record indicates its storage location in \( EDB \). Each element \( e \) is encrypted into \( e^* \). \( \Gamma^* = \{EDB(e^*), \ldots\} \) is the data distribution of \( EDB \), where \( EDB(e^*) = \{id|e^* \in Ercd_{id}\} \). In particular, if \( e^* \) is semantically secure, \( |EDB(e^*)| = 1, \forall e^* \in EDB \).

We say \( EDB \) is static if it only supports select queries, i.e., no update, insert and delete
queries are ever expected. In static databases, the distribution $\Gamma^*$ does not change. On the contrary, if $EDB$ allows users to insert new records, delete or update old records after bootstrapping, we say it is dynamic. In a dynamic database, $\Gamma^*$ varies with delete, insert and update queries.

We use $Q$ and $EQ$ to represent a query and an encrypted query, respectively. In this thesis, we focus on simple queries with only one predicate each. Thus, we formalise a SQL query as $Q = (type, f, operator, e)$. $Q.type$ represents the operation of the query, which can be ‘select’ and ‘delete’ for dynamic databases but can only be ‘select’ for static databases. The ‘insert’ queries are represented by encrypted records, and the ‘update’ queries can be performed by deleting the old records first and inserting the updated records afterwards. $Q.f$ is the field identifier to be searched, and $Q.e$ is the interested keyword. $Q.operator$ is ‘=' for equality queries, and $Q.operator \in \{=, <, >, \leq, \geq\}$ for range queries. An encrypted query is defined as $EQ = \{type, f, operator, e'\}$. In particular, for any two queries $Q_i$ and $Q_j$, we say they are in the same structure, if $Q_i.type = Q_j.type$, $Q_i.f = Q_j.f$ and $Q_i.operator = Q_j.operator$, and $Q_i = Q_j$, if $Q_i.e = Q_j.e$ as well. On the contrary, $Q_i \neq Q_j$ if one of the attributes is unequal.

We say $EQ(Encd) = 1$ when $Encd$ matches $EQ$. $EQ(EDB) = \{(id, Encd_{id}) | EQ(Encd_{id}) = 1\}$ stands for the search result of $EQ$, which can be alternatively represented as $SR(EQ)$.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, most of the SE schemes suffer from the leakage of the search, access, and size patterns. Moreover, dynamic SE schemes may also fail to ensure the forward and backward privacy. Here we give formal definitions for those properties.

**Definition 1 (Search Pattern).** Given a sequence of $q$ queries $(Q_1, ..., Q_q)$, the search pattern represents the relationship between any two queries $Q_i$ and $Q_j$, i.e., $Q_i = Q_j$ or $Q_i \neq Q_j$, where $q$ is a polynomial size and $1 \leq i < j \leq q$.

**Definition 2 (Access pattern).** Given a sequence of $q$ queries $(Q_1, ..., Q_q)$, the access pattern represents the records matching each query, i.e., $(SR(Q_1), ..., SR(Q_q))$.

**Definition 3 (Size pattern).** Given a sequence of $q$ queries $(Q_1, ..., Q_q)$, the size pattern represents the number of records matching each query, i.e., $(|Q_1(DB)|, ..., |Q_q(DB)|)$, or $(|SR(Q_1)|, ..., |SR(Q_q)|)$.

**Definition 4 (Forward Privacy).** Let $Encd_i$ be an encrypted record inserted or updated at time point $t$, a dynamic SE scheme achieves forward privacy, if $EQ(Encd) = 0$ is always true for any query $EQ$ issued before $t$.

**Definition 5 (Backward Privacy).** Let $Encd_i$ be an encrypted record deleted at time point $t$, a dynamic SE scheme achieves backward privacy, if $EQ(Encd) = 0$ is always true for any query $EQ$ issued after $t$.

In Table 2.1, we summarise a number of SE schemes proposed in the literature based on whether they achieve the properties or not. These schemes either aims at supporting rich func-
Table 2.1: A comparison of SE schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Search pattern</th>
<th>Access pattern</th>
<th>Size pattern</th>
<th>Forward privacy</th>
<th>Backward privacy</th>
<th>Key management</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curtmola et al. [8] SSE-1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtmola et al. [8] SSE-2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash et al. [31]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarecki et al. [54]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bösch et al. [55]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al. [5]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [43]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>ORAM-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishai et al. [41]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [56]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang et al. [12]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferretti et al. [9]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popa et al. [17]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarfraz et al. [18]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. [24]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. [22]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agha et al. [4]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bao et al. [7]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popa et al. [58]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang [59]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krayas et al. [60]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash et al. [6]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>PEKS</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamara et al. [14]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamara et al. [15]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halm et al. [11]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPQED [42]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>HE-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveed et al. [16]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanov et al. [19]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang et al. [7]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rizomiliotis et al. [61]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>ORAM-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bost [32]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song et al. [62]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bost et al. [34]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. [15]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. [63]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoang et al. [64]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPQEDa [42]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>HE-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our objectives</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓ and x indicate that the property is protected or not, respectively. ○ represents a Single User (SU) scheme; ● represents SwMr scheme. ● represents a MwMr scheme.

Static means the scheme does not support insert, update, or delete operations.
tionalities, like multi-keyword search, dynamic operation or multi-user access, or supporting sub-linear search efficiency. Unfortunately, most of them suffer from leakage even if they have been proved secure formally or informally under different security models. In this thesis, we aim at proposing SE schemes that can resist leakage-based attacks by protecting the size, search and access patterns, and ensuring both the forward and backward privacy. Meanwhile, the proposed SE schemes should be dynamic and have flexible key management mechanisms to support multi-user access. The proposed schemes could be SSE or PEKS. In the rest of this thesis, we will give more details.

2.2 Leakage Level Definition

In [27], Cash et al. define four different levels of leakage profiles for encrypted file collections according to the method of encrypting files and the data structure supporting encrypted search. Yet, we cannot apply these definitions into databases directly, since the structure of a file is different from that of a record in the database. In particular, a file is a collection of related words arranged in a semantic order and tagged with a set of keywords for searching, whereas, a record consists of a set of keywords with pre-defined attributes. Moreover, a keyword may occur more than once in a file and different keywords may have different occurrences, whereas, a keyword of an attribute generally occurs only once in a record. Starting on the leakage layers defined in [27], in this section, we provide our own layer-based leakage definition for encrypted databases. Specifically, we use the terminology leakage profile to describe the information the CSP can learn about the data directly from the encrypted database and also the information about the results and queries that can be learned during the access to the database.

The simplest type of SE scheme for databases is encrypting both the records and queries with Property-Preserving Encryption (PPE), such as the DETerministic (DET) and Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE). In DET-based schemes, the same data has the same ciphertext once encrypted, i.e., $e_i^* = e_j^*$ if $e_i = e_j$ and in OPE-based schemes, the encrypted data has the same order as their plaintext, e.g., $e_i^* > e_j^*$ if $e_i > e_j$. In this type of SE scheme, the CSP can check whether each record matches the query efficiently by just comparing their ciphertext. However, these solutions have the greatest leakage. Specifically, in DET-based schemes, such as CryptDB [17] (when the records are protected only with the PPE layer), DBMask [18] and Cipherbase [65], before performing any query, the CSP can learn the data distribution, i.e., the number of distinct elements and the occurrence of each element, directly from the ciphertext of the database. Formally, we say the data distribution of $DB$ is leaked if $e^*$ and $e$ have the same occurrence, i.e., $O(e) = O(e^*)$, for each $e \in DB$, where $e^*$ is the ciphertext of $e$ in $EDB$. To support encrypted range queries, [17, 18, 65] also use OPE primitives, which reveal the order of numerical data elements. In this thesis, we focus on equality queries. Therefore, we define
this leakage profile set as:

- $\mathcal{L}_3 = \{\Gamma\}$.

where $\Gamma$ is the data distribution of the database and defined as $\Gamma = \{DB(e_1),...DB(e_d)\}$.

The second type of SE for databases encrypts the data with semantically secure primitives, but still encrypts the queries with DET encryption. By using semantically secure primitives, the encrypted data is randomised. In this kind of scheme, the CSP can also perform search operations efficiently by repeating the randomisation over the DET query and then comparing it with the randomised data, as done in [11], Arx [66] and BlindSeer [67]. By encrypting the data element with semantically secure encryption, $O(e^*) = 1$ for each $e^* \in EDB$. Thus, both the data distribution and the order of numbers are protected. However, after executing a query, the CSP could still learn which and how many records match the query, i.e., the access and the size patterns. Moreover, due to the DET encryption, whether the same query is repeated or not, i.e., the search pattern, is also leaked. We define its leakage profile as:

- $\mathcal{L}_2 = \{\text{size pattern}, \text{search pattern}, \text{access pattern}\}$.

Note that without performing any query, PPE-based databases has $\mathcal{L}_1$ leakage. After performing queries, PPE-based databases also leak the profiles included in $\mathcal{L}_2$.

A more secure SE solution leverages ORAM [37, 38] or combines HE with oblivious data retrieval to hide the search and access patterns. For instance, the HE-based PPQED$_a$ proposed by Samanthula et al. [42] and the ORAM-based SisoSPIR given by Ishai et al. [41] hide both the search and the access patterns. Specifically, to hide the data distribution and the search pattern, both PPQED$_a$ and SisoSPIR randomise the encrypted records and queries. To conceal the access pattern from the CSP, in PPQED$_a$, the match result between records and queries is encrypted and can only be learned by the user. Furthermore, the matched records are loaded through oblivious transfer protocols. Thus, the CSP never learns which records match the query. In SisoSPIR, whether each record matches the query is checked by the user, and the access pattern is protected by using ORAM. Unfortunately, in both schemes, the CSP can still learn how many records are returned to the user for each query, i.e., the communication volume. According to [29], the HE-based and ORAM-based SE schemes have fixed communication overhead between the CSP and users. Specifically, the length of the message sent from the CSP to the user as the result of a query is proportional to the number of records matching the query. Based on this observation, the CSP can still infer the size pattern. Thus, the HE-based and ORAM-based SE schemes are vulnerable to size pattern-based attacks, such as the count attack. The profile leaked in HE-based and ORAM-based SE schemes can be summarised below:

- $\mathcal{L}_1 = \{\text{communication volume}\}$. 
In addition to the leakage profiles defined above, the majority of existing SE schemes also leak some basic information. Indeed, in order to maintain the search functionality of encrypted records, most SE schemes, such as [17] and [4], only encrypt the interested table name, field name and keyword involved in the query, whereas, the query type and query operator are kept in plaintext. Furthermore, even if the interested field in the query is encrypted, the CSP can still learn if any two queries search over the same field or not, called field pattern. since the schema of the database is fixed and the CSPs can learn which field is searched for each query. Formally, we define the field pattern as:

Definition 6 (Field Pattern). Given a sequence of $q$ queries ($Q_1, \ldots, Q_q$), the field pattern represents the relationship between any two queries fields, i.e., whether $Q_i.f = Q_j.f$ or $Q_i.f \neq Q_j.f$.

Herein, we define this set of basic leakage as:

- $\mathcal{L}_0 = \{\text{query type, query operator, field pattern}\}$. 


Table 2.2: Summary of leakage profiles and attacks against encrypted databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leakage</th>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{L}_2 )</td>
<td>Asghar et al. [4] Blind Seer [70] [67] Arx [66] PPQED [42]</td>
<td>IKK attack Count attack Record-injection attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{L}_1 )</td>
<td>PPQED (_a) [42] SisoSPIR [41]</td>
<td>Count attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{L}_0 )</td>
<td>ObliviousDB [46] P-McDb [49] SGX-assisted encrypted database [53]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Attacks against SE Solutions

With the leakage levels defined in Section 2.2, the SE schemes are still provable secure under either the real-ideal [7, 8], Universal Composable (UC) [71] or other specific security models. However, in practice, the leakage can be exploited to recover the content of records and queries. In recent years, a long line of research on leakage-based attacks has been proposed in the literature. Table 2.2 summarises the existing SE solutions for relational databases and the attacks applicable to them. In this section, we illustrate how the existing leakage-based attacks could recover the data and queries, including the frequency analysis attack introduced in [26], the IKK attack proposed in [41], the file-injection attack presented in [28], the record-injection attack defined in [72], the count attack introduced in [27], and the reconstruction attack proposed in [29]. Specifically, for each attack, we analyse its leveraged leakage, required knowledge, process, and consequences.

2.3.1 Frequency Analysis Attack

In [26], Naveed et al. describe an attack on PPE-based SE schemes, where the CSP could recover the items in encrypted databases by analysing the leaked frequency information, i.e., the data distribution. To succeed in this attack, in addition to the encrypted database, the CSP also requires some auxiliary information, such as the application details, publicly available statistics and prior versions of the targeted database. In practice, such auxiliary information could be obtained by accessing the application, from documentations or through a prior data breach. Moreover, publicly available statistics, e.g., census data or hospital statistics, can be obtained online. In PPE-based SE schemes, the frequency information of an encrypted database is same.
as that of the database in plaintext. By comparing the leaked frequency information with the obtained statistics relevant to the application, the CSP could recover the encrypted items stored in encrypted relational databases. For instance, most of the organisations, such as universities, publish their staff lists in their homepages, from which the CSP can learn the statistics of names in the targeted organisations. Moreover, the CSP knows the owner of each encrypted database by nature. By comparing the leaked frequency information with the owner organisation’s statistics of names, the CSP can infer the name of each record in the encrypted database. Specifically, the field whose element distribution is close to the known name distribution could be ‘Name’. Furthermore, the element with the highest occurrence could be the most popular name in the organisation, and so forth. In [26], Naveed et al. recovered more than 60% of records when evaluating this attack with real electronic medical records using CryptDB. We stress that this attack does not require any queries or interaction with users. The encrypted databases with $L_3$ leakage profile, i.e., PPE-based databases, such as CryptDB and DBMask, are vulnerable to this attack.

2.3.2 IKK Attack

IKK attack proposed by Islam et al. [25] is the first attack exploiting the access pattern leakage in the literature. The goal of the IKK attack is to recover encrypted queries in encrypted file collection systems, i.e., recover the plaintext of searched keywords. As required in the frequency analysis attack, the CSP also needs to know some background knowledge of the targeted dataset, and then the CSP could guess the possible keywords in the dataset and the expected probability of any two keywords appearing in a file (i.e., co-occurrence probability). Again, obtaining such information is not a hard task if the CSP knows the application scenario. For instance, if the targeted files are from a university, ‘lecture’, ‘workshop’ and ‘tutorial’ could be the possible keywords. The CSP can also simulate the expected co-occurrence probability of any two keywords by carrying out a probabilistic analysis over publicly available online datasets, such as the news and documents published in the university’s website. Formally, the CSP guesses $m$ potential keywords and builds an $m \times m$ matrix $\tilde{C}$ whose element is the co-occurrence probability of each keyword pair. The CSP mounts the IKK attack by observing the access pattern revealed by the encrypted queries. Specifically, by checking if any two queries match the same files or not, the number of files containing any two searched keywords (i.e., the co-occurrence rate) can be reconstructed. Assume the CSP observes $n$ queries. It can constructs an $n \times n$ matrix $C$ with their co-occurrence rates. By using the simulated annealing technique [73], the CSP can find the best match between $\tilde{C}$ and $C$ and maps the encrypted keywords to the guesses. In [25], Islam et al. mounted the IKK attack over the Enron email dataset [74] and recovered 80% of the queries with certain vocabulary sizes.

The encrypted relational databases with leakage profile $L_2$ or $L_1$, such as Arx [66], Blind
seer [70], and PPQED [42], are also vulnerable to the IKK attack. To mount the IKK attack on databases, the CSP needs to guess the co-occurrences of any two elements in two different fields in the real database based on some background knowledge of the application. The encrypted queries can be recovered by observing the revealed access pattern and comparing them with the known dataset.

2.3.3 File-injection and Record-injection Attack

The file-injection attack [28] is the an active attack mounted on encrypted file collections, which is also named as chosen-document attack in [27]. The file-injection attack attempts to recover encrypted queries by exploiting the access pattern in encrypted file storage. Compared with the IKK and the count attack (will be discussed in Section 2.3.4), much less auxiliary knowledge is required: the CSP only needs to know the keywords universe of the system. In [28], Zhang et al. presented the first concrete file-injection attack on file storage systems and showed that the encrypted queries can be revealed with a small set of injected files. The details of this attack is given below. The CSP sends files composed of the keywords of its choice, such as emails, to users who then encrypt and upload them to the CSP, which are called injected files. If no other files are uploaded simultaneously, the CSP can easily know the storage location of each injected file. Moreover, the CSP can check which injected files match the subsequent queries. By injecting enough files with different keyword combinations, the CSP could recover the keywords included in queries by checking the keywords included in the matched and unmatched injected files. Specifically, the keywords included in the matched but not included in the unmatched injected files are the possible searched keywords. For instance, if the injected files matching a query $Q$ all contain $w_1$ and $w_2$, but $w_2$ is also contained in other injected files that do not match $Q$, the keyword involved in $Q$ must be $w_1$.

More recently, Abdelraheem et al. [30] mounted a similar active attack on encrypted relational databases with $L_2$ or $L_3$ leakage profiles, called record-injection attack. In file storage systems, it is hard to recover the content of the whole file by mounting file-injection attacks, since only the keyword is encrypted with SE. However, in databases, many elements of a record might be encrypted with SE in order to support the search operation over these fields. Abdelraheem et al. showed that the record-injection attack could not only recover encrypted queries but also fully recover encrypted records when the elements in all fields are encrypted with SE.

2.3.4 Count and Relational-count Attack

The count attack is proposed by Cash et al. in [27] to recover encrypted queries in file storage systems based on the access pattern and size pattern leakage. As in the IKK attack scenario, the CSP is also assumed to know an $m \times m$ matrix $\tilde{C}$ where its entry $\tilde{C}[w_i, w_j]$ holds the co-
occurrence rate of keyword $w_i$ and $w_j$ in the targeted dataset. In order to improve the attack efficiency and accuracy, the CSP is assumed to know, for each keyword $w$, the number of matching files $\text{count}(w)$ in the targeted dataset. The CSP mounts the count attack by counting the number of files matching each encrypted query. For an encrypted query $EQ$, if the number of its matching files (a.k.a. the result size $|\text{SR}(EQ)|$) is unique and equals to a known $\text{count}(w)$, the searched keyword included in $EQ$ must be $w$. However, if the result size of a query $EQ'$ is not unique, all the keywords with $\text{count}(w) = |\text{SR}(EQ')|$ could be the candidates, and it is hard to determine which one of them is correct only based on the result size. Recall that the CSP can construct another matrix $C$ that represents the observed co-occurrence rate between any two queries based on the leakage of access pattern. By comparing $C$ with $\tilde{C}$, the candidates for the queries with non-unique result sizes can be reduced. Specifically, the CSP can discard the wrong keyword candidates for $EQ'$ by comparing the observed $C[EQ', EQ_i]$ with $\tilde{C}$, where $EQ_i$ represents a previously recovered query. Formally, the candidates set for $EQ'$ can be reduced to $\{w' : \tilde{C}[w', w_i] = C[EQ', EQ_i]\}$, where $w_i$ is the keyword of $EQ_i$. With enough recovered queries, it is possible to determine the keyword of $EQ'$. In [27], Cash et al. tested the count attack against Enron email dataset and successfully recovered almost all the queries.

In [72], Abdelraheem et al. applied the count attack on relational databases and named it the relational-count attack. The SE solutions for relational databases with leakage profiles above $L_1$ are vulnerable to the relational-count attack. The specific leakage leveraged in this attack is the size pattern, i.e., the number of records matching each encrypted query. Due to the fact that the co-occurrence rate of the elements in the same field must be zero, the relational-count attack does not assume that the CSP has any knowledge about the co-occurrence rate between element pairs. Unlike the file collection, in relational databases, the candidates for a query with non-unique result size are limited to the elements in the searched field. Moreover, which field is searched for each query can be easily learned by the CSP. Therefore, with the knowledge of data elements in plaintext and their frequency information in the real database, the CSP could infer the content of the encrypted queries by only observing their size patterns.

### 2.3.5 Reconstruction Attack

In ORAM-based systems, such as SisoSPIR proposed by Ishai et al. [41], the size, and access patterns are concealed. Unfortunately, Kellaris et al. [29] observe that the ORAM-based systems have fixed communication overhead between the CSP and users, where the length of the message sent from the CSP to the user as the result of a query is proportional to the number of records matching the query. That is, for a query $Q$, the size of the communication sent from the CSP to the user is $\alpha|Q(DB)| + \beta$, where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two constants. In theory, by giving two (query, result) pairs, the CSP can derive $\alpha$ and $\beta$, and then infer the result sizes of other queries. In [29], Kellaris et al. present the reconstruction attack that exploits the leakage of
communication volume, and could reconstruct the attribute names in encrypted databases supporting range queries. In this attack, the CSP does not need to have any prior knowledge about the data, or any of the issued queries or their results. The CSP only needs to know the underlying query distribution prior to the attack. Their experiment illustrated that after a certain number of queries, all the attributes can be recovered in few seconds. Since we focus on equality queries in this thesis, we do not give the attack details here. Nonetheless, after recovering the size pattern for each query, the CSP could also mount the count attack on equality queries. Specifically, given the occurrence of each possible keyword, the CSP could recover the queries whose result sizes are unique. The SE schemes with $L_1$ leakage profile are vulnerable to this attack.

### 2.4 Countermeasures and Challenges

In this section, we investigate the challenges to block the leakage-based attacks mentioned above and give possible countermeasures.

#### 2.4.1 Size Information

In the rest of this thesis, we refer to the data distribution, size pattern, and communication volume as the size information. The size information-based attacks include the frequency analysis attack, the count attack, and the reconstruction attack.

As discussed in Section 2.3, the schemes with $L_3$ leakage are vulnerable to the frequency analysis attack, where the CSP can recover encrypted data by comparing the frequency information with publicly available statistics. To withstand the frequency analysis attack, the data frequency information should be protected from the CSP. A trivial approach is to encrypt the data with semantically secure encryption primitive, as done in [4, 66, 70]. However, by performing search operations, the CSP can still learn the number of records matching each query. In particular, when the query only involves an equality predicate, the number of returned records stands for the occurrence of the searched keyword in the database. As mentioned in Section 2.3.4, by mounting the count attack, the encrypted queries can be recovered based on the size pattern. That is, semantically secure encryption alone is not effective to prevent the count attack.

To thwart the count attack radically, the number of records matching each query should be protected from the CSP. Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [75, 76] is one possible approach to address this issue. PIR allows users to retrieve the data without leaking which data is retrieved. Specifically, in PIR-based SE schemes, such as [77, 78], the CSP returns a much larger data set than required to the user, and then the user searches the data set locally to extract the matched data. In this case, the size pattern is protected from the CSP. However, on the one hand,
PIR-based SE schemes increase the computation, storage and communication overhead on the user side. On the other side, for the applications supporting multi-user access with different permissions, PIR-based SE schemes have to ensure users cannot access unauthorised records even if those records are returned.

As mentioned in [27], another possible countermeasure is to mask the data occurrences with dummy or fake records. Herein, we define the record that consists of a sequence of elements but does not represent a meaningful item or entity as a dummy record. If the dummy records are matchable by queries, each search result will contain a number of dummy records. Furthermore, from the CSP point of view, if they are indistinguishable from real data, the number of real records will be protected from the CSP.

However, when using either PIR or dummy records, we should ensure that the communication volume returned to the user is not proportional to real result size, i.e., the number of real records matching the query. Otherwise, as mentioned above, the CSP can still recover the real result size and mount the count attack. To block the count attack, the relationship between communication volume and the real result size should also be upset. In Chapter 3, we give possible solutions to achieve that in details.

### 2.4.2 Search Pattern

To defend against the leakage-based attacks, it is also necessary to protect the search pattern from the CSP. The search pattern indicates the relationship among the underlying keywords of queries, i.e., if any two queries involve the same keyword or not. Informally, we say the queries are indistinguishable or the search pattern is protected if the CSP cannot tell if they involve the same keywords or not. If the search pattern is not protected, the CSP can learn if users are searching for the same thing or not. Furthermore, when the CSP already recovers a set of queries, it could learn what the users are searching directly based on the search pattern.

To protect the search pattern, the query must be encrypted with semantically secure encryption, which makes the same queries look different once encrypted. Otherwise, the search pattern is revealed directly from the ciphertext of encrypted queries. However, encrypting the query with semantically secure encryption alone is not enough to protect the search pattern. The search pattern can still be inferred from the size and access patterns. For instance, when the result sets for two queries are in the same size, the CSPs can infer the two queries are equivalent with a high probability. In particular, if the result size for each query is distinct, the queries with the same result sizes must be the same. To prevent the CSP inferring the search pattern from the size pattern, one possible solution is to ensure all the queries always match the same number of records. An alternative method is to ensure all the queries always match different numbers of records even when the same queries are repeated.

Unfortunately, even if the encrypted queries are semantically secure and all the queries
match with the same number of records, the CSP could still infer the search pattern by looking at the access pattern. That is, by looking at the storage locations of the encrypted data returned by a search, the CSP can infer that two queries are equivalent if the same result sets are returned since generally only the same query gets exactly the same result set. We give the possible solution for this issue in Section 2.4.3.

Recall that to prevent the frequency analysis attack, the encrypted data must be semantically secure. When both the encrypted data and query are semantically secure, it is hard to check if there is a match between the query and the records. To the best of our knowledge, the only solutions in the literature use complex cryptographic primitives, such as the bilinear pairings and HEs. These primitives tend to be much slower than traditional symmetric encryption. So these methods do not scale well when processing the search operation over millions of records. Therefore, the challenge is to find a more efficient way to test equality between semantically secure encrypted data and queries. Addressing this challenge is one goal of this thesis. The details of our solution are available in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.4.3 Access Pattern

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the IKK, count and file/record-injection attacks take advantage of the access pattern leakage. Specifically, in the IKK and count attacks the CSP learns the co-occurrence rate of keyword pairs from the access pattern, and in the file/record-injection attacks the CSP learns if the injected files match the query from the access pattern. Protecting the access pattern from the CSP is one of the hardest problems in SE schemes.

ORAM is a tool proposed to hide the access pattern leakage, and there has been a lot of progress in the efficiency of ORAM schemes. However, it is still difficult to get a practical SE scheme that is based on the ORAM technique. In the following, we give the four main obstacles in using traditional ORAM in SE schemes. First, ORAM requires the user to know the storage address of the data beforehand, which is not the case in SE schemes. On the contrary, in SE schemes, the storage address of the required data is obtained by the CSP via performing encrypted search. It is impractical to store all the addresses on the user side, especially for the applications with thousands of users and resource-constrained devices. In particular, if all the elements only occur once in the database, the storage on the user side will have the same size as the storage on the CSP. Furthermore, it is hard to synchronise the storage over all the users when the database is modified. Second, despite significant recent improvements [79–81], ORAM incurs huge bandwidth, latency, and storage overheads, making it impractical for SE schemes. According to the study by Naveed [82], the naive approach, downloading the whole database and searching locally for each query, is still more efficient than ORAM. Third, ORAM leaks information to users. In an application with fine-grained access control policies, users should only get what they are allowed to access. However, in order to obfuscate the data
access, ORAM returns random data to the user when the required one is already cached. When the returned random data is outside the access of the user, there is a leakage. Last but not least, as illustrated in [29], the ORAM-based SE solutions still leak the communication volume to the CSP.

HE is another technique can be utilised in SE to hide the access pattern. By using HE technique, the match result between encrypted records and queries can be hidden from the CSP, such that the CSP is unable to learn which records match the result. Only the user can decrypt the match result and get the indices of the matched records. Moreover, via ORAM technique or oblivious transfer protocols [16], the matched records can be downloaded in an oblivious manner. Based on the Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem [39], Wang et al. [43] present an SE scheme that supports encrypted multi-keyword search and hides the access pattern over the indices of encrypted file collection. In [42], Samanthula et al. also introduce an HE-based SE scheme supporting complex query and protecting the access pattern from the CSP. Unfortunately, all the HE-based SE schemes suffer from the impractical efficiency. For instance, the solution presented in [43] takes around 160 seconds when searching over a database with 12000 files. The one given in [42] has worse performance.

By investigating the techniques used in access pattern-based attacks, we have to investigate more practical solutions. As discussed in Section 2.3, the file-injection, IKK, and count attacks leverage the leakage of access pattern. In the record-injection attack, apart from the ability to inject files/records to the database, the CSP is also able to know which injected records match the query and which do not. In both the IKK and the count attacks, in addition to the size pattern leakage, another issue is the CSP can learn the co-occurrence rates of element pairs by checking if any two search results contain the same record or not. Crucially, to resist access pattern-based attacks, on the one hand, we need to make storage locations of the injected records untraceable for the CSP, i.e., not let the CSP learn if the injected records match queries or not. On the other hand, it is necessary to prevent the CSP from learning if any two search results contain the same records or not. Based on these observations, one possible solution is to shuffle and re-randomise searched records by a third entity after executing each query. Specifically, by shuffling and re-randomising the records after each insert query, the CSP cannot trace the injected records, since their ciphertext and storage locations are all changed. Furthermore, CSP is unable to tell if any two results contain the same records or not. Meanwhile, the CSP cannot infer the search pattern from the access pattern since it cannot tell if the search results of any two queries are the same or not. The challenge is that the shuffling and re-randomising operations should not increase the overhead on the user side, meanwhile, the user should be able to get the query result in an acceptable time.
2.4.4 Forward and Backward Privacy

In dynamic databases, the data can be modified when the users issue insert, delete or update queries. Encrypted dynamic databases might leak extra information if they cannot guarantee forward and backward privacy properly. **Forward privacy** means that the CSP cannot learn if newly inserted data or updated data matches previously executed queries. **Backward privacy** means that the CSP cannot learn if deleted data matches new queries. Supporting forward and backward privacy is fundamental to limit the power of the CSP to collect information on how the data evolves over time. For instance, if the encrypted database cannot ensure forward and backward privacy, the CSP could recover all the queries with the file/record-injection attack by executing all the previous queries again over the newly injected records. Similarly, if the CSP learns the plaintext of deleted records, then the queries could also be recovered by checking if they match deleted data.

In the literature, the schemes proposed in [7, 19, 32, 35, 62, 83, 84] dedicate to achieve forward privacy. Unfortunately, all of these proposals require the user to store a set of the latest keys (or data states). The reason is that only the queries encrypted with the latest keys could match records correctly. In multi-user settings, where multiple users could read and write to the database according to the access control policies, if one of the users inserts or updates a new record or file, the keys have to be updated, and then the new keys would have to be distributed to other users. Otherwise, with the previous keys, the other users cannot get the correct result set. The key management issue makes these schemes impractical for multi-user applications. A more flexible approach is needed.

Another issue is related to the fact that these schemes cannot thwart the file/record-injection attack. Indeed, the schemes proposed in [7, 19, 32, 35, 62, 83, 84] are not effective to ensure forward privacy. When a new record $rcd$ is inserted, the CSP cannot learn if it matches previous executed queries or not at that moment. However, the CSP can still infer that by executing more queries and checking the access pattern subsequently. Specifically, assume $EQ_i$ and $EQ_j$ are two queries executed before and after inserting $rcd$, respectively. If $EQ_j(EDB) = EQ_i(EDB) \cup rcd$, there is a high probability that $EQ_i$ and $EQ_j$ involve the same keyword and $rcd$ matches $EQ_i$ as well. In particular, if $rcd$ is injected by the CSP, it can infer the underlying keyword in $EQ_i$. Therefore, only ensuring the forward privacy is not sufficient to thwart the file/record-injection attack. The access pattern should be protected simultaneously. To ensure the confidentiality of queries and records, backward privacy should also be guaranteed. Unfortunately, to be best of our knowledge, only [35, 85] achieves both forward and backward privacy.

In [34], Bost et al. define three levels of backward privacy based on how much metadata leaks about the inserted and deleted records. The highest level, **backward privacy with insertion**
pattern, leaks the records currently matching each query, when they were inserted, and the total number of updates on each matched record. However, ensuring the backward privacy with insertion pattern is still not sufficient to defend against file-injection/record-injection attack. Specifically, the CSP can tell if the matched records were injected by itself based on their insertion times, since the CSP knows when the malicious records were injected, and then recover the queries. Here, we add one more level with less leakage that can resist file-injection/record-injection attacks. We define it as strong backward privacy, where the CSP only learns which records match each query, but cannot learn when the records were inserted and deleted, and when and how many times the records have been updated. In short, in this level, the CSP cannot trace the evolution of any records.

Therefore, another challenge to withstand the leakage-based attacks is to ensure both forward and strong backward privacy effectively. In the remaining chapters, we will give the details of our solution.
Chapter 3

Dummy Records Generation

In the previous chapter, we indicate that inserting dummy records into the database is an effective way to defend against the count attack. Moreover, the dummy records can also be used to break the link between the size and search patterns. In this chapter, we provide more details on how dummy records can help in protecting the size and search patterns. Also, we present the details of generating dummy records for both static and dynamic databases.

For clarity, we first present a basic system setting. For specific schemes, the system will be refined and explained in detail. Basically, in our setting, we define three main entities: the administrator (admin), the data user, and the CSP. The admin manages the database. For instance, she bootstraps the database, sets up security parameters, generates secret keys, and revokes compromised users. The user is authorised to read and/or write records by issuing queries to the CSP. In particular, if the user is authorised to insert records into the database, we also call her data owner. As defined 1.3, in SwMr and single-user databases, only one user can insert records, meaning there is only one data owner in such systems. On the contrary, MwMr databases have multiple data owners since they allow multiple users to insert records. The CSP is responsible for storing the database and executing queries issued by users. In the following, we will give the responsibilities of admin and data user in detail for generating dummy records.

3.1 Security Requirements

In this section, we list the requirements for protecting the size and search patterns.

Recall that in the count attack, the CSP can recover an encrypted query if the number of its returned records is unique. To prevent the count attack, it is necessary to hide the number of records matching each query from the CSP. In Section 2.4.1, we mentioned that one possible solution to mask the number of matched records is inserting dummy records into the database. However, to protect the size and search patterns effectively, the inserted dummy records should
satisfy several requirements. First of all, the generated dummy records should be able to match queries and indistinguishable from the real ones in the view of CSP. Otherwise, the CSP can still tell the real size pattern for each query. Assume $EQ(DB)$ represents the real records matching the encrypted query $EQ$ and $EQ(EDB)$ represents both the real and dummy records matching $EQ$ when searching over the encrypted database $EDB$. If a number of dummy records can match $EQ$, then $|EQ(EDB)| \geq |EQ(DB)|$. Moreover, if the CSP cannot tell how many records in $EQ(EDB)$ are dummy, $|EQ(DB)|$ is protected from the CSP. However, if $|EQ(EDB)| = \alpha|EQ(DB)| + \beta$ for all queries, i.e., there is a fixed linear (or more complicated) relationship between $|EQ(EDB)|$ and $|EQ(DB)|$, the CSP can still infer the size pattern. To thwart the count attack, the total number of returned records for each query, should not be proportional to the number of real records, i.e., there is no fixed relationship between $|EQ(EDB)|$ and $|EQ(DB)|$ for different queries.

Satisfying the above three requirements, the size pattern can be protected from the CSP. However, it is still not sufficient to protect the search pattern. The CSP could still infer if the queries are searching the same data or not by comparing their result sizes. Specifically, the queries are equivalent with a high probability when they match the same number of records. In particular, if the occurrences of all elements in the database are different, the queries matching the same number of records must be the equivalent. The remaining issue is how to break the link between the size and search patterns. To achieve that, all queries should either always match the same number records or match different numbers of records even when the same queries are repeated. Either case can be achieved by managing the dummy records properly.

Besides, to guarantee the lightweight overhead on the user side, the dummy records should be filtered out easily without decrypting them.

Above all, to protect the size and search patterns, the requirements for dummy records can be summarised as below:

- **R1**: The dummy records should be able to match queries.
- **R2**: The encrypted dummy records should be indistinguishable from the encrypted real records.
- **R3**: The number of returned records in total for each query should not be proportional to the number of matched real records.
- **R4**: The queries should always match the same number of records or different numbers of records even when the same query is repeated
- **R5**: The dummy records should be filtered out easily without decrypting them.

To satisfy R1 and R2, we could assemble dummy records by choosing elements from real records, and encrypt them in the same way as real records. Meanwhile, to achieve R5, the
encrypted dummy records should be distinguishable from real ones by users. The details to meet R1, R2, and R5 will be given in the remaining chapters. In this chapter, we focus on R3 and R4. To achieve R3 and R4, the dummy records should be designed based on the real data distribution in the database. Recall that we categorise the databases into static and dynamic based on whether the encrypted database supports insert, delete and update queries. The static database contains a fixed number of stable records, and only supports search queries once it is encrypted and uploaded to the CSP. In other words, the number of elements and their occurrences in static databases are fixed. On the contrary, in dynamic databases, the number of elements and their occurrences can be changed with insert, delete, and update queries. Based on the features of static and dynamic databases, we use different methods to meet R3 and R4.

3.2 Static Databases

For static databases, we assume the admin has all the records and uploads them to the CSP during the bootstrapping. Users can only issue select queries.

As mentioned above, to prevent the CSP inferring the search pattern from the size pattern, all queries should either always match the same number records or always match different numbers of records even when the same queries are repeated. Given that static databases have fixed data distribution, one solution is to ensure that all queries always match the same number of records. This can be done by adding dummy records such that for each field, every element of that field appears in a fixed number of records in the database, i.e., has the same occurrence. In this way, R3 can also be satisfied. That is, the communication volume sent from the CSP to the user is disproportional to the number of matched records. Indeed, the CSP always returns the same volume of data to users no matter what the query is searching for. However, if the occurrences of different elements have huge differences, a large number of dummy records

Fig. 3.1. The number of required dummy records with different group sizes for TPC-H ‘ORDERS’ dataset.
are required to ensure the elements in each field appear in the same number of records. For instance, in TPC-H benchmark dataset [86], there are 1.5 million records in ‘ORDERS’ table. For ‘CUSTKEY’ field, there are 99996 different elements and their occurrences range from 1 to 41. If we ensure all the ‘CUSTKEY’’s appear in 41 records, around 2.6 million dummy records are required, which is almost $2 \times$ of the real ones. Consequently, both the storage and search latency increase significantly.

The storage overhead and system performance can be optimised by sacrificing security guarantees. To ease the storage and computation overhead on the CSP, for some scenarios, it is might acceptable to leak some partial information. For instance, in healthcare systems, whether the doctors have the same surnames or not do not conceal much sensitive information about the patients. When generating dummy records, the admin could just pad the doctors with the same surnames into the same occurrences. Consequently, the CSP is unable to distinguish if the queries matching the same number of records involve the same surnames or not, yet it can still tell those matching with different numbers of records must search different surnames. The good aspect is the number of required dummy records can be reduced significantly, such lessens the storage and computation overhead on the CSP.

**State-of-the-art.** In [87], Bost and Fouque give a theoretical method to minimise dummy records by sacrificing security guarantees. Specifically, they virtually divide the elements into groups and pad those in the same group into the same occurrence with dummy records. As a consequence, the queries involving the elements in the same group will always match the same number of records. The CSP cannot distinguish these queries based on the sizes of their search results and communication volumes. In other words, the CSP is unable to infer the search pattern of the queries in the same group from the size pattern and communication volume. Although the CSP can still tell the queries in different groups are different, the number of required dummy records can be reduced significantly.

**Our strategy.** For static databases, we use the same strategy as [87] to protect the size and search patterns while minimising the storage and computation overhead on the CSP. However, in [87], Bost only considers the padding for file collections, where the keywords do not belong to different attributes or fields. For relational databases, padding the elements in different fields properly with minimised dummy records is much more complicated. For instance, different fields might need different numbers of dummy records for the padding, making it difficult to assign elements to dummy records as required. Herein, we instantiate this method for relational databases with multiple fields.

Before generating dummy records, the admin first defines the security parameter $\lambda$ and the groups. Herein, $\lambda$ stands for the minimum number of elements should be contained in each group. Since the elements in the same group will have the same occurrence, the queries involv-
ing those elements will match the same number of records. Therefore, \( \lambda \) also represents the security level of the search pattern. Formally, for any two queries matching the same number of records, the probability of that they involve the same keyword is \( \frac{1}{\lambda} \). Specifically, when \( \lambda = 1 \), the CSP can tell the queries matching the same number of records must be equivalent. On the contrary, when \( \lambda \) equals to the number of elements in a field, i.e., all the elements in this field are in one group, the CSP is unable to determine if the queries matching the same number of records are equivalent or not. In particular, we also say the queries are in the same group if they search for the elements in the same group.

The records can be grouped in many ways. To ease the storage and computation overhead on the CSP, we aim at minimising the required number of dummy records. Indeed, the dummy records are mainly used to pad the occurrence of each element to a threshold. If the occurrence of each element is close to the threshold, the number of required dummy records will be small. Thus, one possible method to minimise the required dummy records is putting the elements with similar occurrences in the same group and takes the highest occurrence as the group threshold. Specifically, the admin first populates the elements in each field (i.e., populates \( D_f, \forall f \in [1,F] \)), and counts their occurrences. Then, the admin sorts the elements in \( D_f \) based on their occurrences in non-decreasing order. From the element with the minimum occurrence to the one with the maximum occurrence, every \( \lambda \) elements are logically in the same group, and the maximum occurrence in each group is its threshold. Formally, if the ordered \( D_f = (e_1,\ldots,e_{\lambda},\ldots,e_{df}) \), where \( O(e_1) \leq \ldots \leq O(e_{\lambda}) \leq \ldots \leq O(e_{df}) \), there will be \( \left\lfloor \frac{df}{\lambda} \right\rfloor \) groups. Moreover, the \( i \)-th \( \lambda \) elements

\[ E_{i,f} = \{e_{i\lambda+1},\ldots,e_{i\lambda+\lambda}\} \]

are in the \( i \)-th group \( g_{i,f} \) and the threshold of this group is \( \tau_{i,f} = O(e_{i\lambda+\lambda}) \), where \( 0 \leq i < \left\lfloor \frac{df}{\lambda} \right\rfloor \). For each \( e_{i\lambda+j} \in E_{i,f} \), \( \tau_{i,f} - O(e_{i\lambda+j}) \) dummy records are required for its padding, where \( 1 \leq j \leq \lambda \). Formally, for field \( f \), the total number of required dummy records is

\[ \Sigma_f = \sum_{i=1}^{\left\lfloor \frac{df}{\lambda} \right\rfloor} \sum_{j=1}^{\lambda} (\tau_{i,f} - O(e_{i\lambda+j})) \]

. Note that the last group might contain more than \( \lambda \) elements, and its threshold is \( O(e_{df}) \). However, when \( df < \lambda \), the group contains less than \( \lambda \) elements. In this case, the admin pads \( D_f \) with \( \lambda - df \) dummy elements, which could be meaningless elements out of the domain, e.g., random strings for ‘NAME’ and integers greater than 200 for ‘AGE’.

Recall that to protect the size and search patterns, the elements in the same group should have the same occurrence. After defining the groups for all fields, the admin generates dummy records to pad the occurrence of each element to its group threshold. In this thesis, we do not
consider the query with conjunctive predicates, so we do not make effort to pad the element pairs also into the same occurrence. Therefore, when assigning elements to dummy records, the elements in different $D_f$ can be assembled randomly. However, we consider the queries with single predicate searching over different fields. To protect the search pattern over all fields, the elements in all fields should be grouped and padded. For the database with multiple fields, the problem is different fields might require different numbers of dummy records. Assume $\Sigma_{\text{max}} = \max\{\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_F\}$. To ensure the elements in all fields can be padded properly as required, the dummy records inserted in total much be no less than $\Sigma_{\text{max}}$. Whereas, $\Delta_f = \Sigma_{\text{max}} - \Sigma_f$ dummy records will be redundant for field $f$ when inserting $\Sigma_{\text{max}}$ dummy records. For each $e_{i\lambda+j} \in D_f$, $\tau_{i,f} - O(e_{i\lambda+j})$ dummy records should be set to $e_{i\lambda+j}$ in field $f$. However, there are still $\Delta_f$ dummy records unassigned in field $f$. The CSP can tell the records are dummy if the admin keeps them unassigned. On the contrary, if the admin assigns them also with the elements in $D_f$, the data distribution in involved groups will be disrupted. Our strategy is to assign a meaningless string that does not belong to any $D_f$, such as ‘NULL’, to redundant dummy records. After encryption, ‘NULL’ will be indistinguishable from other elements. Thus, the CSP cannot distinguish between real and dummy records. Moreover, ‘NULL’ does not affect the occurrence of other elements. Note that users and the admin can search the records with ‘NULL’.

In short, the static database can be bootstrapped in four steps. For each field $f$, the admin first divides $D_f$ into groups. Second, the admin calculates $\Sigma_f$ and $\Sigma_{\text{max}}$. Third, the admin inserts $\Sigma_{\text{max}}$ empty dummy records, each of which consists of F ‘NULL’. Finally, for each $e_{i\lambda+j} \in D_f$, the admin randomly picks $\tau_{i,f} - O(e_{i\lambda+j})$ dummy records with ‘NULL’ in field $f$, and updates their $f$-th ‘NULL’ into $e_{i\lambda+j}$. After padding all the elements, a number of inserted dummy records might still have ‘NULL’ elements, whereas, they do not affect the defined security level (we will give the reason when presenting the specific schemes).

It is worth to mention that the value of $\lambda$ also affects the number of required dummy records. So when defining $\lambda$, the performance requirement and storage limitation should be considered. For instance, in TPC-H benchmark dataset, there are 1.5 million records in ‘ORDERS’ table. For ‘CUSTKEY’ field, there are around 100,000 different elements and their occurrences range from 1 to 41. For this field, the number of required dummy records for different $\lambda$ elements is shown in Fig. 3.1. Specifically, if we set $\lambda = 10,000$, i.e., each group could contain at least 10,000 elements, the records can be divided into 8 groups, and around 0.3 million dummy records are needed in total. When $\lambda$ is set to 20,000, the records can be divided into 4 groups, and around 0.7 million dummy records are required totally. When all the elements are in the same group, around 2.6 million dummy records are required.
3.3 Dynamic Databases

The above solution designed for static databases is not sufficient to minimise information leakage in dynamic databases. Unlike static databases, dynamic databases still support insert, delete and update queries once encrypted and uploaded to the CSP. Thus, the data distribution in dynamic databases might change over time. The size pattern is safeguarded from the CSP as long as dummy records can match queries and are indistinguishable from real ones. However, it is hard to hinder the CSP inferring the search pattern from the size pattern once the data distribution is changed. Specifically, in dynamic databases, it is hard to either ensure the queries always match the same number of records even for the queries in the same group, or ensure the queries could match different numbers of records even if the same queries are repeated. For instance, if the initial database is bootstrapped as done for static databases, when a user inserts a new record after the bootstrapping, the occurrence of each involved element will increase by one and be different from that of other elements. Then, the CSP can learn the queries whose result sizes are different from others must associate with the most recent inserted elements. Even worse, if the record is injected by the CSP as done in the record-injection attack, the CSP can learn the underlying keywords in those queries directly. On the contrary, if all the elements have different occurrences in the initial database, different queries will match different numbers of records. However, if there is no insert, delete or update query executed between two select queries, the CSP can learn which queries are repeated based on their result sizes.

For single-user and SwMr dynamic databases, if the data owner knows the data distribution and the groups, it can ensure the elements always have different occurrences or ensure the elements in the same groups have the same occurrences by adding or removing dummy records when executing insert, delete and update queries. However, when the dynamic database supports multiple users to read and write the records, the situation is more complicated, since it is more difficult to ensure all the users always have the latest data distribution and group information. To prevent the CSP from learning the search pattern from size pattern in MwMr dynamic databases, we present three possible solutions. The first two solutions ensure the queries in the same group always match the same number of records, and the third solution ensures all the queries match different numbers of records even if the same queries are repeated. Note that the solutions for MwMr can also be applied in SwMr and single-user databases.

3.3.1 Solution 1

The motivation of our first solution is to ensure the queries in the same group always match the same number of records. The basic idea is fixing the number of groups and the elements in each group and changing the group thresholds when inserting, deleting or updating records. Basically, the admin is responsible for setting up the security parameters and bootstrapping the
database. Users can execute insert, select, delete and update queries. Meanwhile, users also need to manage the dummy records when inserting, deleting or updating real records.

**Database bootstrapping.** The admin first sets up the system by defining the security parameter \( \lambda \), which defines the minimum number of elements in a group. If the initial database is not empty, the admin divides the elements in each field into groups and pads them with dummy records. To minimise the number of required dummy records, the admin could also just put every \( \lambda \) elements with similar occurrences in the same groups, as done in our solution for static databases. However, the grouping method could be different and defined based on the requirement of specific schemes. We will give different grouping approaches that fit for our schemes in Chapter 4. In this section, we assume the database has been divided into groups and we focus on the dummy records management when inserting and deleting records.

To ensure the elements in the same group always have the same occurrence, users need to know which \( \lambda \) elements are in the same group. Thus, the admin sends each enrolled user the elements in each group. For instance, assume the groups for field \( f \) are \( \{\{e_1, \ldots, e_{\lambda}\}, \ldots, \{e_{(2^\lambda - 1)\lambda + 1}, \ldots, e_d\}\} \). All the users enrolled in the system stores \( \{\{e_1, \ldots, e_{\lambda}\}, \ldots, \{e_{(2^\lambda - 1)\lambda + 1}, \ldots, e_d\}\} \) for each field locally.

If the initial database is empty, the admin could pre-define the groups based on the historical dataset and publicly available statistics, and then update the groups over time.

**Insert query.** Assume the inserted record is \( rcd = (e_1, \ldots, e_F) \), and let \( g_{lf} \) be the group of \( e_f, \forall f \in [1, F] \). If a user inserts \( rcd \) into the database, the occurrence of each element \( e_f \) will increase by one. For each \( f \in [1, F] \), to make \( e_f \) indistinguishable from other elements in \( g_{lf} \), our first strategy is to increase the threshold of \( g_{lf} \) and the occurrences of its other elements also by one. Specifically, each time when a user inserts a real record \( rcd = (e_1, \ldots, e_F) \), it generates \( \lambda - 1 \) dummy records and inserts them into the database together with the real one in a random order, such that the CSP cannot tell which one of them is real. To increase the occurrence of other elements in \( g_{lf} \), for each field \( f \), the \( \lambda - 1 \) dummy records cover the other \( \lambda - 1 \) elements in \( g_{lf} \). Moreover, the elements in the \( F \) groups, except \( (e_1, \ldots, e_F) \), are assembled randomly to form the dummy records.

**Delete query.** If \( rcd = (e_1, \ldots, e_F) \) is a record to be deleted, instead of removing it from the database, we set it to a dummy record. In this way, the occurrences of the involved elements will not be changed. However, if the system never removes records, the database will increase rapidly. To avoid this, the admin periodically removes the records consisting of \( F \) ‘NULL’ from the database. Note that in this process the admin must ensure the elements in the same groups always have the same occurrences. Specifically, the admin periodically checks if each element in each group is contained in one dummy record. If yes, for each element, the admin updates one dummy record containing it to ‘NULL’. As a consequence, the occurrence of all
the elements in the same group will decrease by one, but still is the same. When the dummy records only consist of ‘NULL’, the admin removes them from the database.

The above solution is used to delete a single record. Indeed, a delete query might need to remove multiple records. Thus, the user cannot issue delete queries to the CSP directly. Instead, the user first gets the records to be deleted by issuing a select query that has the same predicate as the delete query, and then updates the returned records to dummy.

**Update query.** Update queries are performed by deleting the records with old elements and inserting new records with new elements.

**Discussion.** In this solution, the number of elements in each group is fixed, which is always equal to or greater than λ. Therefore, this solution guarantees the security level of the search pattern. However, this solution suffers from three main disadvantages. The first disadvantage is that a large number of dummy records are required. As mentioned above, for each insert query, λ − 1 dummy records should be generated and inserted with the real one. When λ is large, the size of the database will increase rapidly with insert queries. Second, to generate dummy records, users have to store the elements in each group, which increases the storage burden on the user side. In particular, when all the elements only occur once in the database, the user will have the same storage overhead as the CSP. Thus, this solution is not suitable for the databases with big |D| (where D = {D₁, ..., Dᵢ} is the set of all different elements in the database). Moreover, when the initial database is empty, the occurrence of elements in each group is 0. If the users insert real records one by one, the rate between inserted real and dummy records each time is fixed to 1 : λ − 1. As a result, the CSP can learn there are \( \frac{1}{\lambda} \) real records in the database and in each group. In the following, we give two possible ways to eliminate the three disadvantages.

The first solution is that, instead of inserting real records one by one by users, the admin aggregates records from users, generates dummy records and uploads them to the database in batch periodically. By doing so, obviously, the users do not need to store the elements of each group, and only the admin needs to. Moreover, the number of required dummy records can be reduced. In addition, the rate between real and dummy records in the database and in each group can be upset even when the initial database is empty. Thus, the CSP cannot infer the number of real records in the database and in each group. We give the reasons in the following.

To protect the search pattern, the occurrence of the elements in the same group should always have the same occurrence, which means the elements in the same group should increase or decrease by the same number simultaneously. If the real records to be inserted cannot ensure that, a number of dummy records are required. Therefore, the more elements in the same group involved by the real records in each batch, the fewer dummy records are needed to cover the uninvolved elements. For instance, assume \( n \) real records \( \{(e₁,₁, ..., e₁,F), ..., (eₙ,₁, ..., eₙ,F)\} \)
are to be inserted together in a batch, where \( n \geq 1 \). In the worst case, \((e_{1,1},...,e_{1,F}) = ... = (e_{n,1},...,e_{n,F})\), i.e., the \( n \) records have the same element for each field. In other words, for each field \( f \), the \( n \) records only involve one group \( g_{i,f} \) and cover one element in \( g_{i,f} \). In this case, the occurrence of the involved element increases by \( n \). Thus, \( n \) dummy records are required to increase each uninvolved element in \( g_{i,f} \) also by \( n \). Since, \((\lambda - 1)\) elements in \( g_{i,f} \) are not covered, the admin has to generate \( n(\lambda - 1) \) dummy records in total, which is equivalent to the number of required dummy records when inserting the \( n \) real records one by one. However, in the best case, for each field \( f \), the \( n \) records could only involve one group \( g_{i,f} \) and cover \( n \) different elements in \( g_{i,f} \). That is, \( \{e_{1,f},...,e_{n,f}\} \) are different elements in group \( g_{i,f} \) for all \( f \in [1,F] \). In this case, the occurrence of each involved element increases by 1. Then, only \( \lambda - n \) dummy records are needed in total to increase the occurrence of other \( \lambda - n \) elements in \( g_{i,f} \) by one. In general, the number of required dummy records ranges between the best and worst cases, which must be less than that when inserting the real records one by one. Moreover, the number of dummy records inserted each time changes with the data distribution of the real records to be inserted, making the rate between real and dummy records variable.

The second method is to keep the occurrence of each inserted element \( e_f \) unchanged by updating one dummy record with \( e_f \) to ‘NULL’, instead of increasing the occurrences of other elements. Specifically, before inserting \( rcd \), for each element \( e_f \in rcd \), the user first checks if there is a dummy record containing \( e_f \). If yes for all the \( F \) elements in \( rcd \), the user inserts the record. Then, for each \( e_f \), the user updates one of the dummy records with \( e_f \) to ‘NULL’. Otherwise, the user increases the occurrences of elements in involved groups as above.

### 3.3.2 Solution 2

Our second solution is also designed for MwMr dynamic databases. In particular, this method is used to manage the dummy records when grouping the database based on the element occurrences. Comparing with the first solution, this solution aims at reducing the storage overhead on users and the number of required records by weakening the security guarantee for the search pattern. The main idea is to fix the thresholds for all groups but migrate elements among groups by changing their occurrences.

**Database bootstrapping.** As done in the first solution, if the initial database is not empty, the admin defines \( \lambda \) and the groups, and then pads the occurrence of elements into their group thresholds. The difference is the admin only sends all the group thresholds to enrolled users. When the initial database is empty, the admin pre-defines the keywords universe and group thresholds for each field based on an available historical dataset or public statistics.

**Insert query.** When inserting \( rcd = (e_1,...,e_F) \), the motivation of the user is to ensure the occurrences of \( (e_1,...,e_F) \) will not be unique. The main idea is to migrate \( (e_1,...,e_F) \) to new
groups by changing their occurrences and generating a certain number of dummy records same as $rcd$. Specifically, the user first gets $O(e_f)$ by selecting all the records with $e_f$, for each $f \in [1, F]$. Recall that the user stores all the group thresholds. Second, for each $e_f$, the user finds the group $g_{min_f}$ whose threshold:

$$
\tau_{min_f} = \min\{\tau_{j_f, f} | \tau_{j_f, f} > O(e_f), 1 \leq j \leq \left\lfloor \frac{d_f}{\lambda} \right\rfloor \}
$$

($\left\lfloor \frac{d_f}{\lambda} \right\rfloor$ is the number of groups in field $f$ and $d_f = |D_f|$). In short, $\tau_{min_f}$ is the minimum threshold that greater than $O(e_f)$. Third, the user generates:

$$
m = \max\{\tau_{min_f, f} - O(e_f)| 1 \leq f \leq F\}
$$
dummy records. For each field $f$, $\tau_{min_f, f} - O(e_f)$ of the dummy records will be assigned with $e_f$, and the other $m - (\tau_{min_f, f} - \tau_{f, f})$ dummy records will be assigned with ‘NULL’. Finally, the user inserts the $m + 1$ records into the database in random order. As a consequence, $e_f$ is migrated to $g_{min_f, f}$ for each $f \in [1, F]$.

**Delete query.** When deleting $rcd = (e_1, ..., e_F)$, the user sets it to dummy. In this solution, redundant dummy records are also deleted in two phases. Specifically, the admin first periodically checks the occurrence of each element in each group. Assume the real occurrence and occurrence of $e_f$ are $O^{\text{real}}(e_f)$, and $O(e_f)$, respectively. Second, the admin finds the minimum group threshold that greater than $O^{\text{real}}(e_f)$, i.e.,

$$
\tau_{min_f} = \min\{\tau_{j_f, f} | \tau_{j_f, f} > O^{\text{real}}(e_f), 1 \leq j \leq \left\lfloor \frac{d_f}{\lambda} \right\rfloor \}
$$

If $\tau_{min_f} < O(e_f)$, $O(e_f) - \tau_{min,f}$ dummy records with $e_f$ will be updated to ‘NULL’ in field $f$. Meanwhile, the admin periodically removes records with $F$ ‘NULL’.

**Update query.** Update queries are performed by deleting the records with old elements and inserting new records with new elements.

**Discussion.** In this solution, the number of required dummy records relies on the difference between group thresholds, which could be less than $\lambda$. To further reduce the number of dummy records, as mentioned above, the admin can accumulate records and insert them together in one batch, or ensure the occurrence of inserted elements unchanged by updating certain dummy records to ‘NULL’. Another important aspect is that this solution adds much less overhead on the user side. Basically, for each group, the users only store the threshold, which is significantly smaller than the elements set of each group. Whereas, the number of elements in each group changes over time, which could be smaller or greater than $\lambda$ over time, making the number of indistinguishable queries in each group also changes over time. In particular, when a group
contains only one element, the CSP can tell the precise times it has been requested since its occurrence is distinct from others. Recall that the first solution can ensure each group always has \( \lambda \) elements. Therefore, this solution achieves a lower security level than the first solution.

### 3.3.3 Solution 3

In the first two solutions, the strategy to break the link between the search and size patterns is ensuring a set of queries always match the same number of records. On the contrary, our third solution aims at ensuring the queries could match different numbers of records even if the same queries are repeated. The main idea is inserting a number of dummy records to hide the data distribution and refreshing the dummy records after executing each query. This solution can also be utilised for single-user, SwMr, and MwMr databases.

**System setup.** The admin first populates \( D_f \) for each field and sends it to each enrolled user. Second, the admin defines a parameter \( \delta \) to control the rate of dummy records in the database. If the initial database is not empty, the admin generates \( N' \) dummy records during the bootstrapping, where \( N' \in [1, \delta N] \) and \( N \) is the number of real records in the database. The elements for each field \( f \) of dummy records are picked from \( D_f \) randomly.

**Insert query.** When inserting records, users also generate a number of random dummy records and insert them together with real ones in random order. Specifically, if there are \( n \) real records to be inserted, the user generates \( m \) dummy records, where \( m \in [1, \delta n] \). This solution does not adopt the strategy of groups or pad the occurrence of each element to a certain value. Thus, for each field \( f \), the \( f \)-th elements of dummy records can be picked from \( D_f \) randomly. In this case, different queries could match the same or different numbers of records. However, when a query is repeated, it matches the same number of records. The CSP can still guess the queries with the same result size could be equivalent with a high probability. To solve this issue, the dummy records should be refreshed after executing each query. In Section 2.4.3, we mentioned that it is necessary to shuffle and re-randomise searched records after executing each query by a third entity to protect the access pattern. The third entity can also be leveraged to refresh the dummy records. Specifically, for each dummy record, the third entity randomly assigns \( F \) new elements to it, making the data distribution of dummy records updated. Consequently, if a query is repeated, the result size could be different. Then, the CSP cannot tell if the queries matching the same number of records are equivalent or not.

**Delete query.** This solution does not need to consider the occurrence of elements. When executing delete queries, the matched records, including both the real and dummy records, can be deleted directly.

**Update query.** Update queries are performed by deleting the records with old elements and inserting new records with new elements.
Table 3.1: Comparison of the solutions for managing dummy records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>User Storage</th>
<th>#Dummy Records</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solution 1</td>
<td>Variable group thresholds</td>
<td>Group elements</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution 2</td>
<td>Variable group elements</td>
<td>Group thresholds</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution 3</td>
<td>No group</td>
<td>Keywords universe</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion.** In this solution, the dummy records are generated randomly. Thus, it simplifies the dummy records management on both the admin and users. However, this solution also requires a significant number of dummy records to protect the search pattern. Ideally, for each encrypted query $EQ$ searching over field $f$, its interested keyword should be an element in $D_f$ with the same probability. Assume $e_1$ and $e_2$ are two elements in $D_f$, and the number of real records containing them are $O(e_1)$ and $O(e_2)$, respectively. Formally, if the interested keyword involved in $EQ$ is $e_1$, there should be $x_1 = |EQ(EDB)| - O(e_1)$ dummy records contain $e_1$. Similarly, $x_2 = |EQ(EDB)| - O(e_2)$ dummy records contain $e_2$ if $EQ$ involves $e_2$. To fully protect the search pattern, the two events should happen with very similar probabilities, which means $|C(x_1)_{\text{oracle}} - C(x_2)_{\text{oracle}}|$ has to be negligible. To achieve this, $N$ must be big enough, meanwhile, $x_1$ and $x_2$ must be very close. That is, this solution requires a large number of dummy records, and could only protect the search pattern of the queries with approximate result sizes.

### 3.3.4 Conclusion

In Table 3.1, we summarise and compare the above three solutions based on their storage overhead on the user side, the number of required dummy records and the security level of the search pattern. The first solution ensures a higher level of security, but requires more dummy records and put the most storage overhead on the user side than the other two solutions. In the second solution, both the required dummy records and the storage overhead on the user side are optimised, yet the security guarantee varies with queries, which could be worse than the first solution. The last solution does not group the data, thus it simplifies the dummy records generation on users and the admin. However, it puts the same storage overhead on the user side as the first solution, which is much bigger than solution 2. The security level of the search pattern in this solution varies with the number of inserted dummy records. That is, the more records inserted, the harder for the CSP to infer the search pattern based on the size pattern and communication volume. Above all, all the three solutions have advantages and disadvantages. Which solution should be used can be determined based on the application requirements. For instance, the applications with resource-constrained user side can select the last solution, and the applications require a higher level of security can use the first solution.

Investigating a better way to break the link between the size and search patterns for dynamic
databases with minimum dummy records is still an open problem. In the rest of this thesis, we integrate the first solution with our proposed schemes, and assume the elements in the same group always have the same occurrence. Moreover, the solution might be adjusted slightly to adapt our proposed SE schemes.
Chapter 4

Hybrid Cloud Based Solution: ObliviousDB

A hybrid cloud deployment is a cloud computing environment that combines on-premises private cloud platforms with public cloud services. By allowing workloads to be moved between private and public clouds as computing needs and costs change, the hybrid cloud approach gives businesses greater flexibility and more data deployment options. Moreover, the private cloud could be considered as a trusted entity, because it is inherently managed by the organisation, where sensitive data can be stored and processed without any extra layer of security. According to the latest report by Rightscale [44], the hybrid cloud computing approach is getting more popular among large enterprises.

In this chapter, we present ObliviousDB, our SE scheme that exploits hybrid cloud environments to minimise information leakage and thwart inference attacks. Specifically, ObliviousDB not only lessens the leakage of search, access, and size patterns, but also ensures the forward and backward privacy of records. Moreover, by integrating the key management mechanism given in [4, 45], ObliviousDB allows multiple users to read and write the database, while it does not need to update the keys or re-encrypt records in case of user revocation. Basically, in ObliviousDB, the public infrastructure is used for storing all the records while the private infrastructure is used mainly for running our Oblivous Private Service (OPS), a service for maintaining metadata information about the records stored in the public infrastructure. The OPS plays a major role in ensuring the confidentiality of the data and manages the data structures for achieving search efficiency. In terms of its functionality, the OPS is similar to the proxy server used in CryptDB [17]. However, unlike CryptDB, we have designed the OPS to be robust against attacks, i.e., a compromised OPS will not reveal sensitive data to adversaries.

In summary, ObliviousDB makes the following contributions in this chapter:

1. ObliviousDB minimises the information leaked to the public CSP when executing queries
by (i) dynamically re-randomising the encrypted data, (ii) shuffling the locations of records within the database, and (iii) introducing and varying a number of dummy records, necessary for achieving the search and access pattern privacy.

2. *ObliviousDB* supports both forward and backward privacy by randomising data and query through the use of fresh nonces. In this way, even if the CSP stores a search query, it cannot be matched with new data. Likewise, new queries cannot be executed over deleted records.

3. *ObliviousDB* is a MwMr SE scheme that supports flexible multi-user access. Moreover, revoking users does not require key regeneration and data re-encryption.

4. To show the feasibility of our approach, we have implemented *ObliviousDB* and measured its performance.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1, we give the system and threat model and describe *ObliviousDB* in high-level. The design details of *ObliviousDB* is explained in Section 4.2. Next, we analyse the security of *ObliviousDB* in Section 4.3. The prototype implementation and performance evaluation are given in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we review related work in the literature. Finally, we conclude *ObliviousDB* in Section 4.6.
The admin is responsible for running setup (Step I then Step II). A user can insert, delete and update the data (Step 1a) or execute a select query (Step 1b) to receive matching records (Step 3). To control information disclosure, the OPS transforms the query (Step 2) to perform the search followed by an oblivious algorithm (Step 4).

4.1 Overview of ObliviousDB

4.1.1 System Model

The system involves four main entities shown in Fig. 4.1:

- **Administrator (admin):** The admin is responsible for setting up the database, managing users, and regulating access control policies.

- **User:** It represents an authorised user who can execute select, insert, update and delete queries over encrypted data. After executing encrypted queries, a user can retrieve the result set, if any, and decrypt it.

- **Oblivious Private Service (OPS):** It provides greater security and search efficiency. It serves between users and the CSP. To hide sensitive information about queries, it pre-processes the queries submitted by the user. To improve performance, it manages indexing information. Technically, the OPS is part of the private cloud in the hybrid cloud environment, which is linked with a more powerful public cloud infrastructure.

- **Cloud Service Provider (CSP):** A CSP is part of the public cloud infrastructure provided by a cloud service provider. It stores the encrypted data and access control policies and enforces those policies to regulate access to the data.

**Threat Model.** We assume the admin is fully trusted. Users are only considered to keep their keys (and decrypted data) securely. The OPS is deployed in the private cloud, which is owned by the organisation. Hence, we assume the OPS is also trusted. However, it is responsible...
for communicating with the external world. Thus, it could be the target of attackers and get compromised, which means the data stored on the OPS could possibly be exposed to attackers.

We consider that the CSP is honest-but-curious. More specifically, the CSP would honestly perform the operations requested by the admin and users according to the designated protocol specification; however, it is curious to analyse the stored and exchanged data so as to learn additional information. We assume that the CSP will not mount active attacks, such as modifying the message flow or denying access to the database.

In this work, we assume that there are mechanisms in place for data integrity and availability. Last but not least, access policy specification is out of the scope of this work, but the approach introduced in [4, 88] can be utilised in ObliviousDB.

### 4.1.2 Proposed Approach

**ObliviousDB** represents a practical encrypted scheme for an outsourced dynamic database with controllable leakage. Using **ObliviousDB**, queries can be executed without the CSP learning the search, access, and size patterns. The search pattern is protected by using a semantically secure algorithm. The access and size patterns are protected by inserting dummy records and running the oblivious algorithm explained in Section 4.2.5. To support forward and backward privacy, **ObliviousDB** uses fresh nonces to randomise inserted data and queries. To achieve efficiency, **ObliviousDB** divides the data into groups and build an index for each group. In this work, we consider dynamic databases. Solution 1 given in Chapter 3 is combined with **ObliviousDB** to manage the dummy records when inserting, deleting, or updating records.

In **ObliviousDB**, the admin initialises the system by setting up the OPS (Step I) and the CSP (Step II) as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. After the system is initialised, the admin can add users and generate keying material for them. Using her own key, a user encrypts and sends real and dummy records to the OPS (Step 1a). The OPS first rewrites the records and then sends it to the CSP (Step 2). Another user can perform a select query by encrypting it using her own key (Step 1b). The OPS rewrites the select query to be able to match the records stored in the CSP. Before sending the matched records to the user, the CSP pre-decrypts them in a way without learning the plaintext. However, the returned matched records will contain both real and dummy records (Step 3). Using flags, the user filters out the dummy records and decrypts real records using her own key. Meanwhile, the searched records are sent to the OPS for shuffling and re-randomising (Step 4).
Table 4.1: Data representation in ObliviousDB.

(a) Staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>GID</th>
<th>Nonce</th>
<th>Index List</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>(1, g₁, 1)</td>
<td>n₁,₁</td>
<td>{1, 2}</td>
<td>(E₁,₁ = {H₁(Alice), H₁(Anna)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>(1, g₂, 1)</td>
<td>n₂,₁</td>
<td>{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}</td>
<td>(E₂,₁ = {H₂(Bob), H₂(Bill), H₂(Baker)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>(2, g₁, 2)</td>
<td>n₁,₂</td>
<td>{1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8}</td>
<td>(E₁,₂ = {H₁(25), H₁(27)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>(2, g₂, 2)</td>
<td>n₂,₂</td>
<td>{2, 5}</td>
<td>(E₂,₂ = {H₂(30), H₂(33)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) GDB on the OPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(SE_{n₁,₁}(Alice))</td>
<td>(DE(Alice))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(SE_{n₁,₁}(Anna))</td>
<td>(DE(Anna))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(SE_{n₂,₁}(Bill))</td>
<td>(DE(Bill))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(SE_{n₂,₁}(Bill))</td>
<td>(DE(Bill))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(SE_{n₁,₁}(Bill))</td>
<td>(DE(Bill))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(SE_{n₂,₁}(Bill))</td>
<td>(DE(Bill))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(SE_{n₁,₁}(Bill))</td>
<td>(DE(axy))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(SE_{n₁,₁}(Bill))</td>
<td>(DE(axy))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) EDB on the CSP

Table (a) is a sample table viewed by users. Table (b) is the group information stored on the OPS. For the first field, we have \(GE(Alice) = GE(Anna) = g₁,₁\) and \(GE(Bob) = GE(Bill) = GE(Baker) = g₂,₁\). For the second field, we have \(GE(25) = GE(27) = g₁,₂\) and \(GE(30) = GE(33) = g₂,₂\). Each group has a nonce to ensure forward and backward privacy, a list of IDs indicating the records in the group, the occurrence threshold, and its elements. The CSP stores Table (c), where each value is encrypted with \(SE\) and \(DE\) for data search and retrieval, respectively. Each \(SE\) value is bound with the nonce of its group. The last two records, consisting of normal \(SE\) and fake \(DE\) parts, are dummy.
4.2 Solution Details

4.2.1 Setup

The system is set up by the admin by taking as input a security parameter $k$. The output is a prime number $p$, three multiplicative cyclic groups $G_1$, $G_2$, and $G_T$ of order $p$, such that there is a “Type 3” bilinear map $\mathcal{e} : G_1 \times G_2 \rightarrow G_T$, which has the properties of bilinearity, computability, and non-degeneracy, but there is no symmetric bilinear map defined on $G_1$ alone or $G_2$ alone. Let $g_1$ and $g_2$ be the generators of $G_1$ and $G_2$, respectively. The admin chooses a random $x$ from $\mathbb{Z}_p$ and returns $h = g_1^x$. Next, it chooses a collision-resistant keyed hash function $H : \{0,1\}^k \times \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^l$ and a random key $s$ for $H$. It also initialises the key store managed by the CSP. That is, $K_S \leftarrow \phi$. Finally, it publishes the public parameters $\text{Params} = (\mathcal{e}, G_1, G_2, G_T, p, g_1, g_2, h, H)$ and keeps securely the master secret key $MSK = (x, s)$.

Building on top of the key management approach given in [4, 45], ObliviousDB supports multi-user access with efficient user registration and revocation. Specifically, when the user $user_i$ joining the system, the admin splits $MSK$ into two values $x_{i1}$ and $x_{i2}$, where $x = x_{i1} + x_{i2} \mod p$ and $x_{i1}, x_{i2} \in \mathbb{Z}_p$. Then, the admin transmits $K_{Ui} = (x_{i1}, s)$ and $K_{Si} = (i, x_{i2})$ securely to $user_i$ and the CSP, respectively. The CSP adds $K_{Si}$ to its key store: $K_S \leftarrow K_S \cup K_{Si}$. With $K_{Ui}$, $user_i$ could issue a query. For revoking a user, we just need to remove $K_{Si}$ on the CSP.

4.2.2 Group Generation

To protect the search and size patterns, if the initial database is not empty, ObliviousDB also divides the data into groups and pads the elements in the same groups into the same occurrence with dummy records. By doing this, the CSP cannot tell if the queries in the same group are searching for the same terms or not. However, after searching, the CSP can still learn if the records and queries are in the same group or not from the size pattern. To avoid this, the admin can pad all the elements in each field into the same occurrence. However, a large number of dummy records are required in this case. In this work, we do not aim to protect the group information from the CSP since the countermeasure is expensive.

Considering the CSP can learn the group information from the size pattern, ObliviousDB allows the CSP to only search a group of records for each query, rather than the whole database. By doing so, the query can be processed more efficiently without leaking additional information to the CSP. Yet, in this case, the CSP needs to know which group of records should be searched for each query before searching. To this end, on the one hand, each group should have a unique identifier, and the group identifier of each query should be known. On the other hand, ObliviousDB should build indices for the groups.

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, if all the users store the elements in each group locally,
they can easily know the group identifier for each query. However, storing the elements in each group could put heavy storage overhead on the users. In particular, if each element only occurs once, all the user will have the same storage size as the CSP. Moreover, if the groups are updated by the admin or one user, it is hard to synchronise the storage on all the users in MwMr applications. Fortunately, the OPS is trusted in ObliviousDB. Therefore, the admin could store the elements in each group in the OPS and allows the users to access when required. Moreover, in case the OPS is compromised, the elements should be hashed or encrypted.

As an alternative, instead of grouping the elements based on their occurrences, the admin could generate the groups with a Pseudo-Random Function (PRF) \( GE : \{0,1\}^k \times \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^* \). For instance, the admin could generate the group identifier of \( e \) by computing \( GE(e) \leftarrow LSB_b(H_s(e)) \), where \( LSB_b \) gets the least significant \( b \) bits of its input. The elements with the same \( GE(e) \) values are in the same groups. In this case, the number of elements in each group might be different, and the occurrences of the elements in the same group might have big differences. Note that the \( GE \) function can be modified based on the data distribution. For instance, to ensure each group contains no less than \( \lambda \) elements, \( b \) can be smaller. The issue is more dummy records are required than the case that groups the elements based on their occurrences. The benefit of doing so is that the users do not need to store the elements in each group, or inquire the OPS about the group identifier of each query. Moreover, since \( GE \) is deterministic, the elements never change their groups. Considering the storage on the CSP is cost-effective, in ObliviousDB the admin and users use \( GE \) to generate group identifiers for records and queries. However, based on the data distribution and data types in the database, the data could also be grouped in other ways. The key point is users should be able to know the group identifier of the elements in records and queries.

Database Bootstrapping. After setting up the system, the admin bootstraps the database. First, the admin populates \( D_f \) for each field \( f \), and then generates the group identifier \( GE(e) \) for each element \( e \). For each group \( GE(e) \), the admin counts the occurrences of its elements and takes the highest occurrence as its threshold \( \tau \). Finally, as described in Section 3.3.1, the admin generates dummy records to ensure the elements in each group \( GE(e) \) occurs in \( \tau \) records.

To ensure search efficiency, the admin also builds an index for each group \( GE(e) \) by collecting the IDs of the real and dummy records containing the elements in \( GE(e) \). The index allows the CSP to search only the records in the group of each query, rather than the whole database.

ObliviousDB achieves both forward and backward privacy. That is, even if the CSP holds old queries, they cannot match new records. Similarly, if the CSP holds deleted records, they cannot match new queries. To achieve both properties, our solution is to blind both the records and queries with one-off nonces. Only the records and queries blinded with the latest nonces could match. Since the records are always searched group by group, the admin generates a
Algorithm 1 \textit{RcdEnc}(rcd, flag, s)

1: if \textit{tag} = 1 then
2: \hspace{1em} for each element \(e_f \in rcd\) do
3: \hspace{2em} \(\sigma_f \leftarrow H_s(e_f)\)
4: \hspace{2em} \(GE(e_f) \leftarrow PRF(\sigma_f)\)
5: \hspace{2em} \(r \leftarrow Z_p^*, SE(e_f) \leftarrow (u_1 = g_1^r, u_2 = g_1^{sg_f})\)
6: \hspace{2em} \(r \leftarrow Z_p^*, DE(e_f) \leftarrow (v_1 = g_1^r, v_2 = h^r e_f)\)
7: \hspace{1em} end for
8: \hspace{1em} if \textit{tag} = 0 then
9: \hspace{2em} for each element \(e_f \in rcd\) do
10: \hspace{3em} \(\sigma_f \leftarrow H_s(e_f)\)
11: \hspace{3em} \(GE(e_f) \leftarrow PRF(\sigma_f)\)
12: \hspace{3em} \(r \leftarrow Z_p^*, SE(e_f) \leftarrow (u_1 = g_1^r, u_2 = g_1^{sg_f})\)
13: \hspace{2em} return \(Ercd = ((SE(e_1), DE(e_1)), ..., (SE(e_F), DE(e_F)), \textit{tag})\) and \(Grcd = ((GE(e_1), \sigma_f), ..., (GE(e_F), \sigma_f))\)

nonce for each group and blinks the elements in the same group with the same nonce. After executing a query over a given group, a new nonce will be generated and used to re-blind the searched records accordingly. The technical details about the nonce blinding are given in Section 4.2.4.

In ObliviousDB, the group information is called \textit{GDB}, and will be stored and managed by the OPS. Table 4.1 illustrates an example of \textit{GDB}. Let us assume that there is a table \texttt{Staff} (Table 4.1(a)) containing Name and Age fields. Table 4.1(b), shows the group information of the example table. For different fields, the group information can be stored in different tables. In the shown example, we use the pair \((f, g_{i,f})\) to identify the groups in field \(f\). Specifically, for each group, \textit{GDB} stores a nonce, a list of identifiers of the records belonging to this group, and its elements set \(E\). As mentioned above, the nonce is used to blind records and queries.

When a user issuing a query, the OPS sends to the CSP the corresponding list of records IDs to be searched. After the searching, the OPS generates a new nonce and re-blinds the searched records. \(E\) will be retrieved by users when generating dummy records. In case the OPS is compromised, only the keyed hash value of each element is stored in \(E\).

### 4.2.3 Data Encryption

After building the group information, the admin encrypts both the real and dummy records. The details of record encryption are shown in Algorithm 1 \textit{RcdEnc} and Algorithm 2, \textit{Nonce-Blind}.

\textit{RcdEnc}(rcd, flag, s) \rightarrow Ercd. \textit{RcdEnc} takes the record \(rcd = (e_1, ..., e_F)\), a flag \textit{tag} marking if \(rcd\) is real or dummy and the secret key \(s\) as the inputs, and outputs the encrypted record
Algorithm 2 NonceBlind(Ercd, Grcd, GDB, counter)

1: Ercd.ID ← counter
2: flags[|Ercd.ID|] ← Ercd.tag
3: counter ++
4: for each GE(ef) ∈ Grcd do
5:   if (f, GE(ef)) ∈ GDB then
6:     n ← GDB(f, GE(ef))
7:   Ercd.SE_n(ef) ← (u1 ← u^n_1, u2)
8:   if H_s(ef) /∈ GDB(f, GE(ef)).E then
9:     Add H_s(ef) to GDB(f, GE(ef)).E
10: else
11:   n ← Z_p^n
12: Ercd.SE_n(ef) ← (u1 ← u^n_1, u2)
13: GDB(f, GE(ef)) ← (n, {ID}, {H_s(ef)})
14: return Ercd = (ID, (SE_n(ef), DE(ef)), ..., (SE_n(ef), DE(ef))), counter and GDB

Ercd and the group information Grcd of rcd. In particular, tag = 1 when rcd is real, otherwise tag = 0. For both real and dummy records, the admin first generates the group information for each element by running GE(ef). Each element in real records is encrypted under Searchable Encryption (SE) (Line 5) and Data Encryption (DE) (Line 6), where SE makes the encrypted data searchable, and DE ensures the confidentiality of the retrievable data. Both DE and SE are semantically secure because of the random values r, which prevents the CSP learning any frequency information in EDB. Note that for real records, only the public key h is used in DE, which means an attacker could also execute DE. To defend against this attack, we assume that there is an authentication mechanism in place to authenticate users. Only the records from authenticated users and admin will be accepted by the OPS and CSP.

To ensure the dummy records could match queries, their SE parts are generated in the same way as real records (Line 11). However, since the users do not retrieve data from dummy records, their DE parts are assigned random values (Line 12). Recall that in Section 3.1, we mentioned that the dummy records should be filtered out easily by users (R4). To meet this requirement, the OPS also maintains a list of indices that contain dummy records (not shown in Table 4.1(b)); this could be an N-bit string flags, where N is the total size of the database on the CSP. We have flags[id] = 0 or 1 if the record is a dummy or real record, respectively.

NonceBlind(Ercd, Grcd, GDB, couner) → (Ercd, counter, GDB). Moreover, to ensure both the forward and backward privacy, the admin also runs NonceBlind to blind the SE parts. NonceBlind takes Ercd, Grcd, GDB and counter as the inputs and returns the blinded records Ercd, updated counter and GDB. The number counter is kept by the OPS, and it is used to count the total number records stored in the CSP and assign ID to each Ercd (Line 1, Algorithm 2). After determining the ID for Ercd, the admin assigns flags[|Ercd.ID|] with Ercd.tag, such users can learn if the ID-th record stored in the CSP is real or dummy (Line 2). With Grcd
and $GDB$, the admin can get the nonce $n$ for each SE part, and then blinds it with $n$ (Line 7). Note that after bootstrapping the database, users might insert new elements that not in existing groups into the database. For a new group, a new nonce $n \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p^*$ will be generated, meanwhile, its index and elements set will be built as well (Line 11 - 13).

After encrypting all the records, the admin uploads the $GDB$ to the OPS, and uploads the encrypted database $EDB$ to the CSP. The encrypted Staff table is illustrated in Table 4.1(c). In $EDB$, each encrypted record $Ercd$ is identified with a unique ID, and each element is encrypted with both SE and DE. The last record in Table 4.1(c) is a dummy and its DE parts are random strings.

### 4.2.4 Query Encryption and Execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 3 Query($Q, s$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: $user_i(Q)$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: $\overline{\sigma} \leftarrow H_s(Q, e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: $GE(Q, e) \leftarrow PRF(\overline{\sigma})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: $EQ.type \leftarrow Q.type$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: $EQ.operator \leftarrow Q.operator$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: $EQ.f \leftarrow Q.f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: $r \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p^<em>, EQ.e^</em> \leftarrow (t_1 = g_2^r, t_2 = g_2^\overline{\sigma}r)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Send $EQ$ and $GE(Q, e)$ to the OPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: $OPS(EQ, GE(Q, e))$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: $(n, IL) \leftarrow GDB(EQ.f, GE(Q, e))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: $EQ.e^* \leftarrow (t_1 \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p^*, t_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: Send $(IL, EQ, i)$ to the CSP, where $i$ is the identifier of the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: Send flags to the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: $CSP(IL, EQ, i)$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: $SR \leftarrow \emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: $(t_1, t_2) \leftarrow EQ.e^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: for each id $\in IL$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18: $(u_1, u_2) \leftarrow EDB(id, EQ.f^*).SE_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19: if $e(u_1, t_2) = e(u_2, t_1)$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20: $SR \leftarrow SR \cap EDB(id)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21: for each $DE(e) = (v_1 = g_1^{x_i}, v_2 = h'^i) \in SR$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22: $DE'(e) \leftarrow (v_1, v_2' = v_2 * v_1^{-x_i} = g_1^{x_i} e)$, where $x_2$ is the CSP side key for $user_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23: Send $SR$ to $user_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this scheme, we focus on the simple equality query only with one predicate, e.g., ‘select * from Staff where name=Alice’. The query with multiple predicates can be performed by checking each record with the predicates field by field. To support range queries, we use the same approach presented in [90]. In the following, we give the details for processing one single
equality predicate. Every query executed in ObliviousDB is performed with the cooperation of the user, the OPS, and the CSP. The details of the steps performed by each entity are described in Algorithm 3.

**Query**(*Q, s*) → **SR**. When issuing a query *Q* = (*type*, *f*, *operator*, *e*), it is first encrypted by the user (Lines 1-8, Algorithm 3). Specifically, the user first generates the group of *Q, e* by computing \(GE(Q, e)\). Then, it encrypts *Q* with *KUt*. Recall that we do not make effort to protect the query type, operator and the field pattern from the CSP. Thus, the user does not encrypt them, and only encrypts the interested keyword *Q, e*. Formally, *Q, e* is randomised with SE. Since SE is semantically secure, the CSP is unable to infer the search pattern from the encrypted keyword \(EQ, e^*\). Finally, the user sends both the encrypted query \(EQ = (type, f, operator, e^*)\) and its group \(GE(Q, e)\) to the OPS.

Given \(GE(Q, e)\) and \(EQ\), the OPS first gets its nonce *n* and index *IL*, and then blinds \(EQ, e^*\) with *n* (Line 9-12). After that, the OPS sends \(EQ, IL\), and the identifier of the user, to the CSP. Meanwhile, the OPS sends flags to the user so that the user can filter out dummy records.

In the next step, the CSP checks each record in *IL* with \(EQ, e^*\) by performing the pairing map operation (Lines 17-20). Assume the searched data element is \(SE_n(e) = (u_1 = g_{1}^{\sigma'}, u_2 = g_{1}^{\sigma''})\) and the encrypted keyword is \(EQ, e^* = (t_1 = g_{2}^{n}, t_2 = g_{2}^{n'})\). The equality check between them is performed by checking whether \(e(t_1, t_2) = e(u_2, t_1)\). Formally,

\[
e(u_1, t_2) = e(u_2, t_1) \iff e(g_{1}^{\sigma'}, g_{2}^{\sigma''}) = e(g_{1}^{\sigma'}, g_{2}^{n}) \iff e(g_{1}, g_{2})^{\sigma'^{r}_{n'}} = e(g_{1}, g_{2})^{n'^{r}_{n}}
\]

When \(\sigma = \sigma'\) and \(n = n'\), the equality holds, while inequality holds with negligible probability if \(\sigma \neq \sigma'\) and \(n \neq n'\). That is, the record *rcd* matches the query *Q* only when \(Q, e = rcd, ef\) and they are blinded with the same nonce as well. Once the matched records are found, the CSP pre-decrypts their DE parts with user’s CSP side key \(x_{i1}\) (Line 22). The search result SR is sent to useri. Yang et al. introduce a similar method to perform the equality check for SE schemes in [91]. However, their method leaks the search pattern and frequency information of records to the CSP, since the pairing map they use is symmetric. That is, the CSP could still infer if they are the same or not by running the bilinear map operation between two records or two queries, although they are encrypted with a probabilistic algorithm.

Finally, with **flags**, the user filters the dummy records out, and decrypts the real records with her user side key \(x_{i1}\). Specifically, the user checks if each returned record \(Ercd, id\) is real or dummy by checking if \(flags[|id|] = 1\). If yes, the record is real, and its \(DE' = (v_1 = g', v_2 = g_{1}^{n'r})\) is decrypted with \(x_{i1}\) by computing \(v_2^{*}v_{1}^{-n'i} = g_{1}^{n'r}e * g_{1}^{x_{i1}r} = e\).

**Discussion.** In ObliviousDB, if the CSP colludes with a user, they could recover the master key \(x\). To withstand this attack, we can split the master key \(MSK\) into three shares \((KUt, KS, KP)\), and distribute the third share \(KP\) to the OPS. In this case, data retrieval has to be performed in
three rounds of decryption. That is, the OPS should perform the second round of decryption with $K_{Pi}$ after filtering out the dummy records. In this case, the collusion between any two of the entities is unable to recover the master key, unless the user compromise the OPS, and colludes with the CSP.

### 4.2.5 Oblivious Algorithm

**Algorithm 4** $\text{Oblivious}(EQ.f, GE(Q,e))$

1. $(n, IL) \leftarrow GDB(EQ.f, GE(Q,e))$
2. $Ercds \leftarrow EDB(IL)$ \{Get from CSP all the records indexed by IL\}
3. $n' \xleftarrow{} Z_p$, $GDB(EQ.f, GE(Q,e)).nonce \leftarrow nn'$
4. for each record $Ercd \in Ercds$ do
5.  $SE_n(e_{Q.f}) = (u_1 \leftarrow u_1', u_2)$
6.  for each $(SE_n(e), DE(e))$ pair in $Ercd$ do
7.    $r \xleftarrow{} Z_p$, $SE_n(e) = (u_1 \leftarrow u_1', u_2 \leftarrow u_2')$
8.    $r \xleftarrow{} Z_p$, $DE(e) = (v_1 \leftarrow v_1', v_2 \leftarrow v_2')$
9. Shuffle $Ercds$ and upload it to CSP
10. Shuffle flags accordingly
11. Update the indices of affected groups

To hide the access pattern and ensure forward and backward privacy, in the oblivious algorithm (Algorithm 4), the OPS shuffles and re-randomises all the records included in the searched group every time a query is executed.

To ensure a high level of security, we shuffle all the records in the searched group. In this case, the CSP can only recognise if two queries are performed within the same group or not. To improve the performance of the system, the number of records to be shuffled can be reduced but at the cost of security guarantees. Note that, at this stage, the user has already obtained the search results from the CSP and does not need to wait for the shuffle operation to be completed.

**Oblivious(EQ.f, GE(Q,e)) → Ercds.** The OPS first gets all the searched records from the CSP. Second, the OPS generates a new nonce and updates its $GDB$. Then, the OPS re-blinds the searched SE of each record with the new nonce (Line 5). Consequently, the queries blinded with previous nonces cannot match the re-blinded records. Similarly, a new query blinded with the latest nonce cannot match deleted records. That is, both forward and backward privacy are ensured.

In case the CSP could tell if any two queries in the same group matching the same records or not, the OPS also shuffles and re-randomises both the SE and DE parts of all the searched records. Specifically, for each element in searched records, the OPS re-randomises its SE and DE parts (Line 6 - 8). After that, the OPS shuffles all the searched records and sends them back to the CSP (Line 9). Because of the shuffling and re-randomising, if the same query is executed
again, the search result will be totally different from the previous ones in terms of the storage locations on the CSP and ciphertext. Thus, the CSP is unable to infer if different search results contain the same records or not, i.e., the access pattern is protected.

Note that, when shuffling the records, flags and the indices of the groups in other fields will be affected. Therefore, the OPS also needs to shuffle flags and update the indices of affected groups accordingly.

### 4.2.6 Database Updating

**Algorithm 5 Insert(rcd, s)**

1. $\text{useri}(rcd)$:
2. $\text{Update} \leftarrow \emptyset$, $\text{Insert} \leftarrow \emptyset$, $\text{sign} \leftarrow 0$
3. $(\text{Ercd, Grcd}) \leftarrow \text{RcdEnc}(rcd, 1, s)$
4. $\text{Insert} \leftarrow (\text{Ercd, Grcd})$
5. for each $e_f \in rcd$ do
6.   $(\text{SRf, flags}) \leftarrow \text{Query}(e_f)$
7.   if All the records in $\text{SRf}$ are real then
8.     $\text{sign} = 1$, Break;
9.   if $\text{sign} = 0$ then
10.   for $f = 1$ to $F$ do
11.     Assume $\text{Ercd}_f \in \text{SRf}$ is dummy, $\text{Ercd}_f.e_f^* \leftarrow \text{SE}(\text{NULL})$
12.   else
13.     for each $(f, \text{GE}(e_f)) \in \text{Grcd}$ do
14.       $E_{f, \text{GE}(e_f)} \leftarrow \text{GDB}(f, \text{GE}(e_f))$
15.       $M = \max\{|E_{f, \text{GE}(e_f)}| \mid 1 \leq f \leq F\}$
16.     for $m = 1$ to $M$ do
17.       Generates $\text{rcd}_m = (\text{NULL}, \ldots, \text{NULL})$
18.       Assign the elements in $(E_{1, \text{GE}(e_1)}, \ldots, E_{F, \text{GE}(e_F)})$ to $\{\text{rcd}_1, \ldots, \text{rcd}_M\}$
19.     for $m = 1$ to $M$ do
20.       $(\text{Ercd, grcd}) \leftarrow \text{RcdEnc}(\text{rcd}_m, 0, s)$
21.       $\text{Insert} \leftarrow \text{Insert} \cup (\text{Ercd, Grcd})$
22. Send $\text{Insert}$ and $\text{Update}$ to the OPS
23. $\text{OPS}(\text{Insert, Update, GDB})$:
24. for each $(\text{Ercd, Grcd}) \in \text{Insert}$ do
25.     $\text{Ercd} \leftarrow \text{NonceBlind}(\text{Ercd, Grcd, GDB, counter})$
26.     Remove $\text{Grcd}$ from $\text{Insert}$
27. Send $\text{Insert}$ and $\text{Update}$ to the CSP
28. $\text{CSP}(\text{Insert, Update, EDB})$:
29. for each $\text{Ercd} \in \text{Insert}$ do
30.    Insert $\text{Ercd}$ into $\text{EDB}$
31. for each $\text{Ercd} \in \text{Update}$ do
32.    Update $\text{EDB}(\text{Ercd.ID})$ with $\text{Ercd}$
33. }
To ensure the CSP cannot infer the search pattern of the queries in the same group from the size pattern, the elements in the same group should have the same occurrence, which has been achieved by inserting dummy records when bootstrapping the database. In this work, we consider dynamic databases, where users can still insert, delete and update records if required after bootstrapping the initial database. However, inserting, deleting, or updating records directly to/from the database will change the occurrence of each involved element. In Chapter 3, we have discussed the methods to ensure the elements in the same group have the same occurrence when inserting, deleting, and updating records. In this section, we take the insert query as an example and give more technical details. Note that if the database is grouped based on the elements occurrences, ObliviousDB could also use Solution 2 given in Section 3.3.2 to manage the dummy records when executing insert and delete queries.

The details of inserting a record are illustrated in Algorithm 5. Basically, the records are inserted with the cooperation of the user, OPS, and CSP.

\textbf{Insert} \((r_{cd}, s) \rightarrow (\text{Insert}, \text{Update})\). The user first encrypts the record \(r_{cd} = (e_1, \ldots, e_F)\) by running \(RcdEnc\) (Line 3). When inserting \(r_{cd}\), as discussed in Section 3.3.1, to ensure the elements in each involved group \((f, GE(e_f))\) have the same occurrence, the user could either ensure the occurrences of each inserted element \(e_f\) unchanged by setting one of the dummy records with \(e_f\) to ‘NULL’ in field \(f\), or increase the occurrence of other elements in group \(GE(e_f)\) also by one by inserting dummy records. In ObliviousDB, we use the former solution since it requires much fewer dummy records than the latter one. However, if there is no dummy record containing each inserted element, the user can only insert dummy records to increase the occurrence of other elements in involved groups. Therefore, on the user side, the second step is to check if there is a dummy record containing each inserted element (Line 2 - 8). Specifically, the user first initials two sets \(\text{Update}\) and \(\text{Insert}\) to hold the records to be updated and the records to be inserted, respectively. Indeed, only one of them will be used, i.e., \(\text{Update}\) will be used in the former case and \(\text{Insert}\) will be used in the latter case. Second, the user takes each inserted element \(e_f\) as the interested keyword and gets \(SR_f\) and \(\text{flags}\) (Line 6). Then, the user checks if there is a dummy record in each \(SR_f\) (Line 7 - 8). If yes, in the next step, the user updates the \(f\) field of one dummy record to \(SE(\text{NULL})\) (Line 12). Otherwise, the user generates and encrypts dummy records (Line 14 - 22). Specifically, in the latter case, for each field \(f\) the user first gets the elements set \(E_{f, GE(e_f)}\) of group \((f, GE(e_f))\) from the OPS (Line 15), which is stored in \(GDB\). Assume there are \(|E_{f, GE(e_f)}|\) distinct values in group \((f, GE(e_f))\).

Let \(M\) be the maximum of all these numbers, i.e.,

\[ M = \max \{|E_{f, GE(e_f)}| \mid 1 \leq f \leq F\} \]

meaning the involved biggest group contains \(M\) elements. The user generates \(M\) records with
‘NULL’ values. Second, it assigns the elements in $E_{f,GE(e)}$ to the $M$ records randomly. Third, the user encrypts each dummy record with $RcdEnc$ (Line 21). Finally, the user sends $Insert$ and $Update$ to the OPS.

The OPS blinds all the records in $Insert$ with nonces by running $NonceBlind$ (Line 24 - 28). For the records in $Update$, the OPS does not blind the $SE(NULL)$ values since we do not need to ensure its forward and backward privacy. Finally, the OPS sends $Insert$ and $Update$ to the CSP.

The CSP inserts all the records in $Insert$ into $EDB$ and updates the records in $Update$ (Line 29 - 33). Finally, the OPS and the CSP run the $Oblivious$ function to shuffle and re-randomise all the records in involved groups.

4.3 Security Analysis

In this section, we prove $ObliviousDB$ protects the search, size, and access patterns, and achieves the forward and backward privacy from an honest-but-curious CSP.

**Leakage.** Although $ObliviousDB$ leaks much less information than other schemes, it still suffers $L0$ leakage defined in Section 2.2. Specifically, the CSP can learn if users are inserting, deleting, updating, or selecting records, and if two queries are searched over the same fields or not since we do not re-randomise the fields and shuffle the records column by column in the oblivious algorithm. Moreover, for select queries, the CSP can also learn if they are equality or range queries. In addition, $ObliviousDB$ also leaks the group information to the CSP. To optimise the performance of the system, $ObliviousDB$ divides the data into groups and only performs the search and oblivious operations within groups. Consequently, the CSP could learn if some records and searched keywords are in the same groups or not. Note that, by hiding the grouping method from the CSP, it cannot infer the relationship between the elements in plaintext. Given these leakages, we give our security definition as below. Specifically, we only consider the queries with the same structure.

**Definition 7 (The same structure).** We say any two queries $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ have the same structure if they satisfy the following:

- $Q_0.type = Q_1.type$, i.e., they have the same type. Herein, since the database is dynamic, the query type can be insert, select, or delete. $Q = rcd$ for an insert query.
- $Q_0.operator = Q_1.operator$. In $ObliviousDB$, we focus on equality queries.
- $Q_0.f = Q_1.f$, i.e., they are searching over the same field.
- $GE(Q_0.e) = GE(Q_1.e)$, i.e., they are in the same group. For the insert queries in the same structure, the new element for each field should be in the same group.
For relational databases, it is hard to hide the query type and operator from the CSP since all the operations over the outsourced database are performed by the CSP. One possible way to hide the query type is reading and writing the encrypted database for each query. Similarly, the query operator can be hidden by always performing one type of operator for all queries and let the user do further process locally. However, this will add the computation burden on the user side. As mentioned, the interested field can be hidden by shuffling the database column by column after each query, and the group information can be protected by padding all the elements into the same occurrence and searching the whole database for executing each query. Unfortunately, all these operations will significantly impact the performance of the system. In fact, comparing with the search, size, and access patterns, the above four properties leak much less information about the query and records to the CSP. For instance, if the query is a range query, the CSP can only learn the elements in the searched field are integers. However, this information does not reveal much about this field since the integer could represent many attributes, such as age, date, price, and temperature. Indeed, whether the elements are integers or strings can also be learned from the length of their ciphertext if they are not padded before being encrypted. On the other hand, even with the above restrictions, as shown in the following definition, the adversary can still design the queries with different search, size, and access patterns by assigning different values to $Q_e$. If these patterns are not protected in $\text{ObliviousDB}$, the adversary can win the game by mounting the leakage-based attacks, such as the count attack, IKK attack, and file/record-injection attack.

**Security definition and analysis.** The CSP is modelled as the Probabilistic Polynomial-Time (PPT) honest-but-curious adversary $A$, which means $A$ honestly follows the designated protocols and gets all the messages the CSP sees, but it never mounts active attacks, such as modifying the database and messages. The scheme is considered to be secure if an adversary could break it with not more than a negligible probability. Formally, it could be defined as follows:

**Definition 8 (Negligible Function).** A function $f$ is negligible if for every polynomial $p(\cdot)$ there exists an $N$ such that for all integers $n > N$ it holds that $f(n) < \frac{1}{p(n)}$.

**Definition 9.** Let $\prod_{\text{ObliviousDB}} =$ (Setup, Query, Oblivious) be $\text{ObliviousDB}$, and $\lambda$ and $k$ be the security parameters. $A$ is a Probabilistic Polynomial-Time (PPT) adversary, and $C$ is a challenger. The game between $A$ and $C$ in $\prod_{\text{ObliviousDB}}$ is described as below:

- **Setup** The challenger $C$ first initialises the system by generating $\text{Params}$ and $\text{MSK}$. Then, she generates the secret key pair $(K_U, K_S)$. The adversary $A$ is given $\text{ Params}$ and $K_S$.

- **Bootstrap** $A$ submits a database $\Delta^1$. As done by the Admin, $C$ encrypts $\Delta$ and divides

\[1\] For simplicity, we assume there is only one single table in $\Delta$ and regard $\Delta$ as a table. Without loss of generality, our proofs will hold for a database containing a set of tables.
the data in each field into groups. Moreover, $C$ generates a number of dummy records for each group, such that the elements in each group have the same occurrences. The encrypted database $EDB$ is sent to $A$. The encrypted group information $GDB$ is securely kept by $C$.

- **Phase 1** $A$ can make polynomially many queries $Q$ in plaintext. $C$ encrypts and blinds each query $Q$ to an encrypted query $EQ$, and gets the indices list $IL$, as would be done by the user and the OPS. With $EQ$ and $IL$, $A$ searches over $EDB$ to get the search result $SR$ for select queries. After that, $C$ and $A$ engage in the oblivious algorithm to update $EDB$. So, for each query, $A$ sees $EQ$, $IL$, $SR$, and the records set $Ercds$ output by the oblivious algorithm. Note that, the $A$ could cache $EQ$ and execute it again independently at any time.

- **Challenge** $A$ sends two queries $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ to $C$ that have the same structure, which can be those already issued in phase 1. $C$ responds the request as follows: it chooses a random bit $b \in \{0, 1\}$ and encrypts and blinds $Q_b$, as done by the user and OPS, to $EQ$ and $IL$. Then, $C$ and $A$ perform the full protocol, so that $A$ learns $SR$ and $Ercds$.

- **Phase 2** $A$ continues to adaptively request polynomially many queries, which could include the challenged queries $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ and insert or delete records.

- **Guess** $A$ submits her guess $b'$.

The advantage of $A$ in this game is defined as:

$$Adv_{A, \Pi_{ObliviousDB}}(1^k) = Pr[b' = b] - \frac{1}{2}.$$ 

We say $ObliviousDB$ achieves the privacy of the search, size, and access pattern, and forward and backward privacy, if all PPT adversaries have a negligible advantage in the above game.

In this game, $A$ is powerful. She knows the plaintext of all the real records and queries and has full access to $EDB$. So she could learn the real search result of $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ and run all the encrypted queries over $EDB$ to get the encrypted search results at any time. If one of the search, access, size, and forward and backward privacy is not protected, $A$ could infer $b$ easily. For example, if the search pattern is not protected, $A$ could select one of the queries issued in phase 1 as either $Q_0$ or $Q_1$, and win the game by comparing $EQ$ with previous encrypted queries. If the forward and backward privacy is not guaranteed, $A$ could delete and insert some records in phase 1, and search for the deleted or inserted element either in $Q_0$ or $Q_1$. Similarly, $A$ could win the game by setting other special $Q_0$ or $Q_1$ if one of the other properties is not achieved. However, if under this setting $A$ cannot win the game with non-negligible advantage, it means $ObliviousDB$ achieves all the properties. Moreover, in the above definition, $A$ can actively
insert malicious data, and update or delete users’ data in Phase 1 and 2. As far as we know, we are the first to consider an active adversary in the security model setting. In the security proof of most previous SE schemes, the adversary only passively receives encrypted queries and database. Since these schemes suffer from leakage, they only claim the leakage profile but ignore the ability of the adversary to analyse the leakage and inject malicious data.

**Theorem 1.** Let the SE and DE have semantic security. Then ObliviousDB achieves the privacy of the search, size, and access pattern, and forward and backward privacy.

**Proof.** (Sketch) We show that the bit $b$ chosen by $C$ is information-theoretically hidden from the view of $A$, assuming that both SE and DE are semantically secure.

**Static database.** Herein, we first consider a static database and focus on select queries. Consider the view of $A$ in the game. $A$ chooses an arbitrary database $\Delta$ and uploads this to $C$. In Phase 1, $A$ makes queries that are answered correctly by $C$ by following the protocols.

In the challenge round, $A$ sends two queries $Q_0$ and $Q_1$. $A$ receives $EQ$. By definition, the two queries have the same structure. Hence, the same type, interested field, operator and indices list $IL$, will be received by $A$ for either query. Since SE is semantically secure, $A$ cannot distinguish the query terms given the ciphertexts $EQ_e$.

The involved group is accompanied by a nonce $n$. With overwhelming probability, $n$ is distinct and unrelated to the nonces used in previous queries. Previously encrypted search keywords can no longer be used to query these indices, and $EQ$ cannot be executed over deleted records since the nonces do not match. Hence, there is no way to link information from previous search queries to these records, indicating forward and backward privacy is achieved.

The adversary $A$ also gets the search result $SR$. Although the numbers of real records matched with $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ are known to $A$ since all the queries and real records in plaintext are set by her, a number of dummy records are inserted into $EDB$ to ensure the queries in the same group always match the same number of records. That is, no matter what $b$ is, $|SR|$ is fixed. Since SE and DE are semantically secure, the dummy records are indistinguishable from the real ones. Therefore, the CSP is unable to distinguish the two queries from $SR$, indicating the privacy of size pattern is achieved.

Even if the queries $Q_0$ and/or $Q_1$ have previously been executed by $A$, the shuffling and re-randomising performed by the oblivious algorithm, imply that $A$ cannot distinguish the two queries by comparing $SR$ with previous search results, indicating the access pattern privacy is achieved.

Finally, $A$ gets $Ercds$ from the oblivious algorithm. All the records and re-randomised. Due to the semantic security of SE and DE, $Ercds$ leaks nothing meaningful to $A$.

The game continues in Phase 2. $A$ may repeat $Q_0$ and/or $Q_1$. $A$ may run a related select query to test the search result. Again, due to the shuffling and re-randomising operations, the
ciphertext and storage locations of the matched records for $Q_0$ and/or $Q_1$ will be different from $SR$. Similarly, the nonce updating does not allow records to be linked to records found in previous search queries. Hence, the future state of the database and the queries in Phase 2 are independent of the query made in the challenge round.

Since $A$ has no information to distinguish the bit $b$, the scheme satisfies the definition.

**Dynamic database.** *ObliviousDB* also supports the insert and delete queries over dynamic databases. In this part, we analyse the security of *ObliviousDB* when involving delete and insert queries.

If $Q$ is a record to be inserted, for each element $e_f$ included in $Q$, $C$ first selects all the records containing $e_f$ and checks if one of them is dummy. If yes for the $F$ elements, $C$ updates the $F$ dummy records and set their respective fields to ‘NULL’. Otherwise, $C$ increases the occurrences of the elements in the $F$ involved groups by inserting dummy records. In both cases, all the elements in the $F$ involved groups will still have the same occurrence. After that, all the records in the $F$ involved groups will be shuffled and re-randomised. During this process, $A$ searches over $EDB$, inserts new records into $EDB$, and engages in the oblivious algorithm. Thus, in addition to $EQ, IL, SR$, and $Ercds$ involved in the searching and shuffling operations, $A$ also gets the encrypted real and dummy records to be inserted.

If $Q$ is a delete query, $C$ first selects the matched records and then sets the real ones to dummy by changing the Flags, which is unknown to $A$. After that, the records in the involved groups will be re-randomised and shuffled. In this process, $C$ also gets $EQ, IL, SR$, and $Ercds$ for the searching and shuffling operations.

First, we analyse if $A$ can win the game by inserting or deleting records in phase 1. For both the insert and delete queries, *ObliviousDB* always ensures the elements in the same group have the same occurrences. As long as $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ are in the same group, $|SR|$ is independent of $b$ no matter what $A$ did in phase 1. Moreover, due to the SE and DE encryption, $A$ is unable to infer $b$ based on the ciphertext of the records.

Second, we discuss if $A$ can win the game when $Q_0$ and $Q_1$ are two insert or delete queries in the challenge phase. When inserting a record, $A$ gets $EQ, IL, SR, Ercds$, and the encrypted real and dummy records to be inserted. For delete queries, $A$ only gets $EQ, IL, SR$, and $Ercds$. As discussed above, the value of $b$ is independent from $EQ, IL, SR$, and $Ercds$. Due to the semantic security of both the SE and DE encryption, $A$ cannot tell the value of $b$ based on the encrypted records.

**4.4 Performance Analysis**

We implemented *ObliviousDB* in C using the MIRACL 7.0.0 library, necessary for cryptographic primitives. The implementation of the overall system, including the functions on the
Table 4.2: The storage overhead with different numbers of groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Groups</th>
<th>#Dummy records</th>
<th>#Elements in each group</th>
<th>#Records in each group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2599836</td>
<td>99996</td>
<td>≈4099836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2389842</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>≈38000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1978864</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>≈35000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1567983</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>≈3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1034007</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>≈240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

user, the OPS, and the CSP, was tested on a single machine with Intel i5 3.3 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.08 Linux system. In our testing scenario, we ignored the network latency that could occur in a real deployment. In the following, all the results are averaged over 10 trials.

We evaluated the performance using TPC-H benchmark [86]. The table used in our experiment was the ‘ORDERS’, which consists of 1.5 million records and 9 fields. More details about the ‘ORDERS’ table can be found in Section 3.2. For the performance evaluation, we tested the simply equality queries like ‘select * from ORDERS where O_CUSTKEY=?’. Due to the memory limitation, we only encrypted the elements in field ‘O_CUSTKEY’ with SE for searching and encrypted each record as a whole with DE encryption for data retrieval. Moreover, we divided the records into groups based on the ‘O_CUSTKEY’ elements. In the following, we show the performance of our scheme when changing the number of groups and the result size.

4.4.1 Group Generation

In ‘ORDERS’ table, all the ‘O_CUSTKEY’ elements are integers. For simplicity, we divided the records into groups by computing $GE(e) \leftarrow e \mod b$ for each element $e$ in ‘O_CUSTKEY’ field. Specifically, we divide the records into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups by setting $b=1, 10, 100, 1000,$ and $10000$, respectively.

Recall that the search and access patterns of the queries in the same groups are protected from the CSP in ObliviousDB since all the elements in the same group are padded into the same occurrence with dummy records and all the records in the searched group are shuffled and re-randomised after executing each query. Herein, we use the number of elements in each group to represent the security level of ObliviousDB. Both the number of required dummy records and the security level of ObliviousDB vary with the number of groups. In Table 4.2, we show the number of required dummy records, the number of elements in each group and the number of records in each group when dividing the records into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups. In particular, when the group number is 1, i.e., all the records are in the same group, 2599836 dummy records in total are required to pad all the elements in ‘O_CUSTKEY’ into the same occurrence. In this case, all the 99996 different ‘O_CUSTKEY’ s have the same occurrence and
the scheme ensures the highest level of security. That is, all the queries involving the 99996 ‘O_CUSTKEY’s match the same number of records, and the CSP cannot tell if any two of them are searching for the same records or not and if they match the same records or not. However, in this case, the CSP has to search the most number of records, which is 4099836 (1500000 real records and 2599836 dummy records). When we divide the records into more groups, as shown in Table 4.2, fewer dummy records are required, fewer records will be searched by the CSP, and fewer elements will be contained in each group. When there are 10000 groups, only 1034007 dummy records are required totally, and the CSP just needs to search around 240 records for each query. However, each group only contains 10 different elements, making it easier for the CSP to infer the search and access patterns.

4.4.2 Select Query Evaluation

To show the performance of ObliviousDB when dividing the database into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups, we tested a simple equality query over field ‘O_CUSTKEY’ and measured the query process time taken by each phase and entity. When dividing the records into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups, the searched groups contains 4099836, 410000, 34000, 3300, and 320 records, and their thresholds are 41, 41, 34, 33, and 32, respectively. Moreover, the tested query matches 32 real records in total.

Fig. 4.2 shows the query search time and the oblivious time (in logarithmic scale). The query search time consists of the query encryption time on the user, the query blind time on the OPS, the search and result pre-decryption time on the CSP, and the result decryption time on the user. From Fig. 4.2 we can see that both the query search time and the oblivious time reduces linearly with the increase of group numbers. When there are 10000 groups, the search and oblivious phases can be completed in 0.44 and 0.2 seconds (s), respectively.

Moreover, we show the computation overhead on each entity for processing a query in
As described in Section 4.2, when issuing a query, the user generates GE of the interested keyword, encrypts the query and decrypts the search result. The main computation overhead in *ObliviousDB* is outsourced to the OPS and the CSP. Basically, the OPS is responsible for fetching the list of indices of the searched group, blinding the query with the corresponding nonce, and shuffling and re-randomising all the searched records. The CSP searches the records and decrypts the matching records. Fig. 4.3 shows that the process time on the user is not affected by the group number, which is less than 0.01s and negligible compared with the process times on the OPS and the CSP. Note that the y-axis in Fig. 4.3 is in logarithmic scale. On the contrary, the process times of both the OPS and the CSP reduce linearly with the increase of group numbers. Moreover, the computation overhead on the CSP is higher than that on the OPS.

In the second test, we fixed the group number to 100 and measured the times taken by each phase and entity when executing the queries matching 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 records (including both the real and dummy records). The times taken by each phase is shown in Fig. 4.4. Specifically, we divided the query process into four phases: searching the records (Search), pre-decrypting the result on the CSP (CSP-Dec), decrypting the result on the user (User-Dec), and running the oblivious algorithm (Oblivious). From Fig. 4.4, first we can see that the times taken by the ‘CSP-Dec’ and ‘User-Dec’ phases increase with the result size. Moreover, the time taken by ‘CSP-Dec’ is higher than that of ‘User-Dec’. The reason is that the user only decrypts real records, whereas, the CSP decrypts both the matching real and dummy records. In contrast, the performance of ‘Search’ and ‘Oblivious’ phases are not affected by the result size.

Fig. 4.5 shows the times taken by the user, the OPS, and the CSP when changing the result size. Due to the result decryption operations, the times taken by the user and the CSP increases with the result size. However, the performance of the oblivious algorithm is determined by the group size, rather than the result size. Thus, the time taken by the OPS is not changed when fixing the group size and changing the result size.
4.4.3 Insert Query Evaluation

For dynamic operations, we also evaluate the performance of insert queries when dividing the database into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups. ObliviousDB leverages Solution 1 given in Section 3.3.1 to manage the dummy records when inserting or deleting records. As described in Algorithm 5, when inserting a real record $rcd = (e_1, ..., e_F)$, the user will ensure the elements in the same group always have the same occurrences. Based on the data distribution, the insert query will be processed in two different ways. Specifically, if each $e_f \in rcd$ is included in a dummy record in the database, the user will replace $e_f$ with ‘NULL’ in the dummy record. By doing so, once $rcd$ is inserted, the occurrence of $e_f$ is unchanged. On the contrary, if one element in $rcd$ only included in real records in the database, its occurrence will increase by one after inserting $rcd$. To ensure all the elements in the same group always have the same occurrence, the user will insert a number of dummy records to ensure the occurrence of other elements in $(f, GE(e_f))$ also increase by one. In this experiment, we tested the performance of the insert query in both cases and showed the result in Fig. 4.6. In the figure, the former case is called ‘Case1’ and the latter is called ‘Case2’.

Fig. 5 shows that the execution times of both cases decline when increasing the number of groups. The reason is that, in both cases, the execution time is dominated by the searching operation, and the searching time declines with the number of groups. Moreover, the performance of ‘Case1’ is slightly better than ‘Case2’ when there are less than 10 groups. However, the performance of the two cases is almost the same when there are more than 10 groups. That is because the performance of ‘Case2’ is also affected by the number of dummy records should be inserted, $M$. Furthermore, the value of $M$ is determined by the number of elements in each involved group. When the database is divided into more groups, the fewer elements will be included in each group and fewer dummy records are required in ‘Case2’. In this experiment, when there are 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups, the user has to generate and encrypt 99996,
10000, 1000, 100, and 10 dummy records in ‘Case2’, respectively. Specifically, ObliviousDB takes about 1.25 milliseconds for inserting a dummy record, meaning ‘Case2’ takes $12.5 \times M$ milliseconds for inserting $M$ dummy records. In contrast, in ‘Case1’, the user just need to update one field of $F$ dummy records no matter how many groups there are.

Note that, in Fig. 4.6, we do not include the time for running the Oblivious algorithm. However, it is necessary to hide the access pattern.

For deleting a record, the user just needs to update its flag stored in the OPS to 0.

4.5 Related Work

Since the seminal paper by Song et al. [3], many SE schemes have been proposed and research in this area has been extended in several directions. In this section, we categorise the approaches presented in the literature based on information leakage and key management and summarise their limitations.

4.5.1 Schemes with Controlled Leakage

Only several recent works tried to partially address the issue of information leakage. In [16], Naveed et al. introduce a solution called blind storage that protects the size pattern. The basic idea is to divide each file into a set of blocks. When a file is requested, a larger set of blocks will be downloaded and decrypted by the user. In this way, the real number of blocks of the matched file is protected. However, it aggravates the computational and storage overheads on the user side. Moreover, it fails to protect the search and access patterns, since the same query always requests the same block set.

In [92], Wang et al. extend blind storage and also protects the search and access patterns from the CSP. Specifically, for each required data item the user also downloads a set of random blocks in addition to the required ones, such the real accessed blocks are masked by the random ones. Moreover, all the downloaded blocks are permuted, re-randomised and written back to the CSP. As a result, when the same data item being accessed again, a different set of blocks will be downloaded. Thus, the CSP cannot infer the search pattern from the access pattern. However, in this scheme, the user has to store the location information for each file locally and updates them after each access, which makes the scheme cumbersome when supporting multiple users access. Moreover, it increases the storage and computation overhead on the user side.

Samanthula et al. [42] present a query processing framework that supports complex queries. A homomorphic encryption algorithm is used to encrypt the data in their scheme. Thus, it supports more complex queries when compared to other schemes, and conceal the size, search,
and access patterns from the CSP. However, this scheme is single user and does not scale well for databases with a large number of attributes.

Cao et al. [5] design a scheme that supports a multi-keyword ranked search. The scheme protects the search pattern by hiding the trapdoor linkability. Wang et al. [43] propose a public multi-keyword searchable encryption scheme based on Paillier [39], which also hides the size, search, and access patterns. More recently, in [41], Ishai et al. protect both the search and access patterns combining a PIR technique with a B-tree data structure. Although these three schemes provide different index structures for speeding up the search, the constructions are static and do not support insert, update, and delete operations.

In [19], Stefanov et al. design a dynamic sub-linear searchable construction based on an ORAM-like hierarchical structure and achieve forward privacy. Similarly, Rizomiliotis et al. [61] propose another dynamic ORAM-based scheme that achieves forward privacy and sub-linear search. More recently, the dynamic SE scheme introduced by Bost [32] also achieves forward privacy. Instead of using an ORAM-like structure, this scheme relies on a trapdoor permutation. However, it only ensures forward privacy until a new query is issued. A CSP could still learn if the new file contains the keywords searched previously, by comparing the access pattern of a new query with those of previous queries. Moreover, all these three schemes fail to ensure backward privacy.

Arx [66], introduced by Poddar et al., is a database system that protects the data frequency information. Its main idea is making all the elements different by appending them with unique numbers and encrypting them with DET primitives. For issuing queries, the interested element \( e \) will also be appended with the same numbers that used in the database for \( e \) and encrypted with DET. As a result, all the encrypted elements have different ciphertext, and the CSP can perform the search efficiently. However, the user has to store the state for each distinct value in the database locally, which is not suitable for MwMr applications. Moreover, it leaks search, access, and size patterns.

In [56], Chen et al. introduce an SSE scheme that obfuscates the access pattern by adopting \( d \)-privacy [93] technique. The basic idea is to divide each file into a set of shards, from several of which the file can be recovered. The queries searching for the same file could match different sets of shards. Thus the access pattern is obfuscated. However, this solution cannot defend the file-injection attack. The problem is if some of the returned shard is injected by the CSP, it is still possible to recover queries.

### 4.5.2 Multi-user SE Schemes

Several works have concentrated on supporting multi-user access and simplifying key management. Curtmola et al. [8] introduce a Multi-User (MU) scheme by combining a single user SE scheme with a broadcast encryption scheme, where only the authorised user can issue queries.
with the key received from the data owner. However, each time a user is revoked, the data owner has to generate a new key. Even worse, the data stored on the CSP is encrypted with the key shared among all the users, which means the revoked users can still recover all the data if they collude with the CSP. The MU SE scheme given by Jarecki et al. [54] has the same problem. That is, the data security against revoked users is achieved based on the assumption that there is no collusion between the CSP and revoked users; otherwise, the key has to be updated and the data has to be re-encrypted with the new key. Moreover, in their scheme, the data owner has to be online to generate search tokens for all the authorised users.

Hang et al. [12] and Ferretti et al. [9] present two different collusion-resistant mechanisms that support multi-user access to the outsourced data. Although they support approaches to avoid key sharing among users, in both, after user revocation, it is necessary to generate a new key and re-encrypt the data.

CryptDB [17] is a multi-user scheme where each user has her own password, which is managed by a proxy between the user and the database server. Sarfraz et al. [18] revisit CryptDB and also design a multi-user scheme with a fine-grained access control mechanism. Instead of assigning the keys to users, both [17] and [18] store them in a proxy. Since the users never know the underlying encryption key, they do not require to refresh the key when revoking a user. The problem is that these two mechanisms require the proxy to be online for performing operations on behalf of the users. As a result, the proxy represents a single point of failure: an attacker who compromises the proxy will gain access to all the logged-in users’ keys and data.

Sun et al. [24] utilise a Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [94] mechanism to achieve a scalable SE scheme that supports multi-user read and write operations without sharing any key. However, for user revocation, the data has to be re-encrypted with a new access structure and secret keys of all the other users need to be updated with a new attribute set. Strictly speaking, this scheme is also a single-user scheme.

In the literature, only the proxy-based encryption schemes, such as [4,22,57–60], can support multi-user access, where each user has her own key and does not require any re-encryption when an authorised user is revoked.

Many other works also investigated approaches to increase search efficiency [8,11,14], or data integrity and reliability in the setting where the CSP is totally untrusted [95,96].

4.6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we propose ObliviousDB, a searchable scheme for hybrid outsourced databases. ObliviousDB is a multi-user scheme that does not leak information about the search, access, and size patterns within each group. It is also a scheme that achieves both forward and backward privacy, where the CSP cannot reuse cached queries for checking if new records have
been inserted or if records have been deleted. We have implemented ObliviousDB and shown that it is capable of performing queries over a database of 4099836 records in around 4 seconds when dividing the database into 1000 groups.
Chapter 5

Multi-Cloud Based Solution

In the previous chapter, we have shown the security and performance of ObliviousDB. However, ObliviousDB also suffers from several limitations. To some extent, the security and efficiency of ObliviousDB rely on the trusted private cloud, which makes this scheme infeasible for small and medium-sized organisations that do not have resources for deploying. Specifically, we cannot move the functionality on the OPS to the public cloud or to users, since it will either leak sensitive information, such as if each record is dummy or real, to the CSP, or increase the computation and storage overheads on the user side. Moreover, it is hard to synchronise the storage on all the users for MwMr databases if we move the functionality of the OPS to users. The other limitation is that, in ObliviousDB, the search operation between encrypted queries and records is performed with the bilinear map, making the scheme computationally intensive for large databases. As shown in Section 4.4, when there are half a million records in a group, it takes about 76.7 minutes to get the search result.

In this chapter, we present a dynamic SSE scheme for multi-cloud environments named Privacy-preserving Multi-cloud Database (P-McDb) that addresses the two limitations. First of all, P-McDb does not rely on any trusted entity to manage and process any sensitive data. This means that it can be deployed in untrusted environments. Second, P-McDb only uses symmetric encryption and achieves much better performance than ObliviousDB and many other SE schemes. Furthermore, P-McDb can effectively resist the leakage-based attacks, such as the frequency analysis, IKK, count, file/record-injection, and reconstruction attacks.

According to the latest report given by Rightscale, 81% of enterprises already have a multi-cloud strategy in place, which means the schemes based on multi-cloud are feasible for most organisations. In the research literature, using the multi-cloud strategy is also not new. For instance, in [97] Stefanov et al. present a 2-cloud ORAM system that reduces the bandwidth cost between the user and the cloud. In [55], Bösch et al. introduce an SE scheme that hides the search pattern by distributing the search operation across two non-colluding clouds. In [64],
Hoang et al. propose a dynamic SSE scheme that preserves the privacy of the search and access patterns by creating a distributed encrypted incidence matrix on two non-colluding servers.

P-McDb is a dynamic SSE scheme built on two non-colluding CSPs. Comparing with the existing multi-cloud based solutions, P-McDb not only hides the search, access, and size patterns, but also ensures the forward and backward privacy. Moreover, P-McDb achieves a much better performance when compared with equivalent systems. In addition, P-McDb is MwMr scheme that supports a scalable key management approach. Specifically, in P-McDb, many users have access to the same database, and each user is able to protect her queries and search results against all the other entities. When one user is revoked, instead of changing the key and re-encrypting the data, P-McDb only needs to inform all the CSPs to stop any service for the revoked user. Although the revoked users still own the key, they are unable to issue queries or recover records even by colluding with one CSP. Our key technique is to use two CSPs, that are assumed not to collude: one CSP stores the data and performs the search operation, the other manages the re-randomising and shuffling of the database. A user with access to both CSPs can perform an encrypted search without leaking the search pattern, access pattern, or size pattern, while achieving forward and backward privacy.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:

1. We propose a dynamic SSE scheme that protects the search, access, and size pattern, thus ensuring resistance against leakage-based attacks.

2. P-McDb achieves both forward and backward privacy.

3. P-McDb supports flexible multi-user access in a way that the issued queries and search results of one user are protected from the other entities. Moreover, revoking users does not require key regeneration and data re-encryption even in case if one of the CSPs colludes with the revoked users.

4. To show the feasibility of our approach, we have implemented P-McDb and measured its performance.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.1, we provide an overview of our approach. Solution and construction details can be found in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we analyse the security of our system. Section 5.4 reports the performance. We analyse the potential limitations of our scheme and give a possible solution in Section 5.5. We review the related work in Section 5.6. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.7.
5.1 Solution Overview

In this chapter, we propose an SSE scheme for relational databases that can minimise the sensitive information leakage and resist against leakage-based attacks. In this section, we define the system and threat model and illustrate the techniques used in P-McDb in high-level.

5.1.1 System Model

In the following, we define our system model to describe the entities involved in P-McDb, as shown in Fig. 5.1:

- **Admin**: An admin is responsible for the setup and maintenance of databases, user management as well as specification and deployment of access control policies.

- **User**: It represents a user who joins the system. If granted by the admin, a user can issue insert, select, delete, and update queries according to deployed access control policies.

- **Storage and Search Service (SSS)**: It provides encrypted data storage, executes encrypted queries and returns matching records in an encrypted manner.

- **Witness and Shuffle Service (WSS)**: It stores the auxiliary information needed for retrieving data. After executing each query, it shuffles and re-randomises searched records and auxiliary information to achieve the privacy of access pattern. The WSS has no access to the encrypted data.

Fig. 5.1. An overview of P-McDb.

Users can upload records and issue queries. The SSS and the WSS represent independent CSPs. The SSS stores encrypted records and executes queries. The WSS stores auxiliary information to ensure privacy and provides auxiliary information to the SSS for performing search. After executing each query, the SSS sends searched records to the WSS for shuffling and re-randomising to provide privacy.
- **Cloud Service Providers (CSPs):** Each of the WSS and the SSS is deployed on the infrastructure managed by a separate CSP. The CSPs have to ensure that there is a two-way communication between the WSS and SSS, but our model assumes there is no collusion between the CSPs.

### 5.1.2 Threat Model

We assume the admin is fully trusted. All the users are only assumed to securely store their keys and the data.

The CSPs hosting the SSS and the WSS are modelled as honest-but-curious. More specifically, they honestly perform the operations requested by users according to the designated protocol specification. Meanwhile, they are curious to learn sensitive information by analysing the stored and exchanged data, or injecting malicious data. However, we do not consider active attacks, such as modifying the database and exchanged data, and assume that there are mechanisms in place for ensuring data integrity and availability of the system. Moreover, we assume both the SSS and the WSS are part of the public cloud infrastructures provided by different CSPs.

As assumed in [42, 64, 97], we also assume the CSPs do not collude. In practice, cloud providers with conflict interests, such as Amazon S3, Google Drive and Microsoft Azure, could be considered since they may be less likely to collude in an attempt to gain information from their customers.

### 5.1.3 Approach Overview

*P-McDb* aims at hiding the search, access, and size patterns. *P-McDb* also achieves both backward and forward privacy. We now give an overview of our approach.

To protect the search pattern, in *P-McDb*, each query is XORed with a nonce, making the encrypted query semantically secure. That is, identical queries will look different once encrypted. However, the SSS may still infer the search pattern by looking at the access pattern. That is, by looking at the physical locations and ciphertext of the encrypted records returned by the search operation, the SSS can infer that two queries searching for the same fields are equivalent if the same records are returned. To address this issue, after executing each query, *P-McDb* also shuffles the locations of the searched records. Moreover, prior to re-inserting these records, *P-McDb* re-randomises the ciphertexts, making them untraceable. Technically, after each search operation, we update all the searched records in the database. In this way, even if a query equivalent to the previous one is executed, the SSS will see a new set of records being searched and returned, and cannot easily infer the search and access pattern.
Another form of leakage is the size pattern leakage, where an adversary can learn the number of records returned after performing a query. Even after the shuffling and re-randomising, an adversary could still count the number of records matching each query and guess whether two queries are equivalent by checking the number of records in the result set. To address this issue, as done in ObliviousDB, the elements in each field are divided into groups with a deterministic function and the elements in the same group are padded into the same occurrence with dummy records. Moreover, P-McDb also adapts Solution 1 introduced in Section 3.3.2 to manage the groups when inserting, deleting or updating records. Here we clarify that the search pattern is not fully protected in P-McDb. Specifically, the SSS can still tell if the queries are in the same group or not based on the number of records matching them.

Furthermore, due to the nonces, P-McDb also achieves forward and backward privacy. After each search operation, the records are re-randomised using fresh nonces. Only queries that include the current nonce will be able to match the records. In this way, even if a malicious CSP tries to use previously executed queries with old nonces, she will not be able to match the records in the data set, ensuring forward privacy. Similarly, deleted records (with old nonces) will not match newly issued queries because they use different nonces.

At a high-level, ObliviousDB uses the same ideas as P-McDb to protect the search, access, and size patterns and to ensure forward and backward privacy. However, the design details are completely different. The details and algorithms of P-McDb will be discussed in the following section.

5.2 Solution details

5.2.1 Setup

The system is set up by the admin by generating the secret keys $s_1$ and $s_2$ based on the security parameter $k$. $s_1$ is only known to the user and is used to protect the data (including queries and records) from both the SSS and the WSS. $s_2$ is known to both the user and the WSS and is used to generate nonces for record and query encryption. The admin also defines a symmetric encryption scheme $Enc : \{0,1\}^k \times \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^*$, such as AES-ECB, which ensures the encrypted data is searchable and retrievable. This is sufficient for our searchable encryption functionality; we do not require any special features of the encryption scheme.

Group Generation. If the initial database is not empty, as done in ObliviousDB, the admin of P-McDb also divides the elements in each field into groups with a deterministic function, pads the elements in the same group into the same occurrence by generating dummy records, and builds the index information for each group. The difference is, in P-McDb, the elements in each group and the index information are sent to the WSS.
Table 5.1: Data representation in P-McDb.

(a) A sample Staff table. (b) GDB, the group information, is stored on the WSS. (c) NDB, containing the seeds used to generate nonces, is stored on the WSS. (d) EDB, the encrypted Staff table, is stored on the SSS. Each encrypted data element $SE(D_m) = Enc_{s1}(e_f) \oplus n_f$. Each record has a tag, enabling users to distinguish between dummy and real records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>GID</th>
<th>Index List</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$(1, g_{1,1})$</td>
<td>${1, 2}$</td>
<td>$E_{1,1} = {Enc_c(Alice), Enc_c(Anna)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$(1, g_{2,1})$</td>
<td>${3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}$</td>
<td>$E_{2,1} = {Enc_c(Bob), Enc_c(Bill), Enc_c(Baker)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>$(2, g_{1,2})$</td>
<td>${1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8}$</td>
<td>$E_{1,2} = {Enc_c(25), Enc_c(27)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>$(2, g_{2,2})$</td>
<td>${2, 5}$</td>
<td>$E_{2,2} = {Enc_c(30), Enc_c(33)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>seed</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Tag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$seed_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$SE(Alice)$</td>
<td>$SE(25)$</td>
<td>tag$_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$seed_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$SE(Anna)$</td>
<td>$SE(30)$</td>
<td>tag$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$seed_3$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$SE(Bob)$</td>
<td>$SE(27)$</td>
<td>tag$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$seed_4$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$SE(Bill)$</td>
<td>$SE(25)$</td>
<td>tag$_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$seed_5$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$SE(Bob)$</td>
<td>$SE(33)$</td>
<td>tag$_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$seed_6$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$SE(Baker)$</td>
<td>$SE(25)$</td>
<td>tag$_6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$seed_7$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$SE(Bill)$</td>
<td>$SE(27)$</td>
<td>tag$_7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$seed_8$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$SE(Baker)$</td>
<td>$SE(27)$</td>
<td>tag$_8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) NDB on the WSS  
(d) EDB on the SSS
In this part, we describe the steps involved in encrypting a record in \(P-McDb\). Basically, for each record, the admin generates the group information for each element and encrypts it. The details of each operation are provided in Algorithm 6, \(RcdEnc\).

### \(RcdEnc(rcd, flag, s1, s2) \rightarrow (Grcd, Ercd)\). \(RcdEnc\) takes the record \(rcd = (e_1, ..., e_F)\), the \(flag\) marking if \(rcd\) is real or dummy (\(flag = 1\) when \(rcd\) is real, otherwise \(flag = 0\)), and the keys \(s1\) and \(s2\) as the inputs, and outputs the encrypted record \(Ercd\), a seed, and the group information \(Grcd\). To encrypt a (real or dummy) record \(rcd\), first the admin or the user generates a random string as a \(seed\) for generating a longer nonce \(n\) with a pseudo-random generator (PRG) \(\Gamma: \{0, 1\}^k \times \{0, 1\}^{seed} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^s\) (Line 2, Algorithm 6). The user does not have to remember the seed \(seed\); this is the job of the WSS. For each data element \(e_f\) in \(rcd\), the admin generates its group information by running \(GE(e_f)\) (Line 5). Moreover, \(e_f\) is encrypted using the symmetric encryption algorithm \(Enc\), and then XORed with a nonce fragment \(n_f\) (Line 6). The use of \(n_f\) ensures the forward and backward privacy of \(SE(e_f)\) (The reason is given in Section 5.2.3). \(SE(e_f)\) will be used for encrypted search and data retrieval.

Considering both the WSS and the SSS are untrusted in \(P-McDb\), we cannot mark the real and dummy records with 1 and 0 in cleartext. Instead, we use a keyed hash value to mark if each record is real or dummy. Specifically, as shown in Lines 8 and 10, a tag \(tag\) is generated using a keyed hash function \(H: \{0, 1\}^k \times \{0, 1\}^s \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^k\) and the secret key \(s_1\) if the record is real, otherwise \(tag\) is a random bit string. With the secret key \(s_1\), the dummy records can be efficiently filtered out by users before decrypting the search result by checking if:

\[
lhtag = H_{s_1}(rhtag), \text{ where } lhtag || rhtag \leftarrow tag \oplus n_{F+1}
\]
information stored in the WSS is called \textit{GDB}, and the seed information stored in the WSS is called \textit{NDB}. The encrypted database stored in the SSS is called \textit{EDB}. Table 5.1 provides an example of \textit{GDB}, \textit{NDB}, and \textit{EDB} for the \textit{Staff} table shown in cleartext in Table 5.1(a). In our example, the \textit{Staff} table has 2 fields and contains 6 records. \textit{GDB} (shown in Table 5.1(b)) contains a list of indices and the encrypted elements for each group. \textit{NDB} (shown in Table 5.1(c)) contains a seed for each record stored in \textit{EDB}. \textit{EDB} (shown in Table 5.1(d)) contains the encrypted records. Note that to ensure the correctness of the search functionality, it is necessary to store the encrypted records and their respective seeds in the same order in \textit{EDB} and \textit{NDB} (the search operation details in given in Section 5.2.2). In addition to the database fields (\textit{i.e.}, \textit{Name} and \textit{Age}), \textit{EDB} also contains the tag field for \textit{tag}. Note that \textit{EDB} contains 2 extra records with id 7 and 8: they are the dummy records generated by the admin.

5.2.2 Select Query

For simplicity, we also only explain our solution for queries whose predicate is a single equality predicate. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the complex queries can be performed by checking the predicate one by one, and whether a record matches the query can be determined by combining each check result according to the conjunctives and disjunctives between predicates. To support range queries, the technique used in [90] can be adopted, where numbers are converted into several bags of bit strings, and an inequality over a number is converted into several equalities over bit strings.

For performing a select query, \textit{P-McDb} requires the cooperation between the WSS and the SSS. The details of the steps performed by the user, the WSS, and the SSS are shown in Algorithm 7.

\textbf{Query}(Q,s_1,s_2) \rightarrow SR. On the user side (Lines 1 - 9, Algorithm 7), the algorithm takes the query \(Q = (type, f, \text{operator}, e)\) and the secret key \(s_1\) as the inputs, and outputs the encrypted query \(EQ\) and a nonce \(\eta\). To ensure the search efficiency, the user first generates the group identifier \(GE(Q,e)\) by computing \(PRF(Q,e)\) (Line 3), which is defined in Section 4.2. Recall that we do not aim at protecting the query operator, type and the field pattern from CSPs. Thus, the user does not encrypt \(Q\_\text{operator}, Q\_\text{type}, \text{and} Q\_f\). The interested keyword \(Q\_e\) is first encrypted with the deterministic encryption \(Enc\) using \(s_1\), and then randomised with a nonce \(\eta\) (Line 7). The nonce ensures that the encrypted keyword \(EQ\_e^*\) is semantically secure. Finally, the user sends the encrypted query \(EQ\) to the SSS and sends \(EQ\_f, \eta, \text{and} GE(Q,e)\) to the WSS.

Given \(EQ\_f, \eta, \text{and} GE(Q,e)\), the WSS provides the list of indices of the searched group \(IL\) and the corresponding nonces \(EN\) to the SSS (Line 10 - 18). Specifically, the WSS first gets
Algorithm 7 Query($Q, s_1, s_2$)

1: User($Q, s_1$):
2: $\hat{\sigma} \leftarrow H_1(Q.e)$
3: $GE(Q.e) \leftarrow PRF(\sigma)$
4: $EQ.type \leftarrow Q.type$
5: $EQ.operator \leftarrow Q.operator$
6: $EQ.f \leftarrow Q.f$
7: $\eta \leftarrow \{0, 1\}^{|e|}, EQ.e^* \leftarrow Enc_{s_1}(Q.e) \oplus \eta$
8: Send $EQ$ to the SSS
9: Send ($EQ.f, \eta, GE(Q.e)$) to the WSS
10: WSS($EQ.f, \eta, GE(Q.e), s_2$):
11: $EN \leftarrow \emptyset$
12: $IL \leftarrow GDB(EQ.f, GE(Q.e))$
13: for each $id \in IL$ do
14: \hspace{1em} $n \leftarrow \Gamma_{s_2}(seed_id)$, where $n = \ldots ||n_{EQ.f}|| \ldots$ and $|n_{EQ.f}| = |\eta|$
15: \hspace{1em} $w \leftarrow H(n_{EQ.f} \oplus \eta)$
16: \hspace{1em} $t \leftarrow \eta \oplus seed_id$
17: \hspace{1em} $EN(id) \leftarrow (w, t)$
18: Send $IL$ and the encrypted nonce set $EN$ to the SSS
19: SSS($EQ, EN, IL$):
20: $SR \leftarrow \emptyset$
21: for each id $\in IL$ do
22: \hspace{1em} if $H(EDB(id, EQ.f) \oplus EQ.e^*) = EN(id).w$ then
23: \hspace{2em} $SR \leftarrow SR \cup (EDB(id), EN(id).t)$
24: Send the search result $SR$ to the user
25: User($SR, \eta, s_2$):
26: for each ($Ercd, t$) $\in SR$ do
27: \hspace{1em} $n \leftarrow \Gamma_{s_2}(t \oplus \eta)$
28: \hspace{1em} $(Enc_{s_2}(rcd).tag) \leftarrow Ercd \oplus n$
29: \hspace{1em} $lhtag | rhtag \leftarrow tag$, where $|lhtag| = |rhtag|$
30: \hspace{1em} if $lhtag = H_{s_2}(rhtag)$ then
31: \hspace{2em} $rcd \leftarrow Enc_{s_1}(Enc_{s_2}(rcd))$
the IL of group GE(Q,e) from GDB (Line 12). Second, for each seedid indexed by IL, the WSS recovers the nonce n by computing $\Gamma_{s_2}(\text{seedid})$ and creates a tuple $EN(id) = (w, t)$ (Line 17). In particular, $w = H(n_{EQ,f} \oplus \eta)$ will be used by the SSS to find the matching records, and $t = \eta \oplus \text{seedid}$ will be used by the user to decrypt the result. For generating the witness w, since only the seed is stored in NDB, the WSS has to replay the PRG function to recover the nonce for each record (Line 14), which increases the computation overhead on the WSS. To improve the performance of the WSS, the admin can also send the nonce n blinded in each record to the WSS directly. Whereas, storing the longer nonces puts more storage overhead on the WSS. In practice, whether caching the nonces on the WSS or not can be determined by the WSS storage capacity and the requirement for the system performance.

For each query, the SSS gets the encrypted query EQ from the user and gets IL and EN from the WSS. It traverses the records indexed by IL and finds the records matching EQ with the assistance of EN (Line 19 - 24). Specifically, the SSS first creates an empty set SR to contain search results. The SSS performs the search operation over EDB. For each record indexed by IL, the SSS checks if $H(EDB(id,EQ,f) \oplus EQ.e^*) \overset{?}{=} EN(id).w$ (Line 22). In details, the operation is:

$$H(Enc_{s_1}(e_{EQ,f}) \oplus n_{EQ,f} \oplus Enc_{s_1}(Q,e) \oplus \eta) \overset{?}{=} H(n_{EQ,f} \oplus \eta)$$

As long as the encrypted records and their respective seeds have the same identifiers, only when $Q.e = e_{EQ,f}$ there is a match. Then, the SSS adds the matched $(EDB(id), EN(id).t)$ to SR (Line 23). Finally, the SSS sends SR to the user.

Only the user issuing the query knows $\eta$ and is able to recover the nonce n for each returned record by computing $\Gamma_{s_2}(t \oplus \eta)$ (Line 27). With n, the user can check if each returned record is real or dummy (Line 30), and decrypt each real record by computing $Enc_{s_1}^{-1}(EDB(id) \oplus n)$ (Line 31), where $Enc_{s_1}^{-1}$ is the inverse of $Enc$.

**Discussion.** Based on the above description, the SSS needs a witness w to check if the record matches the query. Since each record in EDB is bound with a unique nonce, the WSS has to send all the blinded nonces indexed by IL to the SSS for each query. When IL is large, the communication overhead between the WSS and the SSS will be computationally intensive. To address this issue, the elements in the same groups can be blinded by the same nonces. In this way, the WSS just needs to generate one pair of $(w, t)$ for each query.

Note that the nonce blinded in each record is mainly used to ensure the forward and backward privacy, rather than to hide the statistical information of the database. Indeed, the statistical information of the database is already protected by the dummy records. As long as the dummy records are indistinguishable from the real ones, the WSS and the SSS can only learn the elements in the same group have the same occurrences. The only issue is the SSS and
the WSS can learn if the records share the same elements or not, since the Enc encryption is deterministic. The fact is that, even if the encrypted records are semantically secure, the SSS can still learn the matched records have the same element in the searched fields after executing equality queries. Therefore, blinding the records in the same group with the same nonce does not leak any additional information to the WSS and the SSS.

5.2.3 Shuffling and Re-randomisation

Algorithm 8 Shuffle(IL, s2)

1: Ercds ← EDB(IL) {Get from the SSS all the records indexed by IL}
2: for each Ercd_id ∈ Ercds do
3:   \( n \leftarrow \Gamma_2(\text{seed}_d) \)
4:   Ercd_id ← Ercd_id ⊕ n
5:   seed $\leftarrow \{0, 1\}^{\text{seed}}$
6:   \( r \leftarrow \Gamma_2(\text{seed}), \text{where } |r| = M|D| + 2\lambda \)
7:   Ercd_id ← Ercd_id ⊕ r
8:   NDB(id) ← seed
9: Shuffle Ercds and update NDB
10: Update the indices of affected groups
11: Send Ercds to the SSS.

To protect the access pattern and ensure the forward and backward privacy, our solution is shuffling and re-randomising the searched records after executing each query, as done in ObliviousDB. In P-McDb, the WSS is responsible for shuffling and re-randomising the searched records. The details are shown in Algorithm 8, Shuffle.

\textit{shuffle(IL, s2) → Ercds.} The WSS first gets all the searched records from the SSS. To prevent the SSS learning if any two queries in the same group match the same records or not, the first step is to update the ciphertext of all the searched records by re-randomising them (Lines 2 - 8). Specifically, for each record in Ercds, the WSS first recovers the respective nonce (Line 3)\(^1\) and removes the nonce included in each element (line 4). Second, the WSS samples a new seed, generates a new nonce, and randomises the record with the new nonce (Line 7). Meanwhile, the respective seed stored in NDB is updated to the new seed (Line 8).

The second step to protect the access pattern is to change the storage locations of the searched records by shuffling them (Line 9). In our implementation, we leverage the modern version of the Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm [98], where from the first record to the last one, the storage location of each record is exchanged with a random record storing behind it. Note that the shuffling operation affects the list of indices of the groups in other fields. After shuffling the records, the WSS also updates the index lists of other groups accordingly (Line 10). Finally, the re-randomised and shuffled records Ercds are sent back to the SSS.

\(^1\)This step can be skipped if the WSS caches the nonces.
By using a new set of seeds during the re-randomising, we are able to achieve both forward and backward privacy. If the SSS tries to execute an old query, it will not be able to match any records without the new seeds, which is known only to the WSS. Similarly, the SSS cannot learn if deleted records match new queries.

5.2.4 User Revocation

Because of the nonces bound to $SE$, without the assistance of the WSS and the SSS, the revoked user is unable to recover the query and records only with $s_1$. Therefore, for user revocation, we just need to manage a revoked user list at the WSS as well as at the SSS. Once a user is revoked, the admin informs the WSS and the SSS to add this user into their revoked user lists. When receiving a query, the WSS and the SSS will first check if the user has been revoked. If yes, they will reject the query. In case a revoked user colludes with either the SSS or WSS, she cannot get the search results, since such operation requires the cooperation of both the user issuing the query, the WSS, and the SSS.

5.2.5 Database Updating

$P$-$McDb$ also uses Solution 1 given in Section 3.3.1 to manage the dummy records. Basically, when inserting or deleting records, the user ensures the elements in the same groups still have the same occurrences by inserting, deleting or updating dummy records. The details for inserting a record is shown in Algorithm 9.

$Insert(rcd, s_1, s_2) \rightarrow (Insert_{WSS}, Insert_{SSS}, Update)$. In $P$-$McDb$, the insert query is also performed with the cooperation of the user, the WSS, and the SSS. Specifically, the user first encrypts the record $rcd = (e_1, \ldots, e_F)$ by running $RcdEnc$. Note here if the elements in the same group are encrypted with the same nonce, the user should send the $Grcd$ to the WSS and get the respective seeds or nonces for encryption then.

Second, to minimise the number of required dummy records, for each field $f$, the user selects all the records containing $e_f$ and checks if one of them is dummy (Lines 6 - 10).

If yes, for each $e_f \in rcd$, the user updates one of the dummy records containing $e_f$ to $SE(NULL)$ (Lines 11 - 14). As a result, the occurrence of $e_f$ is unchanged. Since we do not consider the forward and backward privacy of ‘NULL’, the user uses the same nonce in $SE(e_f)$ for generating $SE(NULL)$ (the nonce can be recovered from the returned $t_{id}$). By doing so, both the user and the WSS do not need to update the seed. All the records to be updated will be sent to the SSS.

On the contrary, i.e., at least one of the inserted element is not included in a dummy record, the user will increase its group threshold by one and increase the occurrence of all the other elements in this group by one by inserting dummy records (Lines 15 - 25). Specifically, the user
Algorithm 9 Insert(rcd):

1: \textit{useri}(rcd, s_1, s_2):
2: \textit{Update} ← \emptyset, \textit{InsertWSS} ← \emptyset, \textit{InsertSSS} ← \emptyset
3: (Ercd, seed, Grcd) ← RcdEnc(rcd, 1, s_1, s_2)
4: \textit{InsertWSS} ← (seed, Grcd)
5: \textit{InsertSSS} ← Ercd
6: sign ← 0
7: \textbf{for} each \(e_f \in rcd\) \textbf{do}
8: \(SR_f \leftarrow \text{Query}(e_f)\)
9: \textbf{if} all the records in \(SR_f\) are real \textbf{then}
10: \hspace{1em} sign = 1, \text{break};
11: \textbf{if} sign = 0 \textbf{then}
12: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} \(f = 1\) to \(F\) \textbf{do}
13: \hspace{2em} Assume \(Ercd_{id} \in SR_f\) is dummy, \(Ercd_{id}, e^*_f \leftarrow \text{SE}(\text{NULL})\)
14: \hspace{1em} \textit{Update} ← \textit{Update} \cup Ercd_{id}
15: \textbf{else}
16: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} each \((f, GE(e_f)) \in Grcd\) \textbf{do}
17: \hspace{2em} \(E_{f, GE(e_f)} \leftarrow \text{GDB}(f, GE(e_f))\)
18: \hspace{1em} \(M = \max\{|E_{f, GE(e_f)}| \mid 1 \leq f \leq F\}\)
19: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} \(m = 1\) to \(M\) \textbf{do}
20: \hspace{2em} \text{Generates} \(rcd_m = (\text{NULL}, \ldots, \text{NULL})\)
21: \hspace{2em} \text{Assign the elements in} \((E_{1, GE(e_1)}, \ldots, E_{F, GE(e_F)})\) \text{to} \(\{rcd_1, \ldots, rcd_M\}\)
22: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} \(m = 1\) to \(M\) \textbf{do}
23: \hspace{2em} \text{Send} \(rcd_m\) \text{to the WSS}
24: \hspace{1em} \text{Send} \(\text{InsertWSS}\) \text{and} \textit{Update} \text{to the SSS}
25: \textbf{for} each \(Ercd \in \text{Insert}\) \textbf{do}
26: \hspace{1em} \text{EDB}(+ + \text{id}) \leftarrow Ercd
27: \hspace{1em} \textit{IDs} ← \textit{IDs} \cup \text{id}
28: \textbf{for} each \(Ercd \in \text{Update}\) \textbf{do}
29: \hspace{1em} \text{Update} \text{EDB}(Ercd.id) \text{with} Ercd
30: \hspace{1em} \text{Send} \textit{IDs} \text{to the WSS}
31: \textbf{for} each \((\text{seed}, Grcd) \in \text{Insert}\) and \(id \in \textit{IDs}\) \textbf{do}
32: \hspace{1em} \textit{NDB}(id) ← \text{seed}
33: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} \(f = 1\) to \(F\) \textbf{do}
34: \hspace{2em} \text{GDB}(GE(e_f)) \leftarrow \text{GDB}(GE(e_f)) \cup \text{id}
first gets the elements $E_{f,GE(e_f)}$ for each involved group $(f,GE(e_f))$ from the WSS. As shown in Table 5.1(b), $E_{f,GE(e_f)}$ contains all the encrypted elements in the group. Assume the biggest one of the $F$ involved groups contains $M$ elements, i.e., $M = \{ |E_{f,GE(e_f)}| | 1 \leq f \leq F \}$. Second, the user generates $M$ dummy records that cover all the elements in $(E_{1,GE(e_1)},...,E_{F,GE(e_F)})$. In other words, the user uses the elements in $(E_{1,GE(e_1)},...,E_{F,GE(e_F)})$ to assemble the $M$ dummy records. Third, the user encrypts all the dummy records with $RcdEnc$ and gets $Ercd$, $seed$, and $Grcd$.

All the encrypted records, including both the real and dummy records, are held in $Insert_{SSS}$ and sent to the SSS. All the seeds and group information are held in $Insert_{WSS}$ and sent to the WSS. Note that $Ercd$ and $(seed,Grcd)$ for the same record are stored in the same order in $Insert_{SSS}$ and $Insert_{WSS}$.

The SSS inserts and updates the records included in $Insert_{SSS}$ and $Update$ (Lines 28 - 35). For each record in $Insert_{SSS}$, the SSS assigns an identifier $id$ and stores it to $EDB(id)$ (Line 31). Recall that, to ensure the correctness of the search operation, the records in $EDB$ and their respective seeds in $NDB$ should have the same identifiers. Moreover, the identifier of $Ercd$ should be added into the indices in $GDB$. Thus, the SSS sends the identifier for each $Ercd$ to the WSS, so that the WSS can know the identifier and storage location for each $seed$ in $NDB$. If $Update$ is not empty, the SSS updates each record with the new encrypted value (Line 34).

After getting the identifiers from the SSS, the WSS starts to process the $seed$ and $Grcd$ in $Insert_{WSS}$ (Lines 36 - 40). For each $seed$ in $Insert_{WSS}$, the WSS inserts it to $NDB$ based on the respective identifier $id$ get from the SSS (Line 37). For each $Grcd = (GE(e_1),...,GE(e_F))$, the WSS adds $id$ to each involved group $(f,GE(e_f))$ (Line 40).

Finally, to protect the access pattern, the shuffling and re-randomising operations over the involved groups will be performed between the WSS and SSS.

For delete queries, each matched record can be turned into dummy by replacing its tag with a random $2k$-bit string.

5.3 Security Analysis

In this section, we prove $P-McDb$ protects the search, size, and access patterns from both the SSS and the WSS, and achieves the forward and backward privacy.

To ensure the performance of the system, $P-McDb$ also suffers from the $L0$ leakage. That is, both the SSS and WSS can learn the query type, operator and the field pattern. Moreover, they learn which group is searched for each query, and which records are in the same group. $P-McDb$ only ensures the privacy of the search, access, and size patterns within groups. In other words, we show that the SSS cannot distinguish two queries that have the same structure in the sense of Definition 7.
5.3.1 The Security Analysis against the SSS

In P-McDb, the SSS plays the same role as the public CSP used in ObliviousDB, i.e., stores the encrypted database and executes the queries. Therefore, as done in Section 4.3, to prove the search, access, and size patterns and the forward and backward privacy are protected from the SSS, we can use the same way to give the definition and proof.

In short, as done in Definition 9, we build a game between a PPT adversary \( \mathcal{A} \) and a challenger \( \mathcal{C} \), where \( \mathcal{A} \) plays as the SSS and performs the encrypted search as defined in P-McDb, and \( \mathcal{C} \) plays as other entities and executes their functions as required. In the game, \( \mathcal{A} \) chooses the database and designs two queries \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) in the same structure for the challenge. \( \mathcal{C} \) bootstraps the database as done by the admin in P-McDb, and then encrypts one of the queries as done by the user. After that, \( \mathcal{C} \) and \( \mathcal{A} \) engage in the full protocol to run the encrypted query. If \( \mathcal{A} \) follows the designated protocols honestly and does not modify any data, it will get the encrypted query \( EQ \), the indices list of the interested group \( IL \), a set of blinded nonces \( EN \) for searching, the search result \( SR \), and the shuffled and re-randomised records \( Ercds \). Based on this information, \( \mathcal{A} \) guesses which query is picked by \( \mathcal{C} \). Moreover, before and after the challenge phase, \( \mathcal{A} \) could also issue queries and get the corresponding \( EQ, IL, EN, SR \), and \( Ercds \). If \( \mathcal{A} \) cannot guess which query is encrypted by \( \mathcal{C} \) in the challenge phase with non-negligible advantage, we say P-McDb achieves the privacy of the search, size and access pattern, and forward and backward privacy against the honest-but-curious SSS.

Theorem 2. If the WSS generates \( IL \) and \( EN \) and performs the shuffling correctly, P-McDb achieves the privacy of the search, size and access pattern, and forward and backward privacy against the SSS.

Proof. (Sketch) Static database. First, we assume the database is static and focus on the select queries. As discussed in Section 4.3, \( \mathcal{A} \) cannot win the game based on \( EQ \) and \( IL \), since \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) have the same structure and \( EQ.e^* \) is randomised with a nonce.

Due to the seeds, all the encrypted records in \( SR \) and \( Ercds \) are semantically secure. Moreover, since \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are in the same group, both the \( |SR| \) and \( |Ercds| \) are fixed no matter which query is selected. In addition, if all the records in the searched group are shuffled randomly by \( \mathcal{C} \) after executing each query, the identifiers of the records in \( SR \) will be independent of the selected query. Thus, \( \mathcal{A} \) cannot win the game based on \( SR \) and \( Ercds \).

Comparing with ObliviousDB, the SSS also gets \( EN \) in P-McDb. As described in Algorithm 7, the elements in \( EN \) are blinded with a nonce which is independent of the query. Thus, the adversary cannot win the game based on \( EN \).

Dynamic database. If the database is dynamic, P-McDb and ObliviousDB use the same method to manage the dummy records when inserting and deleting records. For insert query,
the SSS in P-McDb and the CSP in ObliviousDB receive the same messages from the user, i.e., the encrypted real record to be inserted and the dummy records to be updated or the new dummy records to be inserted. The records are encrypted in different ways in P-McDb and ObliviousDB, yet in both schemes, the encrypted records are semantically secure. Therefore, the security analysis for insert queries can be referred to the discussion in Section 4.3.

\(\mathcal{A}\) could also send delete queries in phase 1, the challenge phase and/or phase 2. For delete queries, the \(\mathcal{A}\) just need to assign a random 2\(k\)-bit string to the tag of each matched record. By doing so, the real records will be turned into dummy. After shuffling and re-randomising, \(\mathcal{A}\) cannot determine which record’s tag has been revised. Therefore, \(\mathcal{A}\) cannot learn additional information and win the game by issuing delete queries in phase 1, the challenge phase and/or phase 2.

5.3.2 The Security Analysis against the WSS

In P-McDb, the WSS is also honest-but-curious. In this part, we prove the patterns and the forward and backward privacy are also protected from the WSS. In the security definition given below, we model the WSS as the honest-but-curious PPT adversary \(\mathcal{A}\) who follows the designated protocols and gets the GDB and NDB stored on the WSS and the data the WSS received when executing a query, but does not mount active attacks.

**Definition 10.** Let \(\Pi_{P-McDb} = (\text{Setup}, \text{Query}, \text{Shuffle})\) be P-McDb, and \(\lambda\) and \(k\) be the security parameters. \(\mathcal{A}\) is a PPT adversary, and \(\mathcal{C}\) is a challenger. The game between \(\mathcal{A}\) and \(\mathcal{C}\) in \(\Pi_{P-McDb}\) is described as below:

- **Setup** The challenger \(\mathcal{C}\) first initialise the system by generating \(s_1\) and \(s_2\). The adversary \(\mathcal{A}\) is only given \(s_2\).

- **Bootstrap** \(\mathcal{A}\) submits a database \(\Delta\). As done by the Admin, \(\mathcal{C}\) encrypts \(\Delta\) and divides the data in each field into groups. Moreover, \(\mathcal{C}\) generates a number of dummy records for each group, such that the elements in each group have the same occurrences. The encrypted database \(EDB\) is securely kept by \(\mathcal{C}\). The encrypted group information \(GDB\) and seeds \(NDB\) are sent to \(\mathcal{A}\).

- **Phase 1** \(\mathcal{A}\) can make polynomially many queries \(Q\) in plaintext. As would be done by the user, \(\mathcal{C}\) generates the group information, encrypts and blinds each query \(Q\) with a nonce \(\eta\), and sends the field \(EQ.f\), the group \(GE(Q,e)\) and \(\eta\) to \(\mathcal{C}\). After that, \(\mathcal{A}\) gets \(IL\) from \(GDB\) and generates \(EN\), and sends them to \(\mathcal{C}\). After the search operation, \(\mathcal{C}\) and \(\mathcal{A}\) engage in the shuffling and re-randomising to update \(EDB\). So, for each query, \(\mathcal{A}\) sees \(GE(Q,e), EQ.f, \eta\) and all the searched records \(Ercds\).
• **Challenge** \( A \) sends two queries \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \) to \( C \) that have the same structure, which can be those already issued in phase 1. \( C \) and \( A \) perform the full protocol, so that \( A \) learns \( GE(Q.e) \), \( EQ.f \), \( \eta \) and \( Ercds \).

• **Phase 2** \( A \) continues to adaptively request polynomially many queries, which could include the challenged queries \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \).

• **Guess** \( A \) submits her guess \( b' \).

The advantage of \( A \) in this game is defined as:

\[
Adv_{A,\Pi_{P-McDb}}^{\text{P-McDb}}(1^k) = Pr[b' = b] - \frac{1}{2}.
\]

We say \( P\text{-McDb} \) achieves the privacy of the search, size and access pattern, and forward and backward privacy against the honest-but-curious WSS, if all PPT adversaries have a negligible advantage in the above game.

**Theorem 3.** If the WSS generates \( IL \) and \( EN \) and performs the shuffling correctly, \( P\text{-McDb} \) achieves the privacy of the search, size and access pattern, and forward and backward privacy against the WSS.

**Proof.** (Sketch) We show that the bit \( b \) chosen by \( C \) is hidden from the view of \( A \).

**Static database.** First, we consider the static database and focus on the select queries.

Consider the view of \( A \) in the game. \( A \) chooses an arbitrary database \( \Delta \) and uploads this to \( C \). In Phase 1, \( A \) makes queries that are answered correctly by \( C \) by following the protocols.

In the challenge round, \( A \) sends two queries \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \), and receives \( EQ.f \), \( GE(Q.e) \) and \( \eta \). By definition, the two queries have the same structure. Moreover, the group generation is deterministic. Hence, the same \( EQ.f \) and \( GE(Q.e) \) will be received by \( A \) for either query. The nonce \( \eta \) is independent of the interested term in the query, so \( A \) cannot distinguish the query terms given \( \eta \).

Finally, \( A \) gets all the searched records \( Ercds \) from \( A \) for re-randomising and shuffling. For all the queries in the same group, if \( A \) follows the designated protocols honestly, it always gets the same set of records. Thus, \( Ercds \) is also independent of \( b \). For re-randomising records, \( A \) first removes the old nonces blinded in each searched record. After removing the nonces, the records are protected only with the deterministic encryption \( Enc \). Thus, the WSS can learn if the records contain the same elements or not. Even though, due to the inserted dummy records, the real occurrence of each element is still hidden from the WSS.

The game continues in Phase 2. \( A \) may repeat \( Q_0 \) and/or \( Q_1 \). However, \( A \) always gets the same \( GE(Q.e) \), \( EQ.f \) and \( Ercds \) for any query in the same group, and the nonce \( \eta \) is independent of the interested term included in the query.
Since \( A \) has no information to distinguish the bit \( b \), the scheme satisfies the definition.

**Dynamic database.** Second, we consider the insert and delete queries in dynamic databases.

In phase 1, no matter what types of queries are issued by \( A \), as long as \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \) are in the same structure, as discussed above, \( A \) cannot infer \( b \) based on \( GE(Q.e), EQ.f \) and \( \eta \).

In the challenge phase, if \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \) are two insert queries, \( A \) runs Algorithm 9. Basically, \( C \) first inserts \( Q_b \) \((Q_b = (e_1, \ldots, e_F) \) is a record). Second, for each element \( e_f \in Q_b \), \( C \) selects all the records containing it and checks if one of them is dummy. If yes to all the \( F \) elements, for each \( e_f \), \( C \) updates one dummy record containing \( e_f \) into ‘NULL’ in field \( f \). Otherwise, \( C \) inserts dummy records to increase the occurrence of other elements each involved group. In both cases, \( A \) receives the group information \( Grcd \) of \( Q_b \) and a seed \( seed \) used to encrypt \( Q_b \). Moreover, as done for select queries, \( C \) also gets a nonce \( \eta \) when searching each \( e_f \). In the former case, no message is sent to \( C \) when updating the dummy records. In the latter case, \( C \) also gets \( Grcd \) and \( seed \) when inserting each dummy record. Indeed, as mentioned in Algorithm 9, the dummy records have the same elements as the real one. Hence, their \( Grcds \) are equal to the real one. Recall that, for the records in the same structure, their elements in each field are in the same group, meaning \( Grcd \) is the same for either \( Q_0 \) or \( Q_1 \). Moreover, \( seed \) and \( \eta \) are independent of \( b \), since they are random bit strings. Therefore, \( A \) cannot win the game when \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \) are two insert queries.

If \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \) are two delete queries, \( C \) first selects the records matching \( Q_b \), and then updates them into dummy by updating their tags in \( EDB \) with random \( 2k \)-bit strings. \( A \) is not engaged in this operation. Only for the searching operation, \( A \) gets \( GE(Q.e), EQ.f \) and \( \eta \). However, as mentioned above, \( A \) cannot distinguish the bit \( b \) based on them.

### 5.4 Performance Analysis

#### 5.4.1 Complexity Analysis of \( P\text{-McDb} \)

Although \( P\text{-McDb} \) only supports linear search, the search operation over each record is significantly efficient. In this part, we theoretically and empirically analyse the costs associated with the search, shuffle, and decryption operations over each record in \( P\text{-McDb} \).

Let \( \text{XOR}_k, \text{Enc}_k, \text{Hash}_k, \text{PRG}_k \), and \( \text{Enc}_k^{-1} \) represent the computation overhead of performing these operations with \( k \) bits key, respectively. Recall that \( F \) is the number of fields.

To execute a query \( Q \), the user generates \( GE(Q.e) \), encrypts the interested term \( Q.e \) with \( \text{Enc} \) and XORs it with a nonce, and encrypts \( Q.f \) with a hash function. Hence, the computation complexity of encrypting a predicate on the user side is \( \text{Enc}_k + \text{XOR}_k + 2\text{Hash}_k \).

Afterwards, for each record, the WSS recovers the nonce with the seed and generates \( (w,t) \) with XORs and hash operations. The computation complexity of this operation is \( \text{PRG}_k + \)
Table 5.2: The computation and communication overhead for each record or each query.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Computation cost per query</th>
<th>Communication cost per record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-McDb</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>User: XOR_k + Enc_k + 2Hash_k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WSS: PRG_k + XOR_k + Hash_k + XOR_{seed}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSS: XOR_k + Hash_k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>User: XOR_{seed} + PRG_k + F(XOR_k + Enc_k^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shuffle</td>
<td>WSS: PRG_k + (F + 2)XOR_k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPQED</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>User: SUB_N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSP1: HA_{N^2} + kHE_k + SC</td>
<td>2k +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSP2: HE_k + HD_k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>User: F(HD_k + SUB_N)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oblivious data retrieval</td>
<td>CSP1: F(HA_{N^2} + HE_k)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSP2: FHD_k</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SisoSPIR</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>User: XOR_T + XOR_{Ercd}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSP1: T XOR_{Ercd}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSP2: (T + 1)XOR_{Ercd}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XOR_k, Enc_k, Hash_k, PRG_k, and Enc_k^{-1} represent the computation overhead to perform these operations with k bits key, respectively. HE_k and HD_k represent the computation overhead of performing homomorphic encryption and decryption with k bits keys, respectively. SUB_N is the computation overhead of the modular subtract operation over N. HA_{N^2} stands for the computation overhead of homomorphic addition in Z_{N^2}. SC represents the Secure Comparison (SC) protocol proposed in [99]. XOR_T is the computation overhead of XORing T integers.

Finally, the SSS checks if each record matches the predicate by executing one XOR and one hash operations, the computation of which is XOR_k + Hash_k. In this protocol, the user sends |SE(e)|-bit data to both the WSS and the SSS, and the WSS sends |Hash| + |seed| bits to the SSS for each record in the interested group.

After searching, the SSS sends the results to the user. Each encrypted record is |Ercd| = F|e| + 2k bits long. In addition, the |seed|-bit seed for each matched records should also be sent to the user for recovering the nonce.

Meanwhile, the SSS also sends the searched records to the WSS for shuffling. The WSS re-randomises each record with a nonce, but before that the WSS has to generate the nonce with a new seed, indicating the computation overhead on the WSS is PRG_k + (F + 2)XOR_k. In this protocol, the communication between the WSS and the SSS is |Ercd| bits per record.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, only the HE-based PPQED_a proposed by Samantha et al. [42] and the ORAM-based SisoSPIR given by Ishai et al. [41] could hide the access pattern in databases. According to the description in [42] and [41], we also summarise the computation and communication overhead in PPQED_a and SisoSPIR. From Table 5.2, we can infer that both the computation and communication overhead in our scheme is better than them. Note that PPQED_a is based on public-key encryption system, and the lengths of its key k and Ercd
are much larger than the values in P-McDb.

5.4.2 Benchmark of P-McDb

We implemented P-McDb in C using MIRACL 7.0 library for cryptographic primitives. The performance of all the entities was evaluated on a desktop machine with Intel i5-4590 3.3 GHz 4-core processor and 8GB of RAM. As done in ObliviousDB, we also evaluated the performance using TPC-H benchmark [86], and tested equality queries with one single predicates over ‘O_CUSTKEY’ field in ‘ORDERS’ table. Moreover, we divided the elements in ‘O_CUSTKEY’ field into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups by setting b = 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000, respectively. When dividing the records into 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 groups, the searched groups contains 4099836, 410000, 34000, 3300, and 320 records, and their thresholds are 41, 41, 34, 33, and 32, respectively. The specific details of the groups can be found in Section 4.4. In the following, all the results are averaged over 100 trials.

5.4.2.1 The Setting on WSS

In ‘FullStore’ case, the WSS stores both the seed and the nonce for each record. In ‘SemiStore’ case, the WSS only stores the seeds. In ‘SingleStore’ case, the elements in each group are blinded with the same nonce and the WSS only stores one seed for each group.

As mentioned in Section 5.2, the performance of the WSS depends on whether the nonces are stored in NDB and whether the elements in the same group are blinded with the same nonces. Thus, we first compared the performance of the WSS in three different cases. Specifically, in the first case, the WSS stores both the seed and the nonce for each record. We call this case ‘FullStore’. In the second case, the WSS only stores the seeds and it has to derive the nonces for each query. We name this case ‘SemiStore’. We call the last case as ‘SingleStore’, where the elements in the same group are blinded by the same nonce and the WSS only stores...
one seed for each group. In P-McDb, the WSS is mainly responsible for executing the Nonce-Blind and the Shuffle operations for each query. Hence, we measured the running times of the two functions in the three cases and show the results in Fig. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), respectively.

From Fig. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), we can see that ‘SingleStore’ has the best performance for both the NonceBlind and the Shuffle operations. Moreover, the NonceBlind execution time is not affected by the groups in ‘SingleStore’ case, which is 0.005 milliseconds (ms). That is because the elements in the same group are blinded with the same nonces, the WSS just needs to generate one pair of \((w,t)\) for each query. However, in the other two cases, the WSS has to generate the \((w,t)\) pairs for all the records in the searched group, and the number of records in each group decreases when increasing the number of groups. Hence, the NonceBlind execution times of the two cases go down with the group number. In addition, Fig. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show that ‘FullStore’ performs better than ‘SemiStore’. The reason is that in ‘SemiStore’ the WSS has to generate the nonce from the seed for each record, whereas, in ‘FullStore’ the WSS can get it from NDB directly.

In the following experiments, we use ‘SingleStore’ case.

### 5.4.2.2 The Performance of Each Operation

![Graphs](image.png)

(a) The performance of each operation with different group numbers. (b) The performance of each entity with different group numbers.

**Fig. 5.3.** The performance of each operation and entity.

To show the performance of P-McDb in details, we measured the execution time of each operation involved in the query process, including the query encryption, nonce blinding, searching, result decrypting, and the shuffling.

In Fig. 5.3(a), we show the effect on each operation when we change the number of groups. In this test, the tested query matches 34 records (32 real and 2 dummy records), which is also the occurrence of the elements in the searched group. As we can see from Fig. 5.3(a), the times for encrypting the query and blinding the nonce do not change with the number of groups. On
the contrary, both the searching and shuffling times drop sharply with the increase of the group number. The reason is that the search and the shuffle operations are performed over all the records in the searched group. The more groups, the fewer records in each group. Thanks to the efficient XOR operation, even when \( g = 1 \), i.e., searching and shuffling the whole database (contains 4099836 records in total), the search and the shuffle operations can be finished in 1.87 and 1.59 seconds, respectively.

Moreover, we can also notice that the time taken by the result decryption decreases slowly when increasing the number of groups. For recovering the required records, in \( P\)-McDb, the user first filters out the dummy records and then decrypts the real records. Therefore, the result decryption time is affected by the number of returned real records as well as the dummy ones. In this experiment, the tested query always matches 32 real records. However, when changing the number of groups, the number of returned dummy records will be changed. Recall that, to break the link between the search and size patterns, all the elements in the same group are padded into the same occurrence, i.e., the group threshold, with dummy records. The group threshold is determined by the highest occurrence in the group. When the records are divided into more groups, fewer elements will be included in each group. As a result, the occurrence of the searched element tends to be closer to the group threshold, and then fewer dummy records are required for its padding. Thus, the result decryption time decreases with the increase of the group number. In the tested dataset, the elements have very close occurrences, which ranges from 1 to 41. The number of matched dummy records are 9, 9, 2, 1 and 0 when there are 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 groups, respectively. For the dataset with a bigger element occurrence gap, the result decryption time will change more obviously when changing the number of groups.

In addition, Fig. 5.3(a) also shows the end-to-end latency on the user side when issuing a query. In this test, we did not simulate the network latency, so the end-to-end latency shown here consists of the query encryption time, the nonce blinding time, the searching time and the result decrypting time. As shown in the figure, the query encryption and nonce blinding times are only 0.005 ms, which are negligible compared with the searching time. Thus, the end-to-end latency is dominated by the searching time and also decreases when increasing the number of groups. Note that the shuffle operation does not affect the end-to-end latency on the user side since it is performed by the WSS after the search operation.

5.4.2.3 The Performance of Each Entity

An important aspect of an outsourced service is that most of the intensive computations should be off-loaded to the CSPs. To quantify the workload on each of the entities, we measured the latency on the user, WSS, and SSS for processing the query with different numbers of groups. The results are shown in Fig. 5.3(b). We can notice that the computation times taken
5.4.2.4 Comparison with Other Schemes

To better investigate the performance of our approach, here we roughly compare the search time of P-McDb with \textit{PPQED}_a and SisoSPIR. Although we did not access their implementation, our experiments were conducted on Linux machines with approximate power\footnote{\textit{PPQED}_a was tested on a Linux machine with an Intel Xeon 6-Core CPU 3.07 GHz processor and 12 GB RAM and SisoSPIR was tested on a machine with an Intel i7-2600K 3.4GHz 4-core CPU 8GB RAM.}. Searching over 1 million records takes more than 10 seconds in SisoSPIR. In \textit{PPQED}_a, it takes 1 second to check if a predicate matches with a record when the data size is 10 bits. However, P-McDb only takes less than 2 seconds when searching over 4.1 million records, which is much more efficient than the other two schemes.

5.4.2.5 The Performance of Insert Query

Since P-McDb is a dynamic SE scheme, we also tested its performance for insert queries. As done in ObliviousDB, P-McDb also utilises Solution 1 to manage the dummy records when inserting and deleting records. Recall that, Solution 1 processes the insert query in two different ways: ‘Case1’ and ‘Case2’. In ‘Case1’, the user just needs to update $F$ dummy records. However, in ‘Case2’, the user has to insert $M$ dummy records. We also tested the performance of the two cases for P-McDb and show the result in Fig. 5.4.

![Fig. 5.4. The performance of the insert query.](image)
For insert query, comparing Fig. 5.4 with Fig. 4.6, the performance of the two cases is affected in the same way in ObliviousDB and P-McDb. That is, the execution time of both cases drops down when dividing the database into more groups, ‘Case1’ performs better than ‘Case2’, and the gap between them gets smaller when increasing the number of groups. The difference is, P-McDb takes much less time to process an insert query than ObliviousDB in both cases. In our test, P-McDb takes only around 0.0058 ms to encrypt and insert a record. When all the records are on one group, P-McDb takes 2.8 ms and 3.44 ms for running an insert query in ‘Case1’ and ‘Case2’, respectively.

5.5 Discussion

Although P-McDb protects the search, access, and size patterns from the CSPs, and achieves the forward and backward privacy. As discussed before, it also suffers from several limitations. In this section, we highlight the limitations of P-McDb and give the possible countermeasures.

The first issue of P-McDb is the collusion between the SSS and the WSS. In P-McDb, the SSS knows the search result for each query, and the WSS knows how the records are shuffled and re-randomised. If the SSS colludes with the WSS, they could learn the search and access patterns. To resist such collusion attacks, one possible solution is to generalise the system by introducing three or more CSPs, where one of them acts as the SSS and the others act as the WSS. In this case, the oblivious algorithm has to be performed with the cooperation of all the WSSs. Only when all the CSPs collude together, the search and access patterns will be leaked, which is significantly harder than the colluding between only two CSPs.

Moreover, in this work, we assume both the WSS and the SSS are honest. Yet, in order to learn more useful information, the compromised CSPs might not behave honestly as assumed in the security analysis. For instance, the SSS might not search all the records indexed by IL, and the WSS might not shuffle the records properly. Since both the WSS and the SSS are untrusted, P-McDb needs a mechanism to detect if both the SSS and the WSS honestly follow the designated protocols. We leave this problem to our future work. Last but not least, in [97], Stefanov et al. present a multi-cloud based ORAM system and give an approach to detect if the data is shuffled properly on the CSP. We can utilise their approach to P-McDb.

5.6 Related SE schemes Using multiple Servers

In the literature, there are several other SE schemes also use the multi-cloud strategy to minimise the sensitive information leakage or optimise the performance of the system.

In [97] Stefanov et al. present an ORAM storage system based on the multi-cloud strategy. By spreading the data and functionalities across two non-colluding CSPs, the access pattern is
hidden from the CSPs. In [64], Hoang et al. distribute the indices to two non-colluding CSPs and achieve the privacy of access pattern by re-encrypting and swapping the indices stored in the two CSPs after each query. In [41], Ishai et al. present a construction of a private outsourced database in the two-CSP model. By applying secure multiparty computation between the two CSPs, their solution hides all leakage due to access patterns between queries.

In [55], Bösch et al. introduce a distributed SE scheme that hides the search pattern. In their construction, the search operation is distributed across two non-colluding CSPs. By continuously re-shuffling the index as it is being accessed, none of the CSPs can tell which record was accessed and thus the search pattern of the scheme remains hidden. In [100], Orecnik et al. propose an efficient scheme that allows privacy-preserving search over encrypted data using queries with multiple keywords. A two-CSP setting is employed to eliminate the correlation between the queries and matching files sent to the user under the assumption that the two CSPs are not colluding. Moreover, queries are randomised such that distinguishing two queries generated using the same search terms from unrelated queries is hard, i.e., the search pattern is hidden.

The multi-cloud strategy is also used to improve the performance of the system. In [101], Kuzu et al. design a distributed secure index which allows parallel execution among multiple servers. In their study, the index is vertically partitioned and distributed to multiple servers to enable simultaneous decryption of large data payloads. By doing this, SE schemes can easily scale to big data. In [102], Poh et al. also propose a distributed SSE scheme over multiple servers. To prevent any one server from possessing a complete set of files or blocks of a file, their solution distributes files/blocks to many servers. Due to such distributions, their scheme hides the file sizes and the total number of files even after retrieval, while maintaining sublinear search time for each server.

5.7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented P-McDb, a dynamic searchable encryption scheme for multi-cloud outsourced databases. P-McDb does not leak information about the search, access, and size patterns. It also achieves both forward and backward privacy, where the CSPs cannot reuse cached queries for checking if new records have been inserted or if records have been deleted. Furthermore, P-McDb offers a flexible key management scheme where revoking users does not require regeneration of keys and re-encryption of the data. As future work, we plan to do our performance analysis by deploying the scheme in the real multi-cloud setting.
Chapter 6

Preserving Access Pattern Privacy in SGX-Assisted Encrypted Search

To process outsourced data efficiently and securely without sensitive information leakage, another promising practical approach to process outsourced data efficiently and securely is leveraging trusted hardware like Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX) [50]. SGX can isolate sensitive code and data in an encrypted memory region, called enclave. During execution, privacy and integrity of enclave memory are preserved with a set of hardware mechanisms. Recently, several SGX-based approaches for encrypted data access have been investigated in the literature. For instance, Fuhry et al. [103] present two constructions for sub-linear search over encrypted database by using SGX. Zheng et al. [105] introduce an SGX-assisted oblivious data analytics scheme that conceals the data access pattern. Moreover, several works [52, 106, 107] explore the deployment of ORAM on SGX. Unfortunately, these schemes suffer from several limitations. For instance, the constructions proposed in [103] leak the access pattern. Although the access pattern is concealed in [52, 106, 107], these schemes require long-term storage on SGX for managing the map between each data instance and its storage location, which is in large size when the database has millions of distinct values. These solutions are not very practical due to very limited memory resources in SGX. The scheme proposed by Zheng et al. [105] needs to scan the entire database linearly to answer a query. Another limitation is that there are side channel attacks when using SGX to ensure secure data access. Indeed, several recent works, such as [109–111], have shown that the Operating System (OS) can infer the data access pattern in SGX by launching side channel attacks, such as page faults, timing and cache attacks. State of the art solutions [52, 105–107] do not give the solutions to resist the side channel attacks. In Table 6.1, we compare existing SGX-based schemes.

Research Challenges. The main objective of this chapter is to preserve access pattern privacy by using SGX while ensuring efficient search over encrypted data and without any long-term
storage requirement in the enclave. As discussed below, there are two main challenges to achieve our objective: preserving the access pattern privacy while providing efficient search and withstanding side channel attacks.

To support efficient search, a straightforward method is to build indices and load only the required indices into SGX. However, this method leaks the index access pattern directly to the CSP, i.e., the CSP can learn which indices match the query. To fully hide the index access pattern, a typical strategy is to load all the indices into SGX. Nonetheless, an SGX enclave only has around 90 MB memory for storing the code and data. For a large database, indices will exhaust the enclave memory and virtual memory mechanism of the OS. Consequently, this will significantly affect the performance of SGX. Moreover, as shown in [103], the actual pages that are accessed is still unprotected because of the page fault attack [109]. Therefore, the first challenge is to fully guarantee the access pattern privacy without exhausting the enclave memory when the database is large.

Although SGX provides a trusted environment for data processing, it suffers from side channel leakage, where the data is leaked when it is loaded into SGX [109–111]. Thus, the second challenge in our work is to protect the access pattern against potential side channel attacks. Several countermeasures, such as data oblivious access, balanced code execution, and data shuffling have been proposed in [112–114]. However, these techniques are too generic to be used in SE schemes. For instance, to defend against the page fault attack, Shinde et al. [113] propose to balance the code execution by adding and accessing dummy data. Nonetheless, we should ensure the added dummy data can be checked like real ones and do not affect the correctness of the search results, otherwise, the CSP can infer the real index access pattern.
Therefore, the techniques specific to SE schemes should be considered.

**Our Contributions.** In this chapter, we present an SGX-assisted SE scheme addressing the aforementioned research challenges. Basically, our solution uses the B+ tree structure to ensure search efficiency. To address the first challenge, our scheme loads and processes the tree nodes in batches. On the one hand, this method ensures that the index access pattern is protected. On the other hand, our scheme can process a large database without exhausting the enclave memory. Meanwhile, it protects the access pattern against the page fault attack. To mitigate other side channel attacks, e.g., timing attacks, the B+ tree is searched in a balanced way, independent of the query and the access pattern. To analyse the performance, we evaluate our proposed scheme on Big Data benchmark [51] and compare it with ObliDB [52], an SGX-assisted ORAM-based database that protects the data access pattern. Our scheme outperforms ObliDB by at least 5.78× for range queries. We also compare our scheme with a baseline implementation without access pattern protection with sub-linear search support. There is always a tradeoff between security and performance. Our results show that our approach to protect the access pattern and defend side channel attacks introduces less than 27× overhead when the B+ tree contains around 1 million keys. Moreover, our approach does not require any long-term storage on the enclave. In summary, our contributions in this chapter are as follows:

- Our scheme protects the access pattern from the CSP by leveraging a trusted SGX.
- Our scheme prevents the CSP from inferring the access pattern by launching side channel attacks.
- Our scheme supports simple equality match and complex operations including range, aggregate, and join queries.
- We have implemented a prototype of the system and tested its performance on an SGX-based hardware.

**Chapter Organisation.** The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First, Section 6.1 gives a brief overview of SGX functionalities and explains possible side channel attacks. An overview of our proposed solution is provided in Section 6.2. Then, we present our solution details in Section 6.3 and 6.4 before introducing its security analysis in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, we report performance analysis. Section 6.7 reviews related work. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 6.8.
6.1 Background

6.1.1 Intel SGX

In this section, we give a brief introduction of SGX functionalities relevant to our system. For more details on SGX, we refer the reader to [50,115]. SGX is an extension of x86 instructions for creating and managing software components, called **enclave**. Physically, the enclave is located inside a hardware guarded area of memory called Enclave Page Cache (EPC). The EPC consists of 4KB page chunks, and only around 90MB EPC can be used by the application. The SGX hardware enforces additional protection on the enclave, such that it is isolated from the code running on the system including the OS and the hypervisor.

Apart from the isolated code and execution, SGX has another two main security properties: sealing and attestation. Sealing is the process of encrypting enclave secrets for persistent storage to disk [116]. Every SGX processor has a key called the Root Seal Key that is embedded during the manufacturing process. Once an enclave is created, a seal key – which is specific to the enclave – is derived from the root seal key. When the enclave is torn down, this seal key is used to encrypt data and store the data in the disk. SGX also supports remote attestation, enabling a remote party to verify if an enclave is created properly on a trusted SGX. It also provides integrity to the code and data loaded into the enclave. Furthermore, the remote attestation feature helps in establishing a secure channel between an external party and the enclave.

6.1.2 Side Channel Attacks on SGX

Intel SGX offers secure execution environment by cryptographically protecting code and data on an untrusted server. Unfortunately, it is vulnerable to side channel attacks. As discussed below, there are at least three possible side channel attacks that could be launched by the untrusted server to derive sensitive information.

**Page Fault Attack.** An SGX program is executed in user mode, and it needs the underlying OS to manage virtual memory pages. Specifically, when launching an SGX process, the OS creates the page tables that map the virtual addresses to physical memory entries. However, when the virtual pages cannot be mapped to the physical memory, the CPU incurs a page fault and the faulting address will be reported to the OS. By manipulating the page table mappings, as shown in [109], a malicious OS can observe the page access pattern in SGX.

**Timing Attack.** Timing attack allows attackers to learn sensitive information by analysing the times taken to execute data-dependent operations. Every logical operation in a computer takes time to execute, and this time could differ based on the input, which is also the case for the operations in SGX. With precise measurements of the execution time for each operation, an attacker can backtrack the input data.
The user shares the secret key with the trusted SGX enclave (Step I). The encrypted data and indices are stored in the untrusted cloud server (Step II). The query is decrypted and processed by the enclave (Steps 1, 2, and 3). After searching, the matched records together with a set of random records will be returned to the user (Step 4).

**Cache Attack.** Cache attack, or cache timing attack, is much more powerful, where an attacker can learn which cache lines are accessed by SGX. In the Intel X86 architecture, an L3 cache is shared among different CPU cores, while L2 and L1 caches are shared among different threads, including SGX threads. Thus, as discussed in [110,117], the classic Prime+Probe, Evict+Time, and Flush+Reload techniques are also effective to monitor the cache lines accessed by SGX.

### 6.2 Solution Overview

In this section, we first explain system entities and then describe the threat model and assumptions. Next, we briefly explain our design goals and the proposed approach. Finally, we give a security definition of our solution.

#### 6.2.1 System Entities

Our system includes three entities: the user, SGX-enabled Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and an SGX enclave within the CSP. The users upload encrypted databases to the CSP and later issue encrypted queries and retrieve encrypted results. The CSP is responsible for storing encrypted data and loading data into the enclave for performing search. SGX enclave is responsible for processing user queries and returning search results to users without leaking any content and the access pattern to the CSP.
6.2.2 Threat Model and Assumptions

As done in other systems listed in Table 6.1, in our threat model, we assume the user is trusted. Similar to existing work (see Section 6.7), we assume adversaries could attack and fully control the OS running on the CSP, and they are curious about the data residing on the CSP. For simplicity, in the rest of the article, we regard the CSP as an adversary, which honestly follows the specified protocol but is curious to know the data. Since we employ encryption, the CSP is unable to access the data in cleartext. Moreover, the CSP cannot control and access the code and data within the enclave. Nonetheless, the CSP can interrupt the enclave as desired, by modifying the OS and SGX SDK, in order to learn side channel information. Therefore, we assume the CSP is able to exploit side channel attacks including the page fault attack [109], timing attack [118], and cache attack [117, 119] to infer the code paths and data access patterns inside the enclave. There are also other types of side channel attacks, such as branch shadowing [111], power monitoring [120], and electromagnetic [121], which are beyond the scope of this work.

SGX enclave is also considered to be trusted. In particular, both integrity and confidentiality of the code and data inside the enclave are protected with inherent cryptographic mechanisms. We also assume that SGX provides methods for establishing a secure channel with the users for protecting the communication between them.

6.2.3 Architecture Overview

Our system aims at enabling the CSP to process user queries in sub-linear time without leaking sensitive information about the content of the data and queries. Furthermore, we aim at protecting the access pattern of SGX against side channel attacks without exhausting the enclave memory even when the database is large. To achieve these goals, our basic idea is to encrypt the outsourced data and queries, build indices for the dataset, and enable SGX to perform the search operation in an oblivious manner.

The proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. It consists of the trusted code inside the enclave for processing queries, the data storage on the CSP, and the encryption and decryption operations on the user side.

Initially, the user generates a secret key $sk$ to encrypt the outsourced data and queries. The secret key $sk$ is shared with SGX via a secure channel (Step I). To ensure search efficiency, the user first builds indices for the dataset and then uploads both the encrypted dataset and index trees to the CSP (Step II). For building an index, we use the B+ tree structure, the most popular one used in Database Management Systems (DBMSs) [103, 122]. When issuing a query, the user encrypts it using randomised encryption and $sk$ (Step I). Since $sk$ is unknown to the CSP, the content of the query and whether the same query has been sent before (i.e., search pattern)
are protected from the CSP. With the secret key $sk$, the enclave decrypts the query and loads the associated index tree from the CSP for performing search (Step 2). To hide which nodes in the tree match the query, a.k.a. the index access pattern, the nodes are loaded and accessed in an oblivious manner that is independent of the query and could resist side channel attacks including page fault, timing, and cache attacks as explained in Section 6.3. After searching the B+ tree, SGX will know the identifiers $r ids$ of the records matching the query predicate(s). The next step is to return the result to the user for select queries, or load and process the matched records for aggregate functions, such as ‘MAX’, ‘SUM’ and ‘GROUP BY’. For both cases, to hide which records match the query, a.k.a. the record access pattern, SGX also returns or processes the matched records in an oblivious manner that could resist side channel attacks (Step 3). Finally, the user obtains the results in plaintext by decrypting them using $sk$.

6.2.4 Security Definition

The security of access pattern is defined as follows:

Definition 11 (Access Pattern Security). Let $\vec{H} := ((Q_1,R_1),\ldots,(Q_T,R_T))$ be the search history at time $T$, where $Q_t$ denotes the query, and $R_t$ is its search result at time $t$ ($1 \leq t \leq T$). Let $A_I(\vec{H})$ and $A_R(\vec{H})$ be a sequence of accesses over the indices and the dataset of $\vec{H}$, respectively. We say that the access pattern is protected from the CSP if for any two search histories $\vec{H}_0$ and $\vec{H}_1$ of the same length, their access pattern $(A_I(\vec{H}_0),A_R(\vec{H}_0))$ and $(A_I(\vec{H}_1),A_R(\vec{H}_1))$ are computationally indistinguishable by the CSP.

6.3 Solution Detail

In this section, we first show how the data is represented and encrypted. Then, we describe how equality and range queries are processed in our system.

6.3.1 Data Representation

To support sub-linear search, given the database, the user first builds a standard B+ tree based on a defined branching factor. Formally, we define a B+ tree as $\text{tree} = \{b,L,N,\text{cnt},\text{nodes}\}$. Here, $b$ is the branching factor, indicating each node can have up to $b$ child nodes and $b-1$ keys. $L$ is the number of levels of the tree, and the root node is in level $l = 1$. $\text{cnt} = \{cnt_1,\ldots,cnt_L\}$ is an array of integers of length $L$. $cnt_l$ represents the number of nodes in level $l$, where $l \in [1,L]$. The total number of nodes in the tree is $N = \sum_{l=1}^{L} cnt_l$. $\text{nodes} = (node_0,\ldots,node_{N-1})$ is the array storing the $N$ nodes in the tree. The order of storing nodes is from root to leave nodes and from left to right.
The non-leaf node is defined as $node_{id} = \{id, \gamma, (k_1, \ldots, k_{b-1}), (cid_1, \ldots, cid_b)\}$. $id$ is unique and used to identify the node, which also represents the node storage location in $nodes$. In the B+ tree, each node contains an array of keys $(k_1, \ldots, k_{b-1})$ for searching, and an array of its child nodes $ids$ $(cid_1, \ldots, cid_b)$ for reaching its child nodes, where $node_{i,cid_j} = node_{cid_j, id}$. The $b - 1$ keys in each non-root node consist of both real and dummy keys. On the one hand, the dummy keys are used to ensure all the nodes have the same size. On the other hand, the dummy keys are necessary to thwart side channel attacks (the reason will be given in Section 6.3.3). $\gamma$ represents the number of dummy keys contained in the node.

The real keys are stored in the most right of the node and in increasing order, i.e., $(k_1, \ldots, k_\gamma)$ and $(k_{\gamma+1}, \ldots, k_{b-1})$ are dummy and real keys, respectively, and $k_{\gamma+1} < \ldots < k_{b-1}$. The real keys separate the key domain into $b - \gamma$ subtrees that are reachable by $b - \gamma$ child node $ids$, i.e., $(cid_{\gamma+1}, \ldots, cid_b)$. Moreover, the real keys in $node_{cid_i}$ are in $(k_{i-1}, k_i]$. Let $[\min, \max]$ be the domain for the keys. To ensure the dummy keys never match the query, we assign them the values out of the domain, i.e., the values less than $\min$ or greater than $\max$. Meanwhile, the dummy keys are not used to generate subtrees, so $(cid_1, \ldots, cid_\gamma)$ are set to 0.

The leaf node has the same structure as the non-leaf node. However, the leaf node does not have child nodes; instead, its $cid_i$ points to a list of $rids$ of the records whose values are equal to $k_i$. Likewise, if the leaf node has less than $b - 1$ real keys, a number of dummy keys will be

---

**Fig. 6.2.** A B+ tree index example with $branch = 4$, 3 levels, and 13 nodes.

From root to leave nodes and from left to right, all the nodes are assigned a sequence of numbers in order as the $id$. Each non-root node stores 3 keys and 4 values, including both real and dummy keys and values. The dummy keys and values must be stored in the most left. The real value is the $id$ of its child node. The dummy values are set to 0. The real value in each leaf-node is the $id$ of a list of identifiers of the records matching the key.
generated and stored in the most left of the key array. The record identifiers lists are encrypted and stored separately. Moreover, to hide size information, the user pads the lists to the same size before encrypting.

Fig. 6.2 illustrates the logical structure of a sample tree with \( b = 4 \), \( L = 3 \), and \( N = 13 \), where \( cnt_1 = 1, cnt_2 = 3 \), and \( cnt_3 = 9 \). The non-root node with less than 3 keys is padded with dummy keys that are inserted to the most left of the nodes. For instance, the first two keys \( \kappa_1^2 \) and \( \kappa_2^2 \) in node 2 and the first key \( \kappa_1^3 \) in node 3 are the dummy keys, and their \( cids \) are 0.

**Index Access Pattern Protection.** Our main objective is to hide the access pattern from the CSP. Protecting the access pattern means protecting both the index access pattern and record access pattern since the record and index are linked with each other. Protecting the index access pattern means protecting which nodes at each level are accessed from the CSP, excluding the root node. For each query, to hide its access pattern over the B+ tree, we need to answer three questions: **Question 1**) Which nodes should be loaded into SGX?; **Question 2**) Which loaded nodes should be searched?; and **Question 3**) Which keys should be checked in each searched node? In the following, we will give the answers to the three questions for equality, range and join queries.

Generally, to get the matched records in sub-linear time, SGX needs to search the root node in the first level and determine which nodes should be searched in the second level, and so forth. However, if SGX only loads the matched nodes at each level, the CSP can learn the index access pattern directly. To fully hide the index access pattern, for both equality and range queries, our solution to **Question 1**) is loading the entire tree into SGX. In our approach, without exhausting the enclave memory, SGX reserves only one single EPC page and loads the tree in batches, rather than loading the entire tree in one go. Specifically, SGX loads and processes the tree nodes level by level. When the nodes at one level cannot be loaded into one EPC page, they will be grouped in fragments and loaded fragment by fragment, where each fragment contains the maximum number of nodes that can be loaded into one EPC page. Thus, our system can efficiently process the dataset in any size without exhausting the enclave memory. Moreover, which nodes are accessed within each loaded fragment is unknown to the CSP. Note that to load the indices from the CSP, the code execution context has to be switched between the trusted and untrusted environment, which is time-consuming. To reduce the frequency of context switching, SGX could also reserve more EPC pages and load more nodes per batch. For clarity, we focus on the case of reserving one EPC page and loading one fragment each time in the rest of this work.
6.3.2 Data Encryption

After building the tree, the user encrypts both the dataset and the index tree before sending them to the CSP. For encryption, given a security parameter $\lambda$, the user generates the secret key $sk$. Basically, each record is encrypted with $sk$ using a randomised encryption algorithm such as AES-GCM. Each encrypted record is identified with a unique $rid$ in plaintext.

In this work, to ensure the performance of our system, we do not aim to hide the tree structure from the CSP. That is, the CSP could learn the values of $b, L, N$ and $cnt$. The user only encrypts the nodes in $nodes$. Specifically, the tree encryption is performed in three phases. In the first phase, all the nodes are padded to the same size as dummy keys and $cids$. Assume all the nodes are $s$ bits. It is known that the EPC page size is 4 KB, meaning each page can hold at most $P = \left\lfloor \frac{4KB}{s} \right\rfloor$ nodes.

In phase 2, the user fragments the nodes at each level $P$ by $P$. In order to hide the order among the fragments, the user permutes the fragments with a pseudo-random permutation $\pi : \{0,1\}^{L'} \times \{0,1\}^l \rightarrow \{0,1\}^l$. Each fragment has $P$ nodes excluding the last fragment, such the nodes at each level will be loaded fragment by fragment. Afterwards, each fragment is encrypted with a semantically secure block encryption $Enc : \{0,1\}^{\lambda} \times \{0,1\}^{32768} \rightarrow \{0,1\}^{32768}$ ($32768 = 4KB$ is the data size in bit that can be hold in one EPC page), e.g., AES-128 in GCM mode.

In the third and last phase, for each $cid$ in each leaf node, the user first pads each $rid$ list into a fixed size with dummy data, say $-1$, and then encrypts each list with $Enc$ and $sk$. By padding the lists into the same size, the data distribution can be hidden from the CSP. Note that the list longer than the fixed size will be cut into multiple sub lists. In this case, the $cid$ in each leaf node should contain multiple references pointing to the sub lists.

6.3.3 Searching Tree

When issuing a query $Q$, the user encrypts it by computing $EQ \leftarrow Enc_{sk}(Q)$, such the query is protected from the CSP. Moreover, $Enc$ is semantically secure and search pattern is also hidden from the CSP.

The query is processed on SGX and the details are shown in Algorithm 10. Once received $EQ$. SGX first decrypts $EQ$ with $sk$ to get $Q$ (Line 1), such it can learn the type of the query, the interested field(s) and keyword(s).

Tree loading. For different types of query, SGX loads the interested tree(s) in different ways. In this section, we focus on the equality and range queries, and give the details in lines 2 - 14. Specifically, SGX uses $mid$ to cache the $id(s)$ of the node(s) should be searched at the next level. When $Q$ is an equality query, $mid$ is set to be an integer of the same length as node $id$ and initialised as $id$ of the root node. Whereas, $mid$ is set to be an $N$-bit string when $Q$ is a
range query. Recall that \( N \) is the total number of nodes in the tree. The \( i \)-th bit in \( \textit{mid} \) is used to mark if the \( i \)-th nodes in the tree is the matched one or not. Specifically, the \( id \)-th bit is set to 1 if the \( id \)-th node is the matched one, and 0 otherwise. Its first bit is initialised with 1 since the search operation starts from the root node. After searching the root node, SGX will know which nodes should be searched in level 2 and so forth.

For both equality and range queries, SGX reserves a fixed EPC page \( \text{Nodes} \) (Line 7) and loads the required index tree(s) in batches for performing search (Line 8 - 14). Indeed, SGX loads and processes the permuted fragments at each level one by one. Since all the nodes at each level will be loaded, it is unnecessary to recover the order of the fragments before loading. In the following, we show how the loaded fragment is processed in detail for equality and range queries separately.

**Solutions against Page Fault Attacks.** Using a single EPC page to hold data blocks is not sufficient to resist the page fault attack. Indeed, if only the fragment containing the matched nodes (called \textit{matched fragment} in short) is accessed, the CSP can still learn the index access pattern at page granularity by launching page fault attacks since only when the page is accessed the fault address will be reported to the OS. Our solution is to ensure every loaded fragment is accessed by SGX. Specifically, when the loaded fragment does not contain the matched nodes (called \textit{unmatched fragment} in short) SGX searches several random nodes. In this case, even if the page fault exception occurs, the CSP is unable to know if it is caused by accessing the matched nodes or random ones.

**Solutions against Timing and Cache Attacks.** To defend against timing attacks, the time of searching the B+ tree should be independent of the query and the access pattern. Unfortunately, loading the tree in batches and searching random nodes in unmatched fragments are not sufficient to achieve this. Basically, there are still three issues making the index access pattern

---

**Algorithm 10 Query(\( EQ, tree, P \))**

1: \( Q \leftarrow Dec_{sk}(EQ) \)
2: if \( Q \) is equality query then
3: \( \textit{mid} \leftarrow 0 \)
4: if \( Q \) is range query then
5: \( \textit{mid} \leftarrow \{0\}^N \)
6: \( \textit{mid}[0] \leftarrow 1 \)
7: \( \text{Nodes}[P] \leftarrow 0 \) \{Allocate an EPC for loading tree nodes\}
8: for \( l = 1 \) to \( l = \text{tree}.L \) do
9: for \( i = 1 \) to \( i = \left\lceil \frac{\text{tree}.cntl}{P} \right\rceil \) do
10: Load \( Enc_{sk}^{l}(f_i) \) to \( \text{Nodes} \)
11: if \( Q \) is equality query then
12: \( \text{EqualitySearch}(Q, \text{Nodes}.b, \text{tree}.mid, l/\text{tree}.L) \)
13: if \( Q \) is range query then
14: \( \text{RangeSearch}(Q, \text{Nodes}.b, \text{tree}.mid) \)
vulnerable to timing attacks.

First, in a traditional B+ tree, the nodes may contain a different number of keys, and the time of processing a fragment depends on how many keys are checked in the accessed node. In turn, based on the processing time, the CSP can infer the number of checked keys, and then infer which node is accessed. For instance, assume checking one key takes $T$ seconds. If the loaded fragment is processed in $nT$ seconds, the searched node must contain no less than $n$ keys. According to the size of each encrypted node, the CSP could infer which node is accessed with a high probability. To solve this issue, the real size of each node should be hidden after encrypting and our solution has achieved this by adding dummy keys.

The second issue is, when the same query is repeated, the fragments holding the matched nodes will be processed in fixed times, but the other fragments will be processed in variable times since the nodes to be searched in them are randomly picked and searching different nodes might take different times. By repeating the same query and detecting the processing time for each fragment, the CSP can infer the fragments with fixed processing times must be the matched ones, and vice versa. Thus, the CSP is still able to get the access pattern at page-level granularity. This issue can be prevented by appending timestamps to encrypted queries so that the CSP cannot replay issued queries.

However, even if all the encrypted nodes are of the same size and appended with timestamps, the CSP can still compare each fragment’s processing time for different queries. For the queries searching the same tree, if each level has a fragment that is processed in the same time, there is a high probability that those queries are equivalent and the fragments processed in the same time contain the matched nodes.

Our scheme supports both the equality and range queries. Since the equality and range queries are processed in different manners, our solution takes different measures to prevent the timing attack. In traditional B+ trees, for each equality query, there is only one key that matches the query at each level, indicating only one node should be searched at each level. To protect the searched node from the page fault attack, SGX randomly searches an unmatched node for each loaded unmatched fragment. Therefore, for equality queries, to Question 2, our answer is always access one node in each loaded fragment. Furthermore, to defend against the timing attack, our solution is to ensure all the fragments are processed in constant time. Specifically, as mentioned in Section 6.3.1, the user pads all the non-root nodes into the same size by inserting dummy keys. Moreover, for each accessed node, SGX searches all the keys in the accessed node no matter if it is the matched one or a random one and no matter if the key is real or dummy, which is the answer to Question 3 for equality queries. In this case, since all the nodes have the same number of keys and each key is processed in the same time, SGX processes each fragment in the same time for all equality queries.

For range queries, multiple keys could match the query, which means SGX might need
to access multiple nodes at each level. Moreover, it is hard to ensure all the fragments are processed in constant time for range queries since the number of nodes searched in each fragment varies with queries. Therefore, to withstand the timing attack, our idea is to ensure both the matched and unmatched fragments are processed at different times even if the same range queries are repeated. Basically, SGX searches a random number of nodes in unmatched fragments and also searches some random nodes when processing matched fragments. That is our answer to Question 2 for range queries.

By mounting cache attacks, the CSP might still be able to learn how many and which nodes are searched in each fragment. However, if the CSP is unable to learn whether the searched nodes are matched or randomly picked ones, the index access pattern is still protected. Therefore, it is important to ensure the matched nodes and randomly picked nodes are indistinguishable for the CSP even if it mounts cache attacks. To achieve this, SGX searches the matched and randomly picked nodes in constant time and in the same manner. In Algorithms 11 and 12, we show how the loaded fragment is processed in details for equality and range queries, respectively.

### 6.3.4 Equality Query

**Algorithm 11 EqualitySearch**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EqualitySearch}(Q, \text{Nodes}, b, \text{mid}, \text{isLastLevel}) & \\
1: & \quad \text{Nodes} \leftarrow \text{Decrypt}_k(\text{Nodes}) \\
2: & \quad r_1 \leftarrow \{0, len - 1\}, \text{where } len \text{ is the number of nodes in } \text{Nodes} \\
3: & \quad r_2 \leftarrow \text{mid} - \text{Nodes}[0].id \\
4: & \quad \text{if } \text{Nodes}[0].id \leq \text{mid} \leq \text{Nodes}[len - 1].id \text{ then} \\
5: & \quad \quad \text{node} \leftarrow \text{Nodes}[r_2] \\
6: & \quad \quad \text{flag} \leftarrow 1 \\
7: & \quad \text{else} \\
8: & \quad \quad \text{node} \leftarrow \text{Nodes}[r_1] \\
9: & \quad \quad \text{flag} \leftarrow 0 \\
10: & \quad \quad \text{tid} \leftarrow \text{node.cid}_b \\
11: & \quad \quad \text{for } j = b - 1 \text{ to } j = 1 \text{ do} \\
12: & \quad \quad \quad \text{if } (Q.K \leq \text{node.k}_j \text{ and isLastLevel = 0}) \text{ or } (Q.K = \text{node.k}_j \text{ and isLastLevel = 1}) \text{ then} \\
13: & \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{shift} \leftarrow 1 \\
14: & \quad \quad \quad \text{else} \\
15: & \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{shift} \leftarrow 0 \\
16: & \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{tid} \leftarrow \text{tid} - \text{shift} \\
17: & \quad \quad \quad \text{mid} \leftarrow \text{mid} \times (1 - \text{flag}) + \text{flag} \times \text{tid} \\
\end{align*}
\]

For an equality query, only one node will be accessed in each loaded fragment, i.e., the matched one or a random one. The challenge is how to ensure that the CSP is unable to learn whether the accessed node is the matched one or a random one via side channels.

**EqualitySearch**(Q, Nodes, b, mid, isLastLevel) \(\rightarrow\) mid. The detail of processing each
loaded fragment is described in Algorithm 11, \textit{EqualitySearch}. After searching the nodes at the upper level, the \textit{id} of the matched node (i.e., \textit{mid}) is cached in SGX. SGX first decrypts the loaded fragment (Line 1, Algorithm 11). Second, it checks if the matched node \textit{node}_{\textit{mid}} is contained in the current fragment (Line 4). To hide if the accessed node is the matched one or a random one, the two cases are processed in the same way (Lines 2 - 9). Specifically, SGX pre-computes a random location \textit{r}_{1} and the possible location of the matched node \textit{r}_{2}. If the matched node is included in this fragment, the \textit{r}_{2}-th node in the page will be accessed. Otherwise, the \textit{r}_{1}-th node will be accessed. Moreover, a \textit{flag} is used to mark if the searched node is the matched one or a random one. Specifically, \textit{flag} = 1 when the searched node is the matched one, and \textit{flag} = 0 otherwise.

Once the node to be searched is determined, the next step is to check which key inside the node matches the query. The enclave traverses all the keys inside the node (Lines 10 - 16). To resist the timing attack, the node should be processed in constant time. Thus, all the keys in the node should be checked in the same way no matter whether it is a dummy or real and whether it matches the query or not. Specifically, \textit{Q.K} is first assumed to be greater than the last key \textit{node}.\textit{key}_{\textit{b}-1} (Line 10). In other words, the last child node is assumed to be the matched one at the next level. From the most right to the left, SGX checks if each key \textit{node}.\textit{k}_{\textit{j}} is greater than or equal to the query. If yes, \textit{tid} decrements, meaning the child node \textit{cid}_{\textit{j}+1} is not the matched one. Otherwise, \textit{tid} is unchanged, indicating \textit{cid}_{\textit{j}+1} is the matched child node.

Nevertheless, the dummy keys in the searched node could also match the query since they are assigned with real values. To ensure the correctness of the search result, we should ensure the dummy keys cannot change the value of \textit{mid}. As shown in Line 17, after searching a node, \textit{mid} is updated based on two values: \textit{flag} and \textit{tid}. When the searched node is randomly picked, \textit{flag} = 0 and \textit{mid} is not changed after searching no matter what \textit{tid} is. On the contrary, when \textit{flag} = 1, i.e., the searched node is the matched one, \textit{mid} will be updated with \textit{tid}. We should ensure the dummy keys cannot change the value of \textit{tid}, i.e., \textit{shift} = 0 and \textit{Q.K} is greater than all the dummy keys stored in matched nodes. Indeed, \textit{Q.K} should be greater than or equal to the first real key in the matched node. Recall that the dummy keys are stored in the most left of the node. By assigning the values out of the domain, they will never change \textit{tid} since they are less than \textit{Q.K}.

Note that, if the searched node is the matched leaf node, the result \textit{mid} is the identifier of the matched \textit{rids} list.

### 6.3.5 Range Query

In our system, the predicate in range queries is parsed into \textit{LK} < \textit{x} < \textit{RK}. In particular, \textit{LK} (\textit{RK}) is min (or max) value of the domain when the input predicate is \textit{x} < \textit{RK} (or \textit{LK} < \textit{x}). The details for processing a range query are shown in Algorithm 12.
Algorithm 12 RangeSearch($Q, Nodes, b, mid$)

1: $Nodes \leftarrow \text{Decrypt}_{sk}(Nodes)$
2: $r \leftarrow \{0, 1\}^{len}$, where $len$ is the number of nodes in $Nodes$
3: for $i = 0$ to $i = len$ do
4: if $r[i] = 1$ or $mid[Nodes[i].id] = 1$ then
5: $node \leftarrow Nodes[i]$
6: $mid[node.cid_0] \leftarrow mid[node.id]$
7: else
8: $mid[node.cid_0] \leftarrow 0$
9: for $j = b - 2$ to $j = 2$ do
10: if $node.k_{j-1} < Q.LK \leq node.k_j$ or $node.k_{j-1} < Q.RK \leq node.k_j$ or $Q.LK \leq node.k_{j-1}$ and $node.k_j < Q.RK$ then
11: $mid[node.cid_j] \leftarrow mid[node.id]$
12: else
13: $mid[node.cid_j] \leftarrow 0$
14: if $Q.LK \leq node.k_1$ then
15: $mid[node.cid_1] \leftarrow mid[node.id]$
16: else
17: $mid[node.cid_1] \leftarrow 0$
18: $mid[node.cid_1] \leftarrow 0$

RangeSearch($Q, Nodes, b, mid$) → $mid$. SGX first decrypts the loaded fragment. To ensure the matched and randomly picked nodes are processed in a balanced way, SGX first precomputes a random bits string $r$ (Line 2). Second, SGX traverses the EPC page (Lines 3 - 18), and searches the $i$-th node if $r[i] = 1$ or $mid[Nodes[i].id] = 1$. When $mid[Nodes[i].id] = 1$, the searched node is a matched one. Otherwise, it is a random one. Note that both $r$ and $mid$ are stored in registers and concealed from the OS. Thus, the OS is unable to learn the values of $r$ and $mid$.

To ensure the matched and randomly picked nodes are processed in constant time and in the same manner, our answer to Question 3 is that no matter if the searched node is a matched one or not, SGX traverses all its keys from the right to the left in the same way (Lines 6 - 14). More specifically, for each key $node.k_j$ ($1 \leq j \leq b - 1$), if there is a match, SGX assigns 1 to $mid[node.cid_j]$, such that when processing the nodes at the next level SGX knows $node.cid_j$ is a matched one. Otherwise, SGX assigns 0 to $mid[node.cid_j]$. Recall that the dummy keys in each node are either greater than max or less than min. By doing so, the dummy keys cannot match the query. Thus, the correctness of $mid$ is guaranteed. Moreover, considering all the nodes have the same number of keys, all the accessed nodes will be processed in constant time no matter if they are the matched ones or randomly picked and no matter how many keys in them match the query.
6.3.6 Returning Search Results

After searching the tree index, SGX gets the identifier(s) of the matched rids list. For select queries, the next step is to return the matched records to the user. The straightforward way is to send mid to the CSP. However, the CSP could learn the record access pattern.

In our system, the matched records are returned in an oblivious manner. Specifically, SGX first loads the matched list(s) together with a set of random lists, and which of them are the matched ones are unknown to the CSP. Second, to resist side channel attacks, SGX decrypts all the lists to get the rids of the matched records. Third, the matched rids and a set of random rids are sent to the CSP, and the CSP sends the records identified with these rids to the user. Fourth, SGX re-encrypts the matched rids with sk to make it different from the one stored in the CSP, and sends it to the user, using which the user can identify which records are the matched ones. Finally, the user decrypts the matched records and get the data in plaintext.

Note that the CSP might learn the matched records by sending the same query to SGX repeatedly and comparing the returned records since the matched records are always the same but the unmatched ones are picked randomly. To avoid this issue, as mentioned before, the user can append a timestamp to each encrypted query.

Algorithm 13 MAX(Ercds, rids, m)

\begin{verbatim}
1: max ← MIN_m
2: for i = 1 to |Ercds| do
3:   rcd ← Dec_{sk}(Ercds[i])
4:   if rcd.id ∈ rids then
5:     flag = 1;
6:   else
7:     flag = 0;
8:   if (rcd.D_m − max) * flag > 0 then
9:     t = 1
10:   else
11:     t = 0
12:   max ← rcd.D_m*t + max*(1 − t)
13: return max
\end{verbatim}

6.4 Complex Queries

Our system also supports the aggregate and join queries. In this section, we give the details to secure the access pattern for those complex queries.
6.4.1 Aggregate Functions

For aggregate queries, such as ‘MIN’, ‘MAX’, ‘SUM’, and ‘AVG’, the matched records have to be loaded into SGX for further computation, rather than returned to the user. To hide the record access pattern, the matched records should be concealed from the CS. Like select queries, for aggregate queries, our solution is to load a set of unmatched records in addition to the matched ones to SGX. In this case, from the view of the CS, each loaded record could be the matched one or a random one with 50%. The challenge is to prevent the CS learning which records are the matched ones by mounting side channel attacks and ensure the correctness of the returned aggregate value at the same time. The main idea of our solution is to process all the loaded records in the same manner and constant time. In Algorithms 13 and 14, we take the ‘MAX’ and ‘SUM’ as examples to show how our solution ensures both security and correctness, respectively.

For both ‘MAX’ and ‘SUM’ functions, our algorithms take the loaded encrypted records, including both the matched and random ones, the matched \textit{rids} list and the field identifier \textit{m} as the inputs. SGX first decrypts each record. Note that it is unnecessary to decrypt the unmatched records for getting the ‘MAX’ and ‘SUM’ values, yet it is necessary to ensure each loaded record is processed in constant time. Second, SGX detects if each record is the matched one or not by checking if its \textit{id} is in the matched \textit{rids} list, and this can be implemented by building a hash table for the matched \textit{rids}. The matched and random records are marked with \textit{flag} = 1 and \textit{flag} = 0, respectively. Instead of skipping the unmatched records, the \textit{m}-th value of both the matched and unmatched records are multiplied by \textit{flag} and counted to the aggregate functions (Line 8 in Algorithm 13 and Line 8 in Algorithm 14). Due to \textit{flag} = 0 for unmatched records, counting unmatched records does not affect the correctness of the aggregate functions. Moreover, by processing the matched and unmatched records in the same way, the CS is unable to distinguish them by mounting page fault, timing and cache attacks. Recall that the replay attack can be blocked by appending a timestamp to each encrypted query.
6.4.2 Join Queries

Algorithm 15 Join(tree1, tree2)

1: res ← ∅
2: Nodes1[P] ← 0, Nodes2[P] ← 0
3: for i = 1 to [tree1.size/] do
4:   Load tree1.Encsk(fLi) to Nodes1
5: Nodes1 ← Decryptsk(Nodes1)
6: len1 ← Number of keys in Nodes1
7: for j = 1 to [tree2.size/] do
8:   Load tree2.Encsk(fLj) to Nodes2
9: Nodes2 ← Decryptsk(Nodes2)
10: len2 ← Number of keys in Nodes2
11: JoinSearch(Nodes1, len1, Nodes2, len2, res)
12: return res

Algorithm 16 JoinSearch(Nodes1, len1, Nodes2, len2, res)

1: i = 1, j = 1
2: while i ≤ len1 and j ≤ len2 do
3:   if Nodes1.ki = Nodes2.kj then
4:     t1 ← 1, t2 ← 1
5:   else if Nodes1.ki > Nodes2.kj then
6:     t1 ← 0, t2 ← 1
7:   else
8:     t1 ← 1, t2 ← 0
9:     res ← res ∪ Nodes1.cidj ∪ t1 * t2 ∪ Nodes2.cidj ∪ t1 * t2
10:   r ← {1, 2}, tr = 1 − t1 − r {i.e., t1 = 1 − t2 or t2 = 1 − t1}
11: i = i + t1, j = j + t2

A join query is a means for combining columns from one (self-join) or more tables by using values in related fields common to each. Nested loop join [123], Hash join [124] and sort-merge join (a.k.a. merge join) [125] are the common join algorithms used in variable DBMSs. Unfortunately, they cannot be utilised to our system directly because of the leakage of access pattern.

Tree loading. In this work, we focus on the join between two tables and implement the join query by finding identical keys in the related B+ trees. Considering all the keys incur in the database are stored in the leaf nodes of the related tree, SGX only searches the leaf nodes of the joined trees. Therefore, hiding the index access pattern of join queries means hiding the location of identical keys. To achieve this, we also need to answer the three questions given in Section 6.3. Our answer to Question 1 is loading all the leaf nodes in the two trees fragment by fragment. By doing so, the CS cannot learn the index access pattern by observing the loaded nodes. The details are provided in Algorithms 15 and 16. Specifically, SGX reserves two EPC
pages $Nodes_1$ and $Nodes_2$ (Line 2, Algorithm 15), and loads each pair of fragments in the two joined trees (Lines 3-11, Algorithms 15). Moreover, to thwart the page fault attack, each loaded fragment should be accessed. Thus, SGX decrypts each loaded fragment (Line 5 and 9). After decrypting, SGX also gets the total number of keys, e.g., $len_1$ and $len_2$, included in the two loaded fragments. In this section, for clarity, we use $Nodes.key_{j \cdot (b-1) + i}$ to present the $i$-th key in $Nodes[j]$, where $i \in [1, b-1]$ and $j \in [1, P]$.

**Node searching.** Considering the keys in each fragment are stored in order, the sort-merge join algorithm is the most appropriate method to find the identical keys. However, the original sort-merge algorithm is susceptible to timing and cache attacks. According to the original sort-merge join algorithm, SGX first compares $Nodes_1.key_1$ with $Nodes_2.key_1$. When $Nodes_1.key_1 = Nodes_2.key_1$, $Nodes_1.key_2$ and $Nodes_2.key_2$ will be loaded into the CPU for the second round comparison; when $Nodes_1.key_1 > Nodes_2.key_1$, $Nodes_2.key_2$ will be loaded and compared with $Nodes_1.key_1$; when $Nodes_1.key_1 < Nodes_2.key_1$, $Nodes_1.key_2$ will be loaded and compared with $Nodes_2.key_1$; and so forth. In other words, the relationship between the two searched keys determines which and how many keys should be loaded for the next round of comparison. Furthermore, which and how many keys are loaded for each round of comparison affects the process time of each fragment pair and the state of the cache lines. For instance, assume $len_1 \leq len_2$, if there are $len_1$ identical keys in the two fragments, two keys will be loaded each time for the first $len_1$ rounds of comparison, and SGX just needs to perform $len_2$ rounds of comparison in total. On the contrary, if there is no identical key in the two fragments, only one key will be loaded for each round of comparison (excluding the first round), SGX has to perform $len_1 + len_2$ rounds of comparison. Thus, the time of searching each pair of fragments depends on the number of identical keys they contained. By mounting timing attacks, the CS can infer how many keys are identical in each pair of fragments. Even worse, by mounting cache attacks, the CS can learn the exact locations of the identical keys, since two keys will be loaded into the cache lines when there is a match.

To protect the index access pattern from the timing and cache attacks, we modify the sort-merge algorithm. Our main idea is that no matter if there is a match or not between the two compared keys, SGX always only loads the next key of either $Nodes_1$ or $Nodes_2$ for the next round of comparison. In this case, no matter how many keys are identical, the two fragments always need $len_2 + len_1$ rounds of comparisons, making the process resistant to timing attacks. Moreover, no matter if each pair of compared keys are identical or not, SGX only loads one new key into the cache lines for the next round of comparison. As a result, the CS cannot infer the index access pattern via cache attacks. In short, our answer to Question 2 and 3 is searching all the keys in each pair of fragments. The details of our solution are given in in Algorithm 16, JoinSearch.

Basically, JoinSearch takes two fragments as input, and outputs the $cids$ of the matched
keys between the two fragments. SGX uses two flags $t_1$ and $t_2$ to mark the relationships between the checked two keys $Nodes_1.k_i$ and $Nodes_2.k_j$ (Lines 3 - 9). Specifically, if $Nodes_1.k_i = Nodes_2.k_j$, $t_1 = 1$ and $t_2 = 1$. If $Nodes_1.k_i > Nodes_2.k_j$, $t_1 = 0$ and $t_2 = 1$. If $Nodes_1.k_i < Nodes_2.k_j$, $t_1 = 1$ and $t_2 = 0$. In any case, $Nodes_1.cid_i * t_1 * t_2$ and $Nodes_2.cid_j * t_1 * t_2$ will be added into the result $res$. However, only when $t_1 = 1$ and $t_2 = 1$, the $cid$ is really added into $res$. By doing so, SGX can process the three cases in the same manner while ensuring the correctness of the result. In the next loop, $Nodes_1.k_{i+1}$ and $Nodes_2.k_{j+1}$ will be compared. Thus, which key will be loaded depends on if $t_0 = 1$ or $t_1 = 1$. To avoid loading two new keys when $Nodes_1.k_i = Nodes_2.k_j$, either $t_1$ or $t_2$ is turned into 0 (Line 10). As a consequence, when $Nodes_1.k_{i+1}$ is loaded, the CS can learn $Nodes_1.k_i = Nodes_2.k_j$ or $Nodes_1.k_i < Nodes_2.k_j$. Otherwise, the CS can learn $Nodes_1.k_i = Nodes_2.k_j$ or $Nodes_1.k_i > Nodes_2.k_j$. In both cases, the CS can only successfully guess the relationship between the $Nodes_1.k_i$ and $Nodes_2.k_j$ with 50%.

6.5 Security Analysis

In this section, we first analyse the leakage in our scheme and then prove that our scheme protects the access pattern from the CSP.

Leakage. To ensure the performance of the system, in this work, we do not make any effort to hide the tree structure and database size. Basically, for each B+ tree\(^1\), the number of its levels, the number of nodes at each level, and the size of each encrypted node are leaked to the CSP. Moreover, from the search history, the CSP knows which tree is searched for each query, and the length of each encrypted query. For the dataset, the number of records and the size of each encrypted record are also leaked. Such information leakage could be minimised by introducing dummy records and padding the queries and records into the same sizes. However, dummy records and padding incur overheads, thus reducing the performance of the system. In the following, we prove our scheme ensures the security of the access pattern for the queries with the same type, the same number of predicates and searching over the same fields.

\(^1\)There is a B+ tree for every field in the database.
Equality and Range queries. In our system, for both equality and range queries, SGX always loads the whole tree into the enclave in batches, i.e., fragment by fragment. That is, the index access pattern for each equality or range query is always the whole tree from the CSP perspective. Moreover, after each loading, which node is accessed inside the loaded fragment is invisible to the CSP. Therefore, without mounting side channel attacks, the index access pattern for equality and range queries is protected from the CSP.

We prove the index access pattern is also protected even when the CSP mounts page fault, timing, and cache attacks. Recall that by mounting page fault attack the CSP can only learn whether the loaded fragment is accessed or not, yet it cannot learn which nodes within the fragment are accessed, since the CSP OS can only learn a 4 KB-granular page address [50,103]. In our solution, no matter if the loaded fragment contains the matched nodes or not, SGX always searches some nodes. In this case, when mounting page fault attacks, the CSP always gets the fault report no matter which fragment is being processed. However, the CSP cannot tell if the fault report is caused by accessing the matched nodes or random nodes. Thus, the index access pattern at page granularity is also protected from the CSP.

In our solution, each node has the same number of keys, and all the keys in the matched node are searched in the same way for both the equality and range queries. For equality queries, only one node is searched in each fragment. Therefore, for equality queries, each fragment is processed in constant time no matter which node inside it is searched. Thus, the index access pattern for equality queries is also protected against the timing attacks. For range queries, the number of searched nodes in each fragment is randomised since SGX always search several unmatched nodes randomly. Consequently, the time of processing each fragment is also random. However, no matter which nodes are searched, each node will be searched in constant time, since they all have the same number of keys and processed in the same way. Hence, based on the processing time for each fragment, the CSP can learn how many nodes are searched, but it cannot infer which nodes inside the fragment are searched.

By mounting cache attacks, the CSP might learn which nodes are searched inside each fragment for equality and range queries. However, it cannot tell which of them are the matched ones since all the nodes are searched in an oblivious manner. Therefore, the index pattern is also protected from cache attacks.

After searching the B+ tree, the next step for equality and range queries is returning the matched records to users. While returning records to users, the CSP sees $A_R(\tilde{T})$, which is a sequence $(R'_1, \ldots, R'_T)$, where each $R'_i$ consists of the matched records $R_i$ and a set of unmatched records. All the records stored in the CSP are encrypted using randomised encryption. Therefore, the records in each $R'_i$ are indistinguishable from a set of random bit strings by the definition of randomised encryption. Note that although $R'_i$ is revealed to the CSP, it cannot differentiate matched records from the random ones, and it can infer the precise access pattern
with \( \frac{1}{2^{|R_i|}} \) probability, where \( |R_i'| = \alpha |R_i| \). By increasing the value of \( \alpha \), \( \frac{1}{2^{|R_i|}} \) can be negligible.

Another issue is if the CSP can infer search pattern from \( A_p(\overrightarrow{H}) \). Indeed, when \( Q_i = Q_j (1 \leq i, j \leq T) \), the matched records must be the same, so that \( R_i' \cap R_j' \neq \emptyset \). However, when \( Q_i \neq Q_j (1 \leq i, j \leq T) \), if CSP returns the same unmatched records to the user, \( R_i' \cap R_j' \neq \emptyset \). Since the encrypted queries are semantically secure, the CSP cannot tell whether the queries involve the same keywords or not. Thus, the CSP cannot tell the intersection between any two results are the matched or unmatched records. Only when \( R_i' \cap R_j' = \emptyset \), the CSP can learn \( Q_i \neq Q_j \). On the contrary, it cannot determine if they are equal or not when \( R_i' \cap R_j' \neq \emptyset \).

**Aggregate query.** The main difference between aggregates and select queries is that the matched records are loaded into SGX for further processing rather than returned to the user directly. Therefore, we just need to prove that the way to process the aggregate does not leak the record access pattern to the CSP. Our solution takes two measures to protect the record access pattern for aggregate operations. First, SGX loads a set of unmatched records to mask the matched ones for further processing. Second, the matched and unmatched are processed in a balanced way, where the matched and random records are processed in the same way without affecting the correctness of the aggregate function. By doing so, the CSP cannot tell whether each record is a matched one or not even when mounting side channel attacks. Therefore, whether the CSP can infer the records access pattern depends on the value of \( \alpha \), i.e., the ratio between loaded and matched records. As mentioned above, the probability of guessing the records access pattern can be negligible by increasing the value of \( \alpha \).

**Join query.** For join queries, SGX also either returns the records to users or loads the matched records for further process. In both cases, we have justified that the record access pattern is protected from the CSP above. Therefore, we just need to justify the index access pattern is protected from the CSP.

In our solution, for join queries, SGX always loads all the fragments into the last level of the joined trees. That is, just via the manner of tree loading, the CSP cannot learn which leaf nodes are searched by SGX. Like equality and range queries, SGX also accesses each pair of fragments no matter if they contain identical keys or not. Thus, the CSP cannot learn the index access pattern by mounting page fault attacks. Moreover, as described in Section 6.4.2, each pair of fragments are processed in the same manner and constant time. Therefore, the index access pattern of join queries is also protected from timing and cache attacks.

### 6.6 Performance Analysis

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our scheme.
Fig. 6.3. Tree search time with 1 million keys. The branch factoring=32.

Table 6.2: The details of the tested queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_1$</td>
<td>Select * from ORDERS where 1506 &lt; O.ORDERKEY &lt; 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_2$</td>
<td>Select * from RANKINGS where pageRank &gt; 12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_3$</td>
<td>Select * from RANKINGS where pageRank &gt; 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_4$</td>
<td>Select COUNT(?) from CFPB where (Product= &quot;Credit card&quot; or Product= &quot;Mortgage&quot;) and Timely_Response= &quot;No&quot; GROUP BY Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_5$</td>
<td>select sourceIP, totalRevenue, avgPageRank from (select sourceIP, AVG(pageRank) as avgPageRank, SUM(adRevenue) as totalRevenue from Rankings as R, UserVisits as UV where R.pageURL = UV.destURL AND UV.visitDate between Date('1980-01-01') and Date('1980-04-01') GROUP BY UV.sourceIP) ORDER BY totalRevenue DESC LIMIT 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6.1 Implementation

We implemented and evaluated the performance of our system on an Intel NUC 7i3BNH, with a 4-core Intel i3-7100U 2.4GHz processor with SGX enabled and 8GB RAM. The prototype of the proposed system is implemented in C/C++. The cryptography primitives used on the user side, such as the records and indices encryption, are implemented based on Libgcrypt 1.8.2 library [126]. The trusted code on SGX is implemented based on SGX SDK 2.0. Specifically, we use ‘sgx_rijndael128GCM_decrypt’ to recover the plaintext of loaded nodes in SGX. The performance is tested on real SGX hardware. All the times presented in the following are averaged over 100 runs.

6.6.2 TPC-H Benchmarking

We first evaluated the performance of our scheme with TPC-H [86] dataset. The table used in our experiment is the ‘ORDER’ table, which consists of 1.5 million records and 9 fields. We built a B+ tree index for ‘O.ORDERKEY’ field consisting of 1032331 keys (29 of them are dummy keys).
Table 6.3: Comparison with ObliDB and the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Keys in B+ Tree</th>
<th>#Pages /Batch</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Result Size</th>
<th>Our Work</th>
<th>ObliDB Indexed</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDERS</td>
<td>1032331</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Q_1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>22.15ms</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.815ms</td>
<td>27.2×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANKINGS</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q_2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37ms</td>
<td>2.14ms</td>
<td>5.78×</td>
<td>0.072ms</td>
<td>5.14×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANKINGS</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q_3</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.37ms</td>
<td>126ms</td>
<td>340.5×</td>
<td>0.077ms</td>
<td>4.81×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFPB</td>
<td>20631</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q_4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.67ms</td>
<td>0.869s</td>
<td>520.4×</td>
<td>1.5ms</td>
<td>1.11×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITIES</td>
<td>20631</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q_5</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.466s</td>
<td>19.56s</td>
<td>4.79×</td>
<td>0.455s</td>
<td>1.02×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6.2.1 Equality and Range Queries

For a traditional B+ tree, the search complexity is $O(\log_b N)$, where $N$ represents the number of nodes and $b$ is a branching factor of the tree. However, in our system, in order to resist side channel attacks, the B+ tree is accessed in an oblivious manner, where the nodes searched in each fragment could be those matching the query or randomly picked. Specifically, within every $P$ nodes, at least one of them is accessed. Thus, the search complexity for equality and range queries is $O\left(\frac{N}{P}\right)$ in our system.

To evaluate the performance of equality and range queries, we set the branch factoring to 32 and evaluated the B+ tree search time with different batch sizes, *i.e.*, the number of fragments loaded per batch, which is also the number of EPC pages reserved in the enclave. We tested the B+ tree searching time for both the equality and range queries by changing the batch size from 1 to 512. The result is shown in Fig. 6.3.

From Fig. 6.3, first we can see that the search time of executing an equality query is much less than executing a range query. That is because only one node should be searched in each page for equality queries, however, multiple nodes should be searched for range queries. Second, we see the searching time goes down when loading more pages each time, and reaches the lowest point when loading 8 pages per batch, which are about 10.8 milliseconds (ms) and 22.15 ms for equality and range queries, respectively. However, when loading more than 8 pages, the searching time goes up again. That is because there is less context switching between the untrusted and trusted code when loading more nodes in each batch. However, when loading more than 8 pages, the enclave memory is exhausted, and part of the data has to be swapped in and out between the enclave and the disk, which is significantly costly.

We also implemented the second construction (*i.e.*, Construction 2) of HardIDX [103] as a baseline, where only the matched nodes in the B+ tree are loaded into SGX for searching. Comparing with the baseline, our scheme takes several strategies to protect the access pattern from the CSP. In Table 6.3, we compare the search time of a simple range query (*i.e.*, $Q_1$ in Table 6.2) with the baseline case. When loading 8 pages per batch, the strategies taken in our scheme to protect the index access pattern incurs 27.2× performance overheads for range queries.
queries.

6.6.2.2 Aggregate Queries

Once the search operation is finished, the next step for the queries with aggregate functions is to load the matched records into SGX and do further computations. When loading the matched records into SGX, the records access pattern should also be hidden from the CSP. Otherwise, the CSP can still mount leakage-based attacks. Our scheme takes two measures to protect records access pattern from the CSP. First, SGX loads a set of random records apart from the matched ones, such that the matched ones are blinded. As discussed in Section 6.5, the probability of inferring the access pattern is affected by the number of loaded random records. Roughly speaking, the more records loaded, the more difficult for the CSP to infer the access pattern. However, the more records loaded also means the more work is expected to be done on SGX. In the second experiment, we tested the time of processing aggregate functions with different \( \alpha \) values. Second, to ensure the CSP cannot infer if each loaded record is a random one or a matched one by mounting side channel attacks, SGX also processes the records in a balanced way, where the matched and random records are processed in the same way without affecting the correctness of the aggregate function.

In our experiments, we considered the ‘MAX’ aggregate function as an example to show the processing overhead on SGX. Moreover, we compared the performance of our scheme with a baseline case where SGX only loads matched records, and a semi-protection case where SGX also loads random records but ignores side channel attacks. We call the solution taking the above two measures as full-protection. For the test, a query with 1000 matched records was tested over the ‘ORDER’ table. The test result is shown in Fig. 6.4. First, Fig. 6.4 shows that the processing times of both the full-protection and semi-protection cases increase linearly with \( \alpha \). That is, the more random records loaded, the more computation is needed on SGX,
which also ensures the higher security level of the access pattern. Moreover, the two lines almost overlap, which means the overhead to thwart side channel attacks is much less the one to hide the record access pattern.

6.6.2.3 Join Queries

To evaluate the performance of join queries, we tested a join query between ‘ORDERS’ and ‘CUSTMERS’ tables by changing the batch sizes. The tested query is ‘select ORDERS.O_ORDERDATE, CUSTOMER.C_NAME from ORDERS inner join CUSTOMER on ORDERS.O_CUSTKEY=CUSTOMER.C_CUSTKEY’, which returns 99933 matched records. The ‘CUSTOMER’ table contains 150,000 different ‘C_CUSTKEY’ values.

To better show the overhead increased by the index access pattern protecting techniques, we also compared the performance of our solution with a baseline case, where only the fragments containing matched keys are searched. The test result is shown in Fig. 6.5.

Fig. 6.5 shows that the query execution time decreases with batch size, which is different from the case of equality and range queries. The reason is that, in equality and range queries, the search time is significantly less than other operations, such as the context switching between trusted and untrusted code and memory managing. However, in join queries, the searching time is much higher than others, since much more keys should be searched. In the tested join queries, around 70% time is taken by searching the keys. Although the data being swapped in and out between the enclave and the untrusted memory when loading more than 8 pages per batch, the search time is getting better. Thus, the overall executing time of the join query decreases with batch size even when loading more than 8 pages per batch.

Fig. 6.5 also shows that the gap between our approach and the baseline gets closer when increasing the number of pages loaded each batch. They almost take the same time when loading more than 128 pages per batch.
6.6.3 Big Data Benchmarking

ObliDB [52] is one of the ORAM-based solutions that can also protect the access pattern by using SGX. In [52], Eskandarian et al. have shown that their indexed solution is much more efficient than Opaque [105]. In the following, we will show our scheme is much more efficient than ObliDB indexed solution.

For the comparison, as done in ObliDB, we evaluated our scheme with the datasets and queries in Big Data Benchmark [51]. Specifically, we tested two range queries on two ‘RANKINGS’ tables, and two complex queries with aggregates and joins operations on ‘CFPB’, ‘RANKINGS’, and ‘USERVISITS’ tables. The tested queries and the information of the tested datasets are shown in Table 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.

We downloaded the code of ObliDB from [127] and tested its performance on our own machine. Moreover, we also tested the baseline implementation, where only the matched nodes are loaded into SGX for search, with the same queries and datasets. For testing our scheme, the branching factor was fixed to 4, only 1 page was loaded per batch, and the ratio $\alpha$ was set to be 2. Note that our scheme will perform better when loading 8 pages per batch.

The test results for our scheme, ObliDB, and the baseline are shown in Table 6.3. For range queries, in our scheme, both $Q_2$ and $Q_3$ took only 0.37 ms, including both the B+ tree search time and the rids list processing time. However, ObliDB is built based on ORAM, making its performance sensitive to the result size. When the result sizes are 1 and 135, ObliDB took 2.14 ms and 216 ms, respectively. Our scheme achieves at least $5.78 \times$ speedup than ObliDB indexed solution for range queries. Comparing with the baseline, our solution increases around $5 \times$ overhead.

For aggregates and joins, our scheme also outperforms ObliDB significantly. Specifically, for the query with ‘GROUP BY’ and ‘COUNT’, i.e., $Q_4$, our scheme is over $520 \times$ faster than ObliDB, and introduces only $1.11 \times$ overhead when compared with the baseline. For the join query $Q_5$, our scheme outperforms ObliDB by $4.79 \times$ and is $1.02 \times$ slower than the baseline.

6.7 Related Work

In [103], Fuhry et al. present two SGX-assisted constructions for search over encrypted data. To support sub-linear search, the B+ tree index is utilised in both constructions. In the first construction, the encrypted index tree is entirely loaded into the enclave for performing search. When the index size is large, the enclave pages have to be swapped in and out due to the enclave memory limitation, which affects the performance significantly. Moreover, the untrusted server could observe data access inside the enclave with a page-level granularity by leveraging the page fault side channel attack [109]. In their second construction, only the nodes involved in
the tree traversal are loaded into the enclave. In this case, the accessed nodes are leaked to the CSP directly.

In [104], Gribov et al. also present a B+ tree-based SGX-assisted encrypted database, fully supporting SQL queries, called StealthDB. They also reduce the context switching overhead between the enclave and the untrusted server memory by $5 \times -10 \times$ by using an exit-less communication mechanism [128]. Unfortunately, StealthDB still leaks the index access pattern since it only loads the matched nodes into the enclave for performing a search operation.

Eskandarian and Zaharia [52] also proposed two basic methods for the data storage and access, named linear and indexed storage. For linear storage, SGX searches each record one by one and then loads the matched records with ORAM primitives. This method can conceal the access pattern effectively, but it incurs significantly high computation overheads. In the indexed storage, a B+ tree is searched first to narrow down the records to be scanned. However, the access pattern over the B+ tree is leaked.

Zheng et al. [105] study how to leverage SGX to secure distributed analytical workloads, and propose a system called Opaque. By sorting and shuffling the data, Opaque could avoid the access pattern leakage. However, Opaque linearly scans and sorts the entire database to answer a query, which is inefficient for large databases. Further, they do not give the solution to address side channel attacks, from which the attacker could still infer sensitive information.

In [106], Say et al. design and implement a library of ORAM primitives running on SGX that can defend against side channel attacks. However, in their design, the enclave has to store a map between each distinct value and its storage location. Due to the limited memory of SGX enclave, their implementation is not scalable to the databases with a large number of distinct values. In particular, when each distinct value in the database only occurs once, the position map has the same size as the database.

In [107], Costa et al. also have explored the design of ORAM for SGX. They present a new design of hierarchical ORAM that is suitable for SGX. By using the multilevel adaptive hashing scheme [129], their design optimises the bandwidth cost and outperforms the Circuit ORAM [130] by $8 \times$. However, this solution suffers from the same issue as [106], i.e., it requires large long-term storage on SGX.

As summarised in Table 6.1, none of above schemes can achieve our objective, i.e., preserving the access pattern privacy by using SGX while ensuring efficient search over encrypted data without any long-term storage on SGX.

6.8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we introduce an approach that supports search over encrypted data and preserves the privacy of the access pattern using SGX. B+ tree indices are built in order to ensure
the search efficiency. By loading the tree nodes page by page and accessing the nodes in a balanced manner, the access pattern is also protected against page fault, timing, and cache attacks. Moreover, our solution can process large databases efficiently without requiring long-term storage on SGX.

In this chapter, we focus on the search operation and do not consider the insert and delete operations over the B+ tree. As future work, we aim to investigate how to securely support insert and delete queries. Moreover, we will explore the techniques to thwart other side channel attacks, such as the branch shadowing attack [111].
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarise our contributions in this thesis and discuss possible future directions.

7.1 Summary

In cloud computing, SE could protect the outsourced data from powerful adversaries. However, state-of-the-art SE schemes are insecure due to sensitive information leakage, such as the search, access, and size patterns. In the literature, many recent works have shown that these patterns can be leveraged by adversaries to recover the content of queries and records. To effectively protect the outsourced data, it is necessary to minimise information leakage and ensure the forward and backward privacy simultaneously. In this thesis, we propose three different SE schemes for relational databases that not only ensure the confidentiality of the data, but also resist existing leakage-based attacks. Moreover, for the databases supporting multiple users to read and write the data, our SE schemes provide scalable key management methods that do not need to update the key or re-encrypting the data when revoking compromised users.

Before giving our solutions, we first identify the leakage issues remaining in existing SE schemes and define four different levels of leakage profiles for encrypted relational database solutions. After that, we investigate the existing leakage-based attacks. Based on the techniques and leakage leveraged on these attacks, we propose our countermeasures to thwart them. For instance, the access pattern can be protected by shuffling and re-randomising the searched records after executing each query. To protect the search and size patterns, it is necessary to randomise the encrypted queries and insert dummy records, respectively. Moreover, the correlation among the search, size, and access patterns should be broken. Otherwise, the attacker could infer the other two based on the leaked one. To break the correlation between the search and size patterns, our idea is to ensure all the queries either always match the same number of
records or always match different numbers of records even if the same query is repeated. We give solutions for both static and dynamic databases. The basic idea is to divide the elements in each field into groups and pad the elements in the same group into the same occurrence with dummy records. As a result, the queries searching for the terms in the same group will match the same number of records, and then the attackers cannot infer the search pattern of the queries in the same group based on their size patterns.

By combining the countermeasures, we propose three different solutions that minimise information leakage and withstand leakage-based attacks: ObliviousDB, P-McDb, and the SGX-assisted encrypted database. All of them can protect the search, access, and size patterns from the public CSPs effectively, and ensure the forward and backward privacy at the same time. ObliviousDB, P-McDb, and the SGX-assisted encrypted database are designed for the hybrid cloud, multi-cloud, and SGX-enabled cloud settings, respectively. Both ObliviousDB and P-McDb support multiple users to read and write the databases without sharing the secret keys among all the users. Furthermore, revoking a user does not require to updating the secrets keys and re-encrypting the records. The SGX-assisted encrypted database is a single-user scheme.

Comparing with ObliviousDB, P-McDb is significantly more efficient. Moreover, P-McDb does not rely on any trusted entities, but it suffers from the possible collusion attack between the two public CSPs. In addition, P-McDb requires more operations on the user side. Specifically, in P-McDb, the users have to filter out the returned dummy records before decryption, whereas, in ObliviousDB, this operation is performed by the OPS.

The role of WSS in P-McDb is similar to the role of the OPS in ObliviousDB. However, we cannot deploy the OPS in an untrusted public CSP, since it stores the flags that used to filter out dummy records for users in cleartext. On the contrary, the WSS could be deployed in a trusted private cloud. However, due to the storage of NDB, the WSS has a larger storage burden than the OPS.

Among the three proposed solutions, the SGX-assisted encrypted database is the most efficient one due to the usage of B+ tree indexing and the trusted code execution environment. Moreover, it supports complex queries and does not have collusion issues. However, it is currently a single-user scheme and only used for protecting static databases.

Above all, the three proposed schemes have both benefits and limitations. The cloud service customers can choose the scheme based on their resources and requirements.

7.2 Future Work

The research described in this thesis can be extended along several directions. In the following, we list several examples.

Leakage investigation for complex queries. In this thesis, the proposed solutions are mainly
designed to minimise information leakage for simple equality queries with only one predicate. When considering the queries with multiple predicates, our idea is to check if each predicate matches the record and determine the final result according to the conjunctions between the predicates. However, by doing so, the attacker might learn more information. One of our future directions is to analyse the information leaked when executing complex query apart from the search, access, and size patterns, and then investigate if an attacker could leverage the leakage to recover more useful information.

**Active attacks detection.** Another interesting direction is to ensure the correctness and integrity of search results against active malicious CSPs. In this thesis and the majority of other existing SE schemes, the CSP is assumed to be honest-but-curious, which means the CSP will follow the designed protocol honestly and return the correct result to users. However, the compromised CSP might not that honest and mount active attacks, such as tampering the data or returning random data to users. The techniques to check the correctness and integrity of the data are required in this scenario.

In addition, in both *ObliviousDB* and *P-McDb*, the access pattern privacy is protected by shuffling and re-randomising searched records. In *P-McDb*, the WSS is untrusted. It is necessary to ensure the WSS really performs the shuffling and re-randomising properly. Therefore, investigating the methods to supervise the behaviour of the untrusted CSPs is also one of our future work.

**The application of SE schemes in emerging application scenarios.** Initially, most of the SE schemes were designed to protect the file collections or relational databases stored in cloud servers. In recent years, SE schemes are gradually applied into several other scenarios, such as outsourced middleboxes [131–133], Content Delivery Network (CDN) [134–136] and publish/subscribe systems [137–139]. More recently, applications of SE schemes have received much attention from both the academia and the industry, such as the blockchain [140] and edge computing [141]. Using the concept of SE to protect the data in emerging application scenarios is also an interesting research direction.
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